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at
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in a succeeding class
gained her high honors*
I have seen him
doing his part in action, as a
cannonier in this Battery, with as much zeal
as a
young patriot could expend. Shades of

A.

J. E. FERNALD & SON,
Tailors,

FOSTER* co*

C L O

l N G

T_H

Fall and Winter

Clothing!

OAA BBL8. Choioe Appplee, jut reoeired and

JUU

for sale by
DANFORTH A CLIFFORD,
Ho. 6 Lime St.
ootSltf

Camp Russell

near

Winchester, Va.,

Nov. 25, 1804.

i

J

To the Editor qf the Brest:
The Press is occasionally put into my hand,
and as often as 1 read, my thoughts turn with
new warmth toward the Fine Tree State. If
1 assure you of this with my pea, 1 take it for
granted that you will uot be indifferent to salutations ifom soldiers in the field. How we
watch the coming of the malls, which reach
us only once in four days, owing to our distance from Martinsburg and with what eagerness do we break seals, and learn the history
of household inends. And as then come the
newspapers, with wbA interest does the eye
take in the local and general news of the State
we love so well!
Editorials, telegrams, sum-

maries, railroad notices, advertisements, shipping news, and other items too numerous to
meution, are read, for peradventure there may
be something to suggest the name of a friend
aud the interests associated with him. And
sometimes, we say it reverently, we are a little amused, at the news published in papers,
in the distance—that “it is definitely understood that & part of Sheridan’s army has been
removed and transferred to Grant.” As this
did not appear in the Press, you will not take
offence. So far from a removal, the three
Corps are yet iu the field, with breastworks
and redoubts thrown up, and others in process of construction, waiting, like M&cawber
lor any thing that “may turn up.” T he men
iu the meantime, in their various camps, have
orders to make themselves as comfortable as
possible. Jly a recent order, the whole encampment of Sheridan’s arm; takes the name
of Camp Russell, in honor of Gen. Russel),
who commanded the 1st Division, 0th Corps,
and who fell at his post, at the battle of Win1

chester, 19th of Sept. He was a graduate of
West Point, and was highiy esteemed both as
an officer and as a man.
He was cool and sagacious and of undaunted courage. Simple
and unpretending in his habits, he did not aspire to notoriety by the glitter of gold lace.—
The last time 1 saw him, he wore a blouse,
with collar thrown back on his shoulder, in
fashion of U. S. sailors, without a single badge
to denote his rank. And yet beneath that
blouse there was a heart as loyal, and brave
and generous as a soldier ever had I He now
Bleeps in a soldiers grave, but his memory will
never die with those who knew him in the
neia,

or

in

loath to follow such a leader. As
they rallied around him, they not only
strengthened the line, but in the charge that
followed, secured the fortunes of the day.
Though severely wounded, he would not leave
the field till he had been carried to a point
where he could see the retreat of the foe. For
his valor on that day, he has been made a
Brevet Major Gen. Let me add, that he too,
Is a graduate of West Point, where he showed
the good effects of early religious instruction,

by passing through that institution without
tasting of intoxicating drinks, or playing
cards, or using a profane oath. In his new
position he is temperate and moral, with a respectful deference for every thing religious,
with bravery that no one can question. As

he is only 24 years of age, he will be heard
from again if his life is spared, in the further
progress of the war, and of our nations victories.
There is only one Regiment from Maine in
the 6th Corps that is attached to the 2d Division. I refer to the 1st Maine veterans, formerly known as the Maine 7th. There is a secret
history about this Regiment that I do not pretend to understand; other Regiments of an older date failed to receive recruits, but the Tth
Maine received constant additions. The organization of the older Regiments ceased at
the end of three years; not so with the 7th
Maine, it still lives and is prospering greatly.
The veterans of the 5th aud 6th were transferred to the 7th. This naturally awakened some
jealousy. Why should the older serve the
younger ? Why should the soldiers of the 5th
and 6th do valiant things aud have all the glory given to the 7th? There were some jealousies of this nature in the household of
Jacob,
and is bumau nature any better now than then ?
By a j udiciou9 arrangement, the name is changed, aud all are interested in their new relation
as members of the 1st Maine Veteran RegiU1DUI,

VUJ.
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is deservedly popular. His bravery, that was tested and well known at Antieiam will uot fail him in other times of peril.
The officers of his field and staff are well qualfied for their positions, and add to the good
name of the regiment.
The friends of Lieut.
Grenier (formerly of the 5th Maine) will be
to
learn
be
that
is the Adjntant of this
pleased
regiment. The officers aud men, under the
the

Brigade)

new arrangement, are harmonious lu action,
and all aspiring to vindicate with zeal the honor and integrity of their country.
Lieut. Mitchell, who served faithfully iu the

his assignment to the 7th, was
wounded in the battle of Cedar Creefc, on the
HU ieg was amputated, aud
19th of October.
while, with his strong constitution and temperate habits, there was every promise of his
recovery, he died very suddenly, to the surprise and deep sorrow of ail his friends, He
once belonged to a glee club in tbe Maine 5th,
of four members. Lieut. Lyon, a brave and
resolute mau, was last seeu at the storming of
the breastworks, near Spottsylvania, on the
10th of May. The probability is that he is
numbered with the dead.
Capt. Daniel Clark of Portland, was wounded on the same day, died at Fredericksburg,
and now sleeps la the
“Evergreen Cemetery'’
near his kindred and
early home, and now
Lieut. Mitchell is added to the death roll
while Lieut. Kelly of the 121st
(the 4th in
the club) is now a prisoner of war.
Surely, a
solemn dirge is suited to the memory of such
men, as we think ot their once melodious and

5tb, prior

to

spirit stirring songs!

Iu the rear of the 1st Maine Vets, is
the 5th
Maine Battery, under the command of
Cant.
G. T. Stevens. This Battery is well
known
army circles for its brilliant and successful service, and has received special commendation
through army orders. Capt. S. is always at
his post, whether in the
camp or the field, and
looking after the interests of his men. Scruexact
in
all
of
pulously
his accounts with government, he is unselfish and generous towards
his men. Thinking that the
turkeys aud chickens sent to the Battery, for
thanksgiving were
not more than were needed for the men
he
gave up the portion thkt might have been appropriated to his own mess, and contented
himself with humbler fare, that others

iii

might

more abundance.
Some generous Iriend
oueht to send at Christmas or New Year, a
box for the special use of such an officer aud
such a man.

have

Lieutenants Clark and Bartlett are on the
ground, while Lieut. C. Hunt is a prisoner of
The valedictory assigned to him for the
war.
Master’s degree, at the late Commencement
at Bowdoin, was not delivered la person—but
the vale unspoken, tells of his scholastic standing, and his absence tells of his perils and sac-

rifices In the service of his country. Bowdoin
|UU an interest in his younger brother, who,

the Strikers.

Boston, a professional gentleman came into
office and enquired for the proprietor.
We responded that we were the individual.
He then said that he had learned that the printers bad made a strike; that in his judgment
the strike was wrong and wicked; that it was

attack on the part of a few to control the
proprietors of newspapers in an illegal and
unjustifiable manner; that such an unholy
combination should be frowned down by every right minded man In the community, and
more to the same effect.
“Yes, sir,” he continued, “it is high time that all kinds of rebellion should be put down effectually and forever.” He was ready to assist to accomplish
this desirable end. The people, said he, must
maintain the integrity of the nation and the
great business interests of the world. He was
an

printer himself, and could take his
stand at the case adn set up type as in days
of yore
“Yes, sir, he was ready to take off
his coat and again perform hard labor.” We
expressed our delight to the professional gentleman for the offer of his services, stating that
we were sadly in want of help and that he
should be immediately assigned a stand and a
permanent situation, if he desired It Well, he
formerly

Treenails.

100,000^OAlTRKBHAILS.lbr
SIMONTON * KNIGHT,

Undercoats, Pants, Tests,
And Furnishing Goods,

Merchant
No.

at-Hall in-on-evening and
would be content with the usual pay for the
composition if we would charge him nothing
for the publication of the same. We replied
that his kindness so completely overwhelmed
us that we must take time to codsider his liberal offer, and if we concluded to accept it
would give him the notice thereof.
Exit the patriotic professional gentleman.
[Boston Herald.

er

Tailor,

are

own doth will hare the
good in oase of misfit.
MThanklul to friends' for past patronage,
for a oontiDuanocof the same.
W Parties from thu country will find this a good
market and “A Tailor altoaye Reddy."
Nov 7—eodlm

made

Savings’

Exhibit

for October,

Of vie* cows of Pack
BTXBT

Middlb Bn.,

a»d

DAT DUSKS BCBIEXSS

THE

PICTURE_FRAMES

I

CLEVELAND & OSGOOD>,
No.

147 Middle St.,

UnitedStates Securities. 92,080 00
At. 18t Law. K. R. Bonds,.. 2.6«0 00
ManoContr 1
do.
7,000 00
Portland Gas Light Co. Stock,
860 00

Btete of Maine Bond. 12,600 00
Loans on Collateral. 88,488 83
Bank Stocks at par:
First National.611,400
Casco.
1,900
Mannlaot’rs A Tradors,
8,100
Merchants.
6,076
Bank of Cumberland,..
8,680
-826,466 00
Cash on deposit,
6,894 29

M

--

Hurt Olat,
La Ritioa,

Axbrioah Easlb,

Tit Tor,

Black Sna,

Kbsalia,
Bo Glovo,

Pcsoh,
Chbroots,

GILDING

_

Maxilla,
La Flor.

Together with the beet quality of

Is Dale*.
•_

Gh-ewmg

&c,

Smofeinju

12.00

OP

Chewing &, Smoking Tobacco.

FRAMES

RE-GILT,

To look equal te new.

received

a

fresh supply of french

FRAMES,

Iwestsir’a Bleaohery, 312
oe»t*.

On Jooky Crown and EngUeb shape, {0 cento.
Blocking Felt Bonnets. 50 oente.
For coloring, 20 oents additional to the above

price*.

Aray and Nary,

Milliners prioes in proportion.

Pecabeatas,

Grand Trunk

Sbaagbia,

Kllllekalek.

Looking-Glass

miun dowk the prise of Cigar*
SS well ss other goods, to oonform to

sad
Tobacco,
the
prise of Gold, and being determined to reduce the
stock, I call the attention of the trade to the tame.

Wm.

Allen, Jr.,

Vos. 13 »ad 15 Sxehange Bt
Nor S—jilm

Pittsburg

and

Plates of all Sizes Re-Set.
a

CAPITAL

$400,000

80.000 Shares Par, $5 Per lhare.
Ten 1%6tteand Sharee Reserved for Work

Manufacturers and Tailors.

tuffioient evidence of i’t great value.
No. 2. 8} acres perpetual lease [99 years] on the
Wash Ns din took Farm, Oil Creek. New Well to
go down at nnoc.
No. 8 -‘Wild Cat Well”on Wash. MoClintoek,

producing about 80 [thirty] barrels

17

per day, with engine derricks, tanks, Ac. The Company own the
whole wobkiho interest in this celebrated Well,
which has the great advantage of lowing when it ia

8,210 97

not pumped.
No 4. California Well No. 1.
down 600 foet all rradv to tnbe.
No. 6 California Well No. 2.
down500 feet nearly ready to tube,

LI ABILITIES.

nov

Exchange Street,

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for Maine.

16dtf

i

s

a

s

n

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS PAINTED

AT
No.

HUDSON’S,

27 Market

Square,

Portland.

nav22ecd2w

is

hereby given that

scribed goods
NgTIOE
hereinafter

the
at this

seized
mentioned, for

days

were

following

detne

Port, on
violation of4the

a

Revenue Laws:
Oot 7.1864 on board Br. schooner “Mary McKenzie” 16 10-12 dozen pairs Woolen Mittens,2 dozen prs
Woolen Socks.—Oot. 24,1864 at store ia this city, 24
Bags Rags, 108 pairs Wool Socks or Hose, 1 lot old
Oot. 27,1861, at store in
Lei), Brass and
this city, 466 bbls old Zino. Nov. 4. 1864, on board
kOO Cigars.
Nov.
1
hex
Sugar,
this
in
Wagon
city,

Copper.

6,1864,

on

toard Wagon In this oity, 2 barrels Mo-

lasses.

4.

the ssme, are reAny p. rson or persons, desiring
olslm within ninequested to appear and make inchotherwise
the said
ty days from the date hereof;
goods will be disposed of in accordtnoe with the act
Congrtsi appproved April 2,1864ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr-,
Collector.
Deo 6, 1864—dlaSw

ROYAL ERMINE I
*“T« * gw more beautiful sets of this Vubr
WEionable
Pur, which we can sell
Less than New York Prices.
BYRON OREEHOTTGM $ 00.,
Pet 6

dfrw2m_140

Middle street.

Skates.

A

GOOD assortment of Skates for sals bv
W.D. ROBINSON,

Also, Violins, Aeordions, Guitars, and
Toys.Cheapfor Cash.
Sept 26—w8m

•ortment of

©rover & Baker 8. HI.

Co.,

Sewing Machines hare been so long and favorably, known, have just brought out a new and Improved Machine, embracing ail t be advantages of
all others with improvements which render it invaluable for manufacturing purposes. It is simple in
construction, rnns with out little noise or motion,
and baa greater capacity than any other machine.
The sabsoriber has received the first that haa been
brought into the State, and Invites Manufacturers,
Tailors and all others haring rue for enoh a machine
to call and examine.
B e baa also a Tariety of Grover ft Baker’s Manefactoring and Family Sewing Maohines, together
with a good assortment of needles, twist and cottons of all numbers, on hand. Also, Pure Maohins
Oil.
Machines repaired to order.
Whose

N. S. GARDINER,
No. ea MIDDLE STREET, opp. PoatOffioe.
Nov. 14.1864.

Seizure of Goods.

a'Jarvs'ai.
“

a bargain.
Eating House In the oity,

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MR.
WT Work executed in every part of the State.
lunoltf

It has also

one

ATKINSON A INGERSOL’S,
So. Tt Middle Street.

Board at United States Hotel,
novlfl

dtf

WILLIAM F. SONGEY & GO.,

dim

NOTICE.
t~h"e

New Weed Sewing Machine,
all the recent Improvements, possesses
WITH
points of excellence and acknowledged writ
which
it far in

advance 01 any other Machine
now in nse.
While many other good Machine* have
been offered to the public, we have long felt the neoeeslty of a Sewing Machine more perfectly ad«rted
to all Undl of Family Sewing, as well u H«iv
Tailoring and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we nnbeslta ingly elaim to be the beet Sewing Machine In the
world, and tee Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thrv have been tried and Improved by eleven year* of practical experience and
constructed upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part is made of the best
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be aeon at the

On Oil Creak
with a powerful 16 horse engine, [sew,] derricks, tanka, Ao. Ao.
No. 6. Lease of 24 acres on Oil Creek.
No 7. One quarter interest (working) irons veil,
down four hundred feet, on Oil Creek, and will be
tested iu about four weeks.
No. 8. One quarter foli interest on 21 acres on Oil
Creek, on which above well is situated. Te > thousand shares reserved for working capital—the properties to be developed with energy,
After the olosing of the subscription the stock will
b# placed upon the regular Boards of Boston and
Phliadalphia as a bona fide producing and dividendpaying Oil Company.
8ubsoription books are now open at our offioe,
where forther particulars, with prospectus, can be
obtained.

Rales Room, 137 1*9 Middle St„
by experienced
Instructions given on

workmen.
all kinds of Machine*. AS
kinds of Machine* taken In exehange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the wsek or month.
manner

Christian

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,
No. 1 Tower Balldings

SPENCER,

VILA &

To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.
HAVE left with Mr. W. D. Jam**, Mo. 88 Middle atreet, Portland, oopiet of the true science of
drafting garments. Mr. 3. fully understand! the
theory and praotloe as well ts I do, and can communioat as wall to others.
OTIS MADISOM.
Portland, Sept 16,18M.

I

Haring received authority from Mr. Madison, I
prepared to furnish all the necessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
at Mr. M. S. Gardiner's, Mo. 62 Middle (treet.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 16—3m

am

S.A_. EMERY,
LATM

Das

OF

Conservatorium der Musik
TKACHKM

OF

Congress Street,

THX

NO. 11 CLAPfN BLOCK
Congress Street, Portland, (Maine.

—

WE,

Boston.

29 Exchange St., Portland.

Canal

BanBc..

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared to receive subscription#
the new 7 8-16 loan in sun a of $69 and upwards,
paying interest from date of anhsoription to Angoat
16th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertible at the end of three
years into speoie paying 6 per cent. 6 26 bonds.
One-eighth per oent. will be allowed on all amounts
of $1000 and over.
B. C. bOKEKBY.
Portland
dtt
Cashier.
ng. 1,18(4.
to

THE

SPANISH NOBILITY
—

van tub—

ARCTV8IVE,
—ox—

CANADA

NOTICE.
the Subscribers to the Capital Stock of the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company:
the undersigned, the President and Secretary of the Board of Commissioner* of the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company, in pursuance of the
d notions given in the Act of Incorporation, hereby
no
tics
to the subeeribers of the Capital Stock of
give
said Company, that, we appoint Tuesday the sixth
of
day
Deeembernext, at leu o’clock in the forenoon, and the Boom numbered twenty-two (82) in
toe Merchants' Exchange Building, on State street.
City of Boston, Mam., ae the time and place for the
first m eting of said subseribera, for the purpose of
electing thirteen Direstore for said Corporation .and
transacting any other business that may legally
come before them.
J081AH FEBHAM. President.
A BIEL ABBOlT.Seoretary.
Boston, Mov 16,1884,novl7dtd

BEADS’ GREASE !

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

For the growth and lnxnrtenoe of the hair.

No. 117 1-3 Middle Street, Portland.
C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
ootMdtf

Beware cf imitations, and sea that the eignatare
and name and place oorrispond.
for sale by the Druggists.
novlldlm

JUST

Cotton,

Re. It Exchange Street,
a

stook of

DRY AND FANCY G00D8,
Consisting of the following, visDoeeklns, Cassi-

meres, Satinets, all wool Shirting. Under Shirts and
Drawer,, n-i.aius, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens.
Embo seri all wool Table Covers. Sontags, Hoods,
Sosrfit, beak-Ties, Hoop Skirts. Cotton and Linen

thread*.

Also, A Large Lot of Silver- Plated Wore, Table
essedPocket Cutlery, Trunks, Valises, fee.

Auction Sales

Every Evening.

CHAS. E. COTTON, Auctioneer.
Oetu-dtf

Warned.
girea.

«

Wanted.
lady, who resides with her parents to atAYoang
tend hi
offloe. The situation is pleasant aid
an

Apply

No. A

__majMtl
ainffct !£-•»

the United States Motel, room
novJl eodlw*

at

LOST.
the evening of the 16th between Deerlng Hall
and baniorth street, a large bold Crow coated.
The Ondar will meet with a liberal reward
by leaving lt at
UO WELL A oENTKB’8,
novlTd.f
Kxshange street.

ON

SEWING MACHINES 1
WOODMAN, TBITS A CO„
Idle Street.
on

&.“■Premoic*.

"a r.

permanent.

A.?.'2£E2S^' i

hand,

Wanted Immediately.

*Nnw.'ah to engage in a legitimate business,
whloh putiee have mads trom s6 to S26 a
» •"■** Investment of from
tltiuto 8300, us
invited to an examination of some of the most lmnow Inventions of the
age: 3va of which
Tf *•*■[ Pa*»»s b en introdurn d in the New En*!”***?«• f rare opportunity Is bore offered ter
enterprising asms with small or Urge capital. CiroaUr,»“»“«K. CHATMAN, Jit
novlBdaw
938 Congress st.

V
ilk

In

Krtaut

mohlttl

A CARD.

DR. S. C. FERHALD.

Wanted.

ransi,
No.

Wife
BYold,a Gentleman,
good suit of

and

Middl
F treat.
AB.nan.on..Dr*. Baoo tad BaaaiJB,
Portland, Hay to, VMt.
tf

Daughter. 8 years
with board. Booms
which liberal compenP
sation will bo paid. Address G. J„ tmx
Portland, Ooi. 38th.
ootfTtf

Dp. J. H. HEA1 D
dlapowd of hli entire interest in hit
Office to Dr. 8. C. FEBNALD, would cheerfully
reooommmd him to hie former patient* and the
pnb*“• Hr. Fbb.au>, from long
experienee, la prepared to

Is—t.
Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, be.Kx0^fo*5
?*• *Jid kmery 8i., a pair ot
uont • Boots.
The Under will bo suitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW fc SON. cor■er of Exchange and Milk 8ts.
ootSOtf

170

HAVING

Insert Artificial Tooth

on

tha“Yaloaalte

Bate!'1

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEBIQH, HEZILTON,
SUGAB LOAF, OLD fcoMPANY LEHIGH, LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WeBSIBB and BLAIS. HEATH. Theae Conic are ot the
Tory beat qualify, well lareened and plokeu
end
V

give satisfaction.

warranted to

HABD .AND

Tarnished

a
or

rooms

aafbraished,

for

2o4

ON

And B*

tot* of
adlan Produce,

Western and C
1*7 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, i

Mbltdly

WARREN’S

Henry

jAJon*«,j

POBTLAMD.

Wholesale
AHD COMMISSION

Commercial street,
(Opposite head Widgery Wharf,)
John Lyneh, )
Peleg Barker,}
POBTLAMD, MB.
Thoe. Lyneh ) Jnneldtf

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

FLOUB, COSH AHD PRODUCE,

__Janeldgm
E. K. LEMONT,

Carriage Manufacturer,
Portland, He.

■

HT“Carriagee and Sleigh,

on

order-_
P.

with board,
be obtained by
SUITS of Beam*,
lmmwli*lell' •* *> Danibrtb
out

Mayllth**

street^^

CAPI SIC POND

Hoofing
Ho. 18

TURKS

Th» oholamt Supper, .erred,
Oot. 1»—8m
GKO. W. MUBCH.

MUUHH —

FOREST AVM1IE HOV8E
ro«n*«LT uoww aa m

WHARF,

Ceanowlnt Stool,-

PorUnnd, Mo.

ST.,

__sopttdtf
-FOB

Tbe pobiio are respectfully informed
.Uut thi* ipaoiou*. oonveniem and well
[known Houae, situated at

Draper,

Manufacture* to order and In the beet manner. Military and Havy Uniform*, and Boy* Garment*.

Scotch

McClellan house,
He-opentd with New Furniture * Fixture*,
WINSLOW A THAYER, Pro prlooir.

__BM
Alexander D. Reeves,

Tailor At

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, ha* bean re-(tarnished and 1*
reception of Company and PleasarePartle*. Every attention wiilbe given to the com-

--- ..

“pen tor the

fort of ru«*U.
SET The Car*

from Portland every half boor.
WIH8LOW A THAYER.

Wmtbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

Canvas,
BA LB

HOUSE,

MILKS PROM PORTLAND.

Inlormed that
*2 5“B!*9“T.
It li the Intention
of the Proprietor ted
thi» Home ahali be kept a Unt-olam road

1

Union Btroet.

ALBERT WEBB * CO.,
—

one

HOTELS.

BEADLE YJ8

BT-

JAMES T. PATTEN * CO.

—

OK TKB

American and

Bath, Be.

HOTELj
—

European Plans,

Cat. of CoBnaercisl 4 Indio Sts,

wa*ssa©«-»«...
100 do Kxtrm All Long
>00 do Nary Fine

s.~-

Thi* House to situated directly
opposite
>th« Grand Trunk Railroad Depot, and bead
of Boston and Portland Steamers' Wharf.

f Arbroath,

J

Delivered in Portland or mTTtia.
Bath, April 80.1881

BBADLEY, Jr-,
Bradley, Jr,
——-—

_tpMdM

KIMBALL,

angSIdtf

~~

E. MERSEY. Agent,

band and made to

jnnelSdtf

a

considerable sum of money, end papers of no
to any one bat the looser. The Under will
bo
rewarded ns above on returning the same to No. 8
Central WhuL or 78 Braokett street.
a

COMPOSITION,

08 EXCHANGE

And W holeeale Dealers in

Preble Street,

WATERPROOF

JanM dtf

MOODY,

O B1TBRAL

ef

vdue

T° ff£*h“* \,to«* of Millinery, with rent of

Flour and Grain,
Grocers, Corn,
SHAD OF MHHHIT.T.'B
MERCHANTS.

man

Central wharf, or aroand the Grand Trank
ONDepot
and rare;
Calf Skin Wallet contain-

ing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.

CO.,

Granite Stores,

DOLE St

WOOD,

IHPOBVED

O-ravol

_jnneldtf

JOHN LYNCH &

AND

FELT

Ornette Block.

■

young

8* *°DAI>,‘ * 80N-

FIRE

BLAKE,
CO.,
FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

a

gl’ortland, Aug. 81,186*.

SOFT

delivered to nay part of the city.
Opfiob ConannoiAL St., head of Franklin Whirl

JONES A

k

CO„ Proprietor*.

F.H-Bndl.,.

WIUIAM A PEARCE,
HALLOWELL HOUSE
Sleighs, PLUMBER!
REOPENED!
(Near Preble Houee,)

XAiror.aoTUUB or

Carriages

and

Preble street.
POBTLAMD, MB.

K1KXB OF

Sale Booms, 110 and 111 Sudbury St., Boetoa, Meets.

Force

M.

PEARSON.

Silver
AMD

Plater,

M A.NUF AOTURHR OF

SILVER

WARE,

Pumps

and Water

Closets,

1*0.134 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, MR.

Joueltf

Warm, Cold aad Shower bulhi, Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

EV**Y'••“ripUon of Water Plata

tor

re.

Dwel-

BBS Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland, Me,

|^*AU kinds of Wore, anoh aa Knirea, Forka,
Spoons, Cake Baakets, Caatera, tee., plated in the

PUMP8 of all descriptions.

manner.

Also, Repairing and Re-finishing Old Silver

augOdtm

Ware.

Firm!y

Bui

and

Neatly Finished.

J. F. LIBBEY) No. 20 Preble St.,
/~VFFEBS for sale, at hi* establishment, a variety
of Carriages mad* la the neatest and most substantial manner. The assortment comprises til the
dlObrent styles of Light Carriages, and they will be
•old on the most favorable terms. Persons Intending to purchase Carriages will find it tor their later
est to oall and examine Defer* buying elsewhere.
funoSSdtf

NEW FURNITURE 4 FIXTURES 1
8. G.

ling HoaAt, Hotels, PobUo Buildings, Shops,
**.•> srranged and set np In the boot manner, end a3
2^1!™*? A°.T»or ""■■tap faithfblly ozoootod. Ab

gaeats.

STABLING,
and all

sp9 dtf

J. T. Lewis <Sc

the nsnal oonvenlenoo* of a popular hotel

amply provided.
Halloweli, Fob. 1 18M.

an

Blackmcr's Concentrated

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING GOODS,

FRUIT
WINEI,
Made Without Fermentation.
THIS WINK possesses a mild
delicious flavor, tall. body.
1U» prepared Irom choice indi-

Not. 1 tmd I JVes Strut Stock
(Over H. J. Libby k Co.,)

"1 p. Uwil!

POKTLAHD.

ud

genous

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikos, Nails, ft.,
short notice and delivered at any port required.
MeGILVEBY, BTAN fc DAVIS.
8ept 6.—dtf

RETAIL

and

GEAHT’8 COFFEE ft SPICE MILLS.

EO.

Sc

165

BRACKETT.

MIDDLE BTREBT.

orders in the oity or from the oountry prompt

All

*▼

*»!<><*•_gept28dti

126

Exchange

Street.

126

ORIGINAL MSTABLI8NMMNT.

J.

GRANT,
Wholesals Dealer In all kinds of

Hugh

Salseratus * Cream Tartar,

Coffee and Bploet put up for the trade, with any
address, in all variety of psokages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
notioe.
0“ All goods entrusted a t the owner's risk.
marohlOdtf

R. J. D. LARRABEE &
No. 69 Exchange EL,

C0^

Manufaeturen of all kinds of

M.

IPhinnev.

inform his Mends and farmer eastomen
that he bee taken the Store No. lid Mteekanoe
Street, where he intends to carry on the

WOULD

COFFEE, SPICES,
Note Cofee and Spice Mills, U and U Union street,
Portland, Me.

Oil

—

Stove and Furnace

Business,

la all Its branches.
newest and most

STOVES, of all kinds, of
approved patterns.

Furnaces

the

Hoiking
Palatable, Seating more Invigorating. Bathing mere Strengthening.

Looking

er“ Second hand STOVES bought,

or

taken in
re-

pltronase.

he hopee by strict
Grateful for former
attention to buclaccs, and fair dealing, to receive a
gonerens share oi pebiio fovor.
Pet, 18—dtf,

REMoyAL

100

Middle

Inmerlj Kcipid bj Fitsgcnld
the

as

Had

!

l

«t.,

Hedgdu,

Dahlia Hoop Skirt .tore, when they will
aad oomplete assortment of roods and
■«««■

FIRST O LASS

and Looking Glssiea.

FANCY GOOES STORE*

Ths Trade supplied with Blank Walnut, Imitation
Bom wood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Brunos, Our
manufhoturing facilities enable ns to furnish all araelM in this line as low in priees as oan be (band
elsewhere, w* invite purohaseri to call and examine our very One Engravings of whioh we have a

foch as Velvets, Bugle Trimmings, Buttons, Woolen
Goods. Gloves,Laeea. Ve.ls, Cottons, Bioeoas, Hosiery. fco., So., an endless variety to* aamerone to
mention.
Don't forget the number, IS* Mldd.e street.

Frames

arge variety.

seplOdtf

Good for the Sedentary, Good fbr the Consumptive,
Good fir the Invalid.
It la quite refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and oonvalescent it ean be said to
Da truly Invaluable.
Every household should have
a supply
constantly on hood fbr family use.
This Wine is Unfermented This Wins is Unftrmvoted, This Wine is Unftrmented.
Prepared and tor sale by L.inBLACK Util A CO.,
Portland by W. T.
Worcester kfsss. For tale
PHILLIP^, * CO., and by Druggists and deaisrs
oct27evd8m.
generally.

W.
nov8tf

Bohemian!

Steamship

Wrecked at Portland.

1st—of
wreck of the Hnll and Engines of tbo
Iron Steamship Bohemian, of about 220J tons, as
they sow lie or may then lie, in about live Ihthoms
water, abont half a mile from the shore of Capo Elisabeth. opposite Broad Cove,abont eigbt miles from
the

tbseity

•Id—of all the remaining port on of the osrgo that
msv be found in or arround the w.eck, consisting
of Iron Knees, Bar Iron, Sheet Iron, and oilier

fOOdle

Tenders to state the prie In oash, gold valae, that
the partita are willing to give for each lot. separatewhose tender is
ly, and the party or parties If any the
with
undersigned,
aeoepted, must pay or deposit of
Twenty per cent, uu
not later than Jaiusry abth.
twenty
the amount of their bids; »tarther sum
80 and the balance in
pereent on or befbre Feb r
tall on or before
FAHMRB,
Ho. 10 Eaahange street.
novSOtd
Portland, Nor 28.186*.

JOHN F.

a new

ail the variety usually kept la a

—FOB—

Picture

others.

on

exchange lor new.
Srovne, Bxnsnn, Funnxcne, and Tin Win
paired at abort notice, in a faithful manner.

Classes;

lVt'OXJLElISrc3-S

A half wine-glass taken a short time t stare breakthat will sharpen the appetite, and it la to be relied
when every other mode oi treatment falls.
Used for Nervous Weakness, Usedfor Kidney Owplaints, Used for Indigestion.
It is rapidly growing Intopuhlio flavor, fbr those
who use it once invariably bay It the second time
It is used as a dinner wine by many in ptaoe of all

on

will receive

the

Kannfhotnrars of all kinds of

iabio

undersigned
separate tenders at
bis olfioe in this city, until noon
and Ranges, THE
Tuesday
January 10,1866, for the purchase

Tin'and Mallow Wore.

Paintings, Engravings,

Photographs, *

remar

—

DURAN

at

_

Iromitspwr-

more

VALISE&j

WHOLESALE

*

and

healingpropartl6*'"

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
Traveling Bags!
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE
are prepared to Ihrnish suits of
Manufactured and tor sale
Yellow Metal A Copper Sheathing,

fruits;

*<» »»d peculiar mode of prep-

HE.

____frlldtf
TR UNKSj

mohSSeodtf

Co.,

Uacuihotarera mad Wholesale Dealers la

Okamtin

DENNIS, Proprietor.

V~Tbe pnblle an specially informed that the
•PtMma, convenient and well-known BAtLowiLt
Home, In theoentreof Hallo well, two mile* from
hagustA and tour mile* from Togue Spring, ha*
been ieturni»hed, and to open (bribe reception at
oompany ami permanenttboarder*.
Every attemlon will be given to the comfort of

AND

—

Formerly ocoapted by Btewart k Piero#,

Provisions,

AGENTS,
Noa. 84 and ..Mi
HoedlaaandTrlmmtagialwayi

For

at

enoe

subscribers Inform their customers aad the
FRAMES Thepublio
genera:ly that they have removed Horn
FOB
oonerot Chestnut and Congress stieet, to

OPENED,

And will be sold at the

Auction Boom of C. E.

and

m

88 Commorolnl atreet, Thomaa
Block,
aOBBBT BUALBT, \
PORTLAND, MM.

LIVERPOOL, wra.
Mot 11-dgm*

StawfDw

To

Bubssriptfons can ba made at the office of
WM. B. WOOD A SON,
Nov 22—dlw

Leipzig,

an

Piano f orte & Musical Theory,

CO.,

bankers,
13

Vo.

North,

Commission. Carriages, Carriages!

Chairman, T. K. Hay eg, receive. Store, at US Kiddie StTMt.
Treasurer, Cyrua Sturdivant, reeei>es Money at 76
Commercial street.
Seorotary, Henry H. Burgess, reoe'vos Letter* et
80 Commercial atreet.
/
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. >.. Johnion.

«•» WhUbes.
N^unhei
LulerniallootiW6#
this olboe.
inquire
nov24dtf

A ?.IubitbI^Bt“o,I^-&
Address

Also fbr sale beat of

Brokers,

Ship

THM

Oct 81

place

Where Machine Pindinae of all kinds an constantly
on hand. Maohines of all kinds repaired in the beat

On Oil Crock,

Wiouuu Dbalubs

( Cafe Songey, Cooper f Co.)

beet
OF

U. S.

small Leather

Found,

V*Cara loaded with Corn la bulk free ol charge.
No. 130 Commercial Street,
And City Mill*, Dee ring
Bridge.
juneleodtm

Which draws orowds of customers.

FORA FIRST-CLASS EATING HOUSE,

a

—

and Oats.

Warehouse

Flour, Grain

o’clock,

a considerable .mount of
uonevTk’.."tatolug
wU1 Pa liberally
lea Tin.'
7 rewarded by
it at 5 n<1F
"*» It
the tffloc of the Presi.
uov2Sdlw

as

of

There it no better location, or ran of custom in this
eity. For one seeking basinet* it will be found the
beet opportunity ever offered in tide class of business
In Portland:
Parties wishing to purobase will please apply at

lost.

LA»T.r.nin*.about •

mi^oGmrmothgDU.owntoth. proven. M
Wanted.
8. C. HUNKINS, H. D„
i SITUATION Salesman by
SURGEON & PHYSICIAN, WOOU ANH COAL «aattrjsa;sar~.dairOFFICE 10. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
CHEAP FOR CASH !
$300 REWARB.
MARKET SQUARE-

This is the most
and has a fell run

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountain*,

sopWdtf

The properties of thlB Company are most valuable,
consisting cf the following:
No. 1 About fifty aerss of land in fxk sue flu, situated cn Cherry Tree Bun, a branch of Oil Creek,
opposite to the Dalaell Petroleum Co. (Hayes Farm)
and Story Farms. A fine well is ea the comer of
this land, which Is covered with Oil springs and rich,
••surfao-shows."- The situation of the territory is

Total Assets. 8246,232 48

Portland Office 31

St.,

Portland Army Committee

28,266 u6
1,676 00
96,816 01
48,608 90
9,607 72

none.
Losses adjusted and due.
claimed and unpaid. 87i 0 00
reported and unadjusted,. 6,980 00
E. H. Kellogg, President.
J. N. Duhhax, Seo’y.
Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,
Henry Checkering, justice of the Peaoe.

Fresco and Banner Painter,

C.

ATKINSON & INGERSOL,
of customers.

Assessment.

[Invested as follows, vis:—
InU. 8. 6-20 Bonds, veined at.825,376 60
In Massachusetts State Bonds, valued at.. 13,116 71

14,268

House for Sale I

Wo. 77 Middle

oentral

Sewing Machine,

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00
Surplus Over Cuplf al $96,939.48

..

OKAS. J. SOKUMAOKIK,

pr*Ti“*

dUdS’i

FOB mOKUlln UllOf

J

Stockholders’ Meeting.
THERE will he a special meeting of the Stockholders of the Farnsworth Manumetaring Com
maay.at the Counting Room of H J. Libby A Co.,
Dec8th, at 8 o'oloek r,
infortland,onThursday,
K.
Per Order of Directors.
S. B. HASKELL, Clerk of Corporation.
deeltd

Cut be purohased at

!

Original Sutscripttons $2.30 per Share for
full paid Stock and no further

Made in compliance with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.

In Hank Stocks, valued at.
In Railroad and Gas Co Stocks, valued at.
Loans on Mortgages of real estate
“.
•'
Loaos on collateral secnrit es,
Casta on hand and in Banks,.
Cash in hands of agents and in transitu,
Personal property and other investments,

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 58 dDzohange Street, Portland, Me.
Jnneldtf

on
owuer cun have

Merchant

Bariev, Rye

Wo. 5 Galt Blook, Oommero'al St,
AndrewT. Dole,
I
„„
POBTLAMD, MB.
Franklin 0. Moody,

O B

TJ

»

MAMUFAOTUBMM OF

Premium Paged Account Book*.

One-half of the Establishment

ing Capital.

FOB

N O

Boston

Annual Statement

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

AMD

Bailway.

Feiiuht Dhfat tmkst,
l
Portland station, Nor 28,1861.1
are reque ted to notify the U. 8.
Customs at Island Pond upon each shipment of
goods i bond f >r Canada, or upon w hich are inquired certiitca e. for drawbacks from the U 8. Government.
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

Eating

AN ENTIRE NEW

Go.,

sept22 dtf

MERCHANTS

May Apple,

.»ept27—dtf

Western Massachusetts Ins.

Congress St.

DAVIS,

Bookseller, Stationer,

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, <0

Petroleum Company!

With the facilities afforded them they ean get np
any piece of work in their department of business
a* well u>d as cheap ms can be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.

OF THE

the beet Instruments of their olmse in the world.
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the ooontry
have given written testimony to tide effect, and these
instruments are in oonstant an An the ooneerte ol
the most distinguished artists—as Gotteohalk and
othen—as well as In the opens In the prinotpal cities, whenever snoh instruments are required. Price
These instruments may be found
SSI to 8600 each.
at the Mnaio Rooms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prioee.
H. S. EDWARDS,
No.
Stewart’s Bloek, Congress St.

AT

Anderenn’i Nary,
Old Haaneetead.

HnTisg

large variety of Photograph
Stock and Lhemicalt, Cates, Camaras, fc., fc.
V Maktli aid Phs Glass** made to order.

Joseph Libby.

X,.

Blocking Felt Hats for 1864,

Darin’ Nataral Deaf,

FOBTLAND, MB.
Janeldflm

"Wholesale and Retail.

The Cabinet Organs

Nov 28—dim

They have also

Samuel Kolfe,

c£j.B.l2SS. }

non

Gee Deane & Ce. Careadleh,

Smorally
ST

OLD

Maine.

No. 61 Commercial Street,

TRANSIENT PRICE LIST

SVa. Bel tea’* DewDrep.

eu assure

constantly on hand.

Byron Qreenongh,

Delivered to order la any part of the oity.
The former ouatomers of Meeen. Sawyer k Whitney are reepeetfolly invited to give ns e call.
KANDALL. M0ALXJ8TEE fc CO.
J
June 18.18M_dlv
Portland.

MASON & HAMLIN

PACKAGES

their customers and thepublio
that all work will be done in the NB ATand most WORKMANLIKE MANNER.

and they

GILT

Eben Steele,

aim, Hard and Soft Wood,

Commission

Found.
Thursday evening, a Fur Caps
the Mine by oaliing at No.

ONTii©Congress it.

Also, Ground Book Salt

BRAD LEV, MOULTON fc
R06ERS

_laneldtf

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

Magaella,

Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds of

Barnes,

Coal !

A anterior Coalfor Blaohsmiths.

TOBACCO!

DEPARTMENT,

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
which they offer at lowest rates.

8278,498 69

WELLPKKKD and screened
014 Company Lehigh,
Sugar Leal Lehigh,
Hazel ton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.
John'*,
White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lor berry,

Cumberland

in the elty.
The services ofMr.H. Q. SMITH,
of
Boston have been secured to superintendformerly
the

They have also

Charles Holden,

Harris C.

Ellsworth,

Summon,

Kmixitti,

In New England—purchased before the very
great
adTance in nil Unas of materials—are prepared to
sell at

imitation of

TRUSTEES

William Willis,
Oliver P. Tuokerman,
Charles Staples,
Nov 18—eodiw

EaranOLA,

—

Coal and W ood!

Scats’* Celebrated Nary,

PICTURE AND OVAL

,

Cleaned and Tarnished in the best style.

KINGSBURY, Jr., President.
CHARLES BAKER, TVcaswer.

Nathaniel

Broio,

JunaUdtw

aprMdtf

Portraits & Pictures,

Mortgages on real eaUte,..$93,186 47

Nathaniel F. Deering,
Martin Gore,

dr

fob Andersoi k Co.’s him ad Amulet.

EVAN’S BLOCK,
Hare on hand the largest assortment of

Portland,

)

John A. fl. Dana.)

Are

6278,488 69

IK VKSTM KWTS.

BENJ.

SnyuiTH Bnamnr,

Portland, June «,

ms^found
1884.

mBX subscriber having purchased the Stock of
A. Coui and Wood, ana taken the itand recently
Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head of
Mam* Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
former patrons and the public generally, with a
flue Assortment of

HOUBfl.

Eleventh Semi-Annual Dividend was declared the third Wednesday of October, at the rate
of six per otnt. per annum, without dednotion of the
Government tax.
The state of the Bank, October 1,1864, was as fellows :—
Deposits, .6X8,784 06
Balance of profit,. 14,784 64

Lather Dana,

our

*•**?**

Dealers and oonsumers are requested to examine
this stook, among which are tho ^oll known brands

Flora

the

undersigned, having ,old
Btook of
Coax and Wood to Meeers. Randall, MeAU:
WX,
do

f {Co.,
oheertully recommend them to our
former onetomere.
All persona having demands
to present them for settle"I
and
all
ment
person, indebted to ns are requested
to mU* Immediate payment at the old (ten? where
OBO Ol the undersigned
for the present.

250 000.

Lower than any other Establishment

1864.

Dana & Co.
Fish and Salt,

JOHN T. ROGERS A

at that Money cam he Sored in these War Tints.
J. B. STOBT, No. 88 Exchange St

Corn, Meal and Floor,

Trimmings

hand.
CP- Particular attention given to cutting for
others to make.
Sept 13—d8m

ter

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

CHARTERED III 1859.

OFXX

ever

Peter’e Cbelee Nataral l<eaf.

Bank.

er!

Woodbury Dana, [

wealth.

WHOLX0ALJI DliUB IW

eastern-

oonatanily on

AT SHORT HOTICEAHD FAIR PRICES

hoping

PORTLAND

Five Cents

B. RACKLYFT,

»ag818m.

NOTICE.

to be found In the State of Maine, tho entire tat

comprising

Part Mahon,

Parties furnishing their

to
te

WANTS, LQSTJFQUJSD

hTbuegS,

1DWAED

amoved
No. 181 Middle street, where he
will he pleased
HAS
meet bis flriends and
A good assortment of Cloths and

n“de to taT* *“ord"*

AZg87--dtf

Federal Street,
second to none in turning out Good fitting
Garment! of all stylee and fashions. His prioes

same

ilRUKUiF
JAMES

DOMESTIC CIGARS

107

ISreasonable.

GOULD,
Merchant Tailor,

or iviir

IMPORTED HATAM (IMRE!

ftEUBE,

NATHAN

HATS & BONNETS DYED.

econowyjs

Hu la store the laxsut and but assortment of

BUSINESS"carD8.

BUSINESS CARDS.

▲ID WHOLSSALB DliLIU Of

Cobohas,

He

-ALSO-

JnnoUdtf

ARE YOU ALL READY ?

Me

WHOLE NO 754

CO,,
“*
Commission Merchants,
CIGARS and TOBACCO. RtiXT'
Repair Gentlemens’Garments
sitoiiRioi,
Flour, Provisions & Groceries,
WM. ALLEN, JR.,

ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Pore St.

oopt JO—dtf

Bleached A Pressed at the Shortest Notioe

48 Commercial Wharf.

All of which will be sold low for Cash, at th* old
stand of Lewis A Smith.
...

MAINE.
_Lace & Leghorn Bonnets

Straw,

1

Bdxkrr Hill,

Beady-Made Overcoats,

a

Bald he would work for fifteen or twenty minutes ; at any rate long enough to set up a notice of his lecture which he proposed to deliv-

private
his death, Gen.

not

on

We would inform our firiends and the publie that
ws intend to keep the best the market affords, and
oan sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
fit at all times. We would also rail attention to oar
nice Custom

our

me

Upon
Emory Upton, of the
2d Brigade, wa9 placed in command of the 1st
Division. He too performed gallant deeds at
Winchester. Perceiving that the troops on
his right were tailing back, he at once moved
his forces and tilled up the gap. In doing
this be seized the colors and carrying them in
his own hands, said, “follow me.” Soldier*
are

A Professional Kan

When the printers made the recent strike in

Nice Custom Work.

308 Oongrm Street.

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

Scotch Canvass,

Beavers,

With best of wishes for the Press and the
State of Maine and our whole country, I bid
Rajah.
you adieu.

1864.

Maine Bonnet Bleachery, BEMOYAE!

-AXD-

QAA BOLTS of "David Corear k Son’s" Leith,
a sail-cloth of enporior quality, jut received direct irom Liverpool, and tor sale by
MoGILVSKir, RYAN S DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Bopt 34th—dtf

Portland, June 18,1864.

8^

PORTLAND

Apples.

SMITH’S,

grateful.

0. 0. MITCHELL » BOH.

Out Si—2m

.,

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Grocers*
1 net BHDS. QUADALOVPS MOLASSSS.k
1(0 nice article for retailing. Foreale by

,.c;

..

,

MERCHANDISE.

CLOTHING.

the classics! What a difference between the
music of Greek and Latin and the formulas of
Prof. Smyth, and the handling of the munipubll«h«dBt#8.00
TaBronTiAKD Dailt PbbsbIi
Merchant
tions of war, amid the sound of shot and shell!
Lieut. W. Whittier of this Battery is now
And Dealer* In
serving with great acceptance as Adj. General
on Col. Tompkins’ staff, of the Artillery
Brigdelayed beyond the you.
Gent’* Furnishing Goods,
ade. From Bull Run 1st to the present time,
he has been actively engaged in some branch
No. 87 Middle Street.
Kates of Advertising :
of the service, and deserves honorable mention
for his courtesy and soldierly bearing. His
One Inc- II of space in length of oolamm, oomstttates
Our facilities for supplying cv customers; with
‘•Biy-'AEK.”
younger brother is clerk at headquarters of
the battery. These two Lieut, and their broth- promptness,
•1.5(1 per square daily first week; 75 oenta per week
fidelity and despateh are nneueelled.
or
insertions
tnree
eye.
leas,
S1.00;
after,
continuing
ers are from one of the quiet villages near
Our Stock Is large and desirable, presenting ail
iy other d«j after tint week, 60 cents.
Portland, and by their sobriety, high moral
Half square, throe insertions or lose, 75 oenta; one
standing and diligent attention to their duties the Novelties of the season.
Week, #1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of awobubktb #2.00 peraqnue per and patriotism reflect honor on their kindred
TEEMS "NET CASH."
week; three insertions or less, #1,60.
and their home.
gyaoiAL Konom, *2.00 per square first week,
Portland,
U, 18M.-dtf
Aug
Maine
in
There are other regiments from
#1.00 per square after; three insertions or lese.Sl.C0;
the 19th Corps hut the generality of them and
baK » square, three insertions, #1.00; one week,
FALL AND WINTER
#1 60
of the batteries are in other departments,
Acruruseiuents inserted in the Maixb Statu
I cannot speak of them with much
Fsass twhioh has a large oireniation in every part of therefore,
particularity. Suffice it to say, they have %
the Stole) for 50 uents per square in addition to the
!
name of which the State of Maine need not be
accvo rates, tor each insertion.
lxoal Notiobs at usual rates.
ashamed.
lTunslent advertisements must be paid for in ad*
A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT ON
The National Thanksgiving was observed
vreos.
yesterday, by the absence of drills and entire
Br.dBase Notiobs, in reading oolumns, 20 oents
per like for one insertion. No charge less than fifty fatigue duty, by the reading of the President’s
>
etut, for o»eh Insertion.
Proclamation and by appropriate religious
arAil oommunioatlons intended for tbe paper services in regiments where there were Chaptboold be directed to the "Editor of the Brett, and
For Men and Boys
lains, and by partaking of the generous girts
k-cse of a business character to the Publiihtrt.
of friends in the distance, and thus reminding
Jon i-aixriatj oi every description executed
May bo found at
wlwduqmtob.
them and us of the “fruitfulness of the seaA.
ML.
son.”
V. Tracy, Traveling Agent.
It was an occasion for grateful and pleasant
No. 171 Fore Street.
memories, and while we thought of home,
did we not have proof that the absent soldier
Also a line stock of Cloths, snnh as German and
Thursday Morning, Bee. 8,1864.
was
not forgotten?
Quickened by such American Moscow and Castor
thoughts, I have written this iong letter, for
which you and your readers may not be very
Cassimeres ft Doeskins,
Letter from the Shenandoah Valley.
N.
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The circulation ofthe Daily Preee U larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, or d
double that of any other in Pot -and.

false Prophets.

Letter

I noticed, Mr. Editor, your piquant article
on the sage
predictions of several copperhead
editors, for the last few months, on the prospects of the presidential election. It reminded me of an article I had seen, running in the
same channel, published in the Portland Advertiser about six months ago. This article, I
think, capped the climax of the ridiculous, in
this direction, and I took pains to look it up.
It was considered at that time as a
precious

epistle, by

the

copperhead sheets. Mr. Smith
1'aaMS—*9.t»
was a kind of prophet
among them, and occupied a high seat. Whatever F. O. J- propheall Fear P*t»
gf aeadlai Matter
sied must come true. He had been so long In
politics that his word was as good as evidence
Chief Justioe Chase.
under oath,—and when this political tumbler
acts that
President Lincoln has done few
said that “Lincoln will be driven from the canadministration
reflect more honor upon bis
vass,” the traitors clapped their hands for joy.
that of appointing
than
himself,
and upon
Smith’s political prescience has departed: and
vacant Chief J ueSalmon P. Chase to the
whatever of credit was due him for political
the United
has been exploded
ticeship of the Supreme Court of
sagacity in years by-gone,
Il he had never made a misStates. Many persons, who pretended to exand
again.
again
clusive information, have lately given forth, take before, this article from his pen, published
relations
between
the
subsisting
that
personal
in the Advertiser of April last, would stamp
Mr. Lincoln and his late Secretary of the him as a political dotard, who was not entitled
Treasury were Buch that the latter conld nev- to one word of belief or respect, hereafter forer expect to receive so high a distinction at
ever.
the hands of the present executive. But
I make some extracts from the article alludwhatever may have been the private feelings ed to; and one can hardly imagine how the via
of the President, (and be la too eminently
vacity of language, if all effort were made to
or
man
antipathies
to
retain
that effect, could be brought to
good-natured
express prediccherish resentments,) he has been too patriot- tions further from the truth. I
copy a few of
or rivalry
ic to give heed to any suggestions
these choice excerpts, ior the amusement of
or pique.
your readers. Recollect these prophecies were
per year to

advanc*.

of the country, Mr.

In this crisis and peril
of
Lincoln has felt the imperative necessity
in
calling into the public service, every departboth military
ment, the most eminent capacity
made mistakes In his
and civil. He may have
selections. He undoubtedly has taken upon
insufficient recommendation, and sustained in

responsible positions

with too

prolonged

con-

whose conspicuous lncompeteccy has brought the Republic to the very verge
of ruin. But it can never be charged upon
him that these very selections were dictated
by personal or partisan preferences. In making them he was deferring to a semi-hostile
sentiment among the people, which he wished
to conciliate.
In adorniDg the Supreme Bench with the
judicial and statesmanlike eminence that has
given Mr. Chase a reputation throughout the
country and throughout the world, he has not
only made an appointment fit to be made, but
one, the fitness of which has already been
spontaneously approved by the people. For
long before the decease of the late Chief
J usticc, Mr. Chase was everywhere hailed as
fidence,

men

bis probable

successor.

Whoever has, since

the vacancy, made up a list of candidates fcr
the place, has put Mr. Chase among them in
the first rank. Hodo who believed he would
not be appointed, attributed bis expected failure to lack of the highest qualifications.—
How that the appointment has been made, in
accordance'with an almost universal anticipation, and of an earnest requirement tram
many influential citizens, the administratu n
will gaih new confidence and respect. It hss
shown itself able to discriminate and prefer
capacity and qualification; it has shown a
due respect for what the responsible position
of the head of the judiciary of a great conntry required, and a deference to the enlightened wishes of the loyal people that will be reciprocated by the devotion with which it will
be sustained In the arduous task of restoring
the Union and peace.
Mr. Chase takes his conspicuous seat in tie
vigor and maturity of his powers, with ripe

THE ORACLE DEMOLISHES.

“The work of demolishing the present most
costly, most imbecile, and most tyrannical Fed-

eral administration that has hitherto
a page in our political history, is

bravely.”

HE SEES

“It is by their

GOD'S

occupied
going on

HAND THEREIN.

hands—hands belonging
to their own household, that, under God’s mysterious workings, the Lincoln dynasty is doomed to an overthrow—an overthrow that wljl
be as signally marked by lack of universal pity
and regret, as it ever has been in its supposed
invincibility, marked by arrogance and tyranown

ny.”

HOW IT WILL BE DONE.

“In a few days, the Cleveland Convention of
the masses will be announced over the signatures of thousands of bold leaders. The Convention will bring together fifty thousand vo-

ters.”

WILL BE DONE—FREMONT TO
TROTTED OUT -NAILS TO BE USED.

WHAT

BE

“At the Cleveland meeting Gen. Fremont
will be nominated, and bis flag will be nailed
to the mast by followers unswerved by corruption, and uniDtlmidated by threats.”
A SICKLY SEASON TO FOLLOW—LINCOLN TO
HE DRIVEN.

“This will be followed by a sickly,- scared,
divided June Convention of the Lincoln managers iu Baltimore, with a fair prospect now
that Lincoln will be driven from the canvass.”
GRANT MAY BE THE MAN- GREENBACKS DERIDED.

“Grant may be brought out as the successful nominee over both Chase and Lincoln.

Chase men are hoping to uphold bimas a compromise candidate. But there is not buoyancy enough left in his greenbacks and finance
blunders

to

float him.”

LITTLE MAC WILL BOUND UP LIKE A RUBBER
BALL.

“The opposition at Chicago in July will
nominate Gen. McClellan by acclamation, and
with a firm reliance on at least a re-juveneapence of the old States, if not of a recovery of
the old Union.’’
WILL COME AGAIN.
Then amidst these stirring scenes of party
will be witnessed financial convulsions, individual bankruptcies, paper money
rise and fall in prices of labor, and
pn articles of sustenance, interrupted industrial enterprises, and “confusion worse confounded” in every thing and everywhere.”
UNIVEB8AX. CHAOS

politics,

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 1,1864.
To the Editor of the Preee

It baa been a time ot quiet in Albany.
Even upon election day when it wae threatened that democrats would vote as they pleased,
and very many went armed to the polls, it was
entirely quiet. It appeared like Sunday here
all day, such

was

the lack of demonstrations.

Gen. Robinson who commands here and who
had three thousand men near on election day,

quietly informed

of a leading
Democrat of this city that If any disturbance
should be made he would sweep the streets of
Albany with shot and shell. He would have
done it and they knew it. Hence the quiet.
“GONE to WASHINGTON”
is the reply one receives who
inquires In regard to leading politicians, either Democrats
or

a

noisy

son

Republicans.

sage more conservative ideas than expressed
by the Baltimore Convention. Butler’s speech
In Hew York has made its impression, and
the opponents of the government and friends
of Jefferson Davis are very fearful lest the remarks of Butler foreshadow the policy of the
Administration.
ALBANY ATTRACTIONS

by no means few. The city is built on the
side of a hill which gradually rises from the
Hudson. The streets are broad, regular, and
generally straight. There is no lack of shade
trees and little parks. The side-walks are
unrivaled by any in America. The Albany
flag stone of which most of the walks are
made, have a celebrity equal to that of Quincy
granite. The public buildings are numerous,
and many of them do credit to the great state
of New York. The architectural beauty,
of the State House is not equal to the Cap
itol at Augusta, but it is larger and more expensive, being built of red freestone. The
Court House and City Hall are ornaments to
the city. Here is a large General Hospital;
the State Normal school; the State Arsenal,
resembling the pictures of some old feudal castles of the middle ages; the University of Albany, containing the largest and best Law and
Medical schools in our land; the Post office
and Custom House are structures of credit to

are

the

BU

KUV

UiaAllU

"And Truth and Justice then
Will down return to men,
orb d in a
rainbow, and like glories wearing
Mercy will Bit between
Throned
in celestial sheen
mi,,
" “
feet the tissued clouds down
steering,
'nsome featiral
Will
W in open wide the
gates of her high palate hall.

Infc“

S^The feat of
Tell” with modern improvement, was attempted at Vicksburg recently, with disastrous results. Capt. Maurice
Dee and Capt. Jessup, Illinois
officers, got
drunk, and Jessup undertook to shoot a cup
from Dee’s head. The bail passed
through Dee’s
brain, and he lived about half an hour.

instruction which such an institution
must afford?
Let there be no backwardness or
delay in
furnishing the necessary sum! Let all our
W'th each°,her in thia
cause
the ®»ny others which g°od
call for our

amone" Ibl
liberal stance!
~cord‘LCr.aDd
record the ffrst
contribution to

Lot

us

day!

__

commence

PoBTLAjm.

Society of this city are to
immediately on their COBtemplated

newohurcb. About $5000 or $0000 have already been subscribed, and more will be forthcoming. The churoh will be located on Bates
St., and will be of wood, 55 by 80 feet giving
room for about ISO pews.—[Lewiston Jour*
nal.

0

States.
S.

Wide, straight, regular, shaded, side-walked,
paved as they are, still they are disgustingly
fllthy, partaking of the character of the party
which control the city government. In July or August, after a heavy rain with succeeding warm weather, so much nastiness (for I
can use no better word) would breed a
pestilence. But nothing should astonish us in a
community ruled by Copper—copper from the
Mayor to the humblest hog reeve. Filth ? Why,
Is it not filthiness that the leaders of that
par-

ty seem to revel inf If it isn’t they are continually indulging in work exceedingly distasteful to them.
ALB ANT

silver.

iy We shall publish full abstracts of the Department Reports as soon as we can prepare
them.

BT The plow manufacturers in the Northwest have advanced their prices
twenty per
cent.

BT Prof. Goldwin Smith is the guest of Mr.
Bancroft, the Historian, in New York. He
leaves forborne on the 14th inst.
BT A Democratic editor in Iowa says his party
in that State has taken the degree of L. L. D.,—
“Licked Like the Devil!’’
Grit is believed in the army that Roger A.
Pryor meant to be captured. He thinks he was
not properly appreciated by Jeff. Davis.
iy Scientific observations show that Hartford,
Conn., is not a “fast’’ place—that it has always
been about two minutes behind time.
tyThe Clarion says dry hard wood is worth
$6 a cord at Skowhegan, and oats $1 per
bushel.

tyThe

distinguished men, among
Israel Washburn,
though

ciaUuties

“

y0Ur

whom is the
now

city’ attending

are

in

residing

to his offi-

very flourishing
condition, The directors are taking unwearied
fiains to establish a systematic course of study,
is well as thorough
discipline. The Grammar
school is under the charge ol Mr Soule a
a

of Watervllle College, who
graduate
for the advancement

is latwr-

log
of his pupils, and
V
giving universal satisfaction.
The High school is under the instruction of
your humble correspondent,who,if he succeeds
in maintaining his
authority, in his dnties as
Pedagogue, will forward you whatever of note
occurs in this pleasant
J. M. K.
village.

number of ocean steamers between

Great Britain and Amerioa has so greatly increased, that during 1863 a vessel left either
side of the Atlantio

nearly every day.

tyThe Machias Union says a little daughter
of Charles A. Drisko of Columbia, two years
old, died recently of strangulation, caused by
the lodgment of a bean in her throat.
whole number of our

Four thousand

38,878.
thirteen

postmasters

postoffices

is

hundred and
appointed last

seven

were

year.

jyMrs. Ritchie, better known here as Anna
Cora Mowatt, has bean making a sensation in
Florence in private theatricals which she has
got up there.
iy A choral festival is to be held at Dresden,
in Germany, in July next.
It is to -last four
days, and to employ 10,000 singers. The expense is estimated at $70,000
BTThe Clarion says the dwelling house belonging to Mrs. Ann Hampton, in Bingham,
was

destroyed by fire on

the 39th ult

Insured

for $300 in the Somerset Company.
BTThree of the marbles of Larkin G. Mead,
Jr., the young Vermont sculptor, have arrived
at Brooklyn from Florence, and are attracting
much attention as fine works of art.
RTAn exohange suggests that theology in

England is getting to be genteel, since the comtheological school were

mencement exercises of a
uiutMju

BELLES.

Speaking of the streets reminds me of those
whom I am accustomed to see there; among
others, the ladies. I once heard a gentleman
who had traveled much in the United States,
say that if he had no other means of knowing
when he had reached New England, he would
ascertain it by the improved appearance of
the ladies whcm he should first meet In the
horse cars and omnibuses. I thought, at the
time, that he being a New England man, by
birth and education, and having taken to himself a beautiful wife from your city of Portland, must be prejudiced. But, sir, I am convinced that if all west of the Hudson compare

Hon.

tyThe new state of Nevada sent to the U.
Sanitary Commisson $93,000 in gold and

tyThe

THE ST BRETS.

many

New

jyThe Wisconsin State Prison is reported
vacant, and the keeper away on a vacation.
tyNow ia the time to interfere with the domestic arrangements of the caterpillars.
BTThe First National Bank in Bath has proved
eminently successful.
tyThe National Sailors’ Fair in Boston it is
thought, will net $350,000.
ty The New York Leader, Democratic ,is soon
to be issued daily. It is opposed to the
World,
Newt and Day Book.
BTThe net results of the great Metropolitan
Fair held In New York, have been finally figured
up, amounting to $1,180,091.37.
BT The steamer Eastern Queen makes her
last trip for the season, from the Kennebec to
Boston, this evening.
lyHoosac tunnel when completed will be
two miles long
the longest in the United

city.

The Hotels are many and expensive. In
the latter feature they are excelled by few.
I read in your paper the other day that in
New York city the hotels charge $4,60 per day
and “meals extra.” It is not quite bo bad
here but nearly.

III

1

ORIGINAL Aim SELECTED.

—

It is whispered about that the Democrats
have hope of incorporating into Lincoln’s mes-

experience, gathered in the various and re- Explosions,
sponsible public trusts he has most ably dUcharged. With the very humblest beginnings,
a poor New England lad has become succesThere, Mr. Editor; if the foregoing does not
sively an accomplished lawyer, an eloquent
the writer as bereft of reason—or as one
stamp
public speaker, an Influential legislator, a Sen- who would
deliberately deceive the public in
ator, a Governor of his own State, a successthere is no force
ful manager of the finances of a great nation grave political matters,—then
in language. And the Portland Advertiser
favorably with those I have seen here, he was
involved in a gigantic civil war, and Chief
not far from the truth.
is still published—and thfe writer of these preHance.
Justice of the highest court of the Republic
dictions continues through its columns to proand he sd of one of the co-ordinate departThe Bichmond Whig and Sherman.
phecy I !
ments of the general government.
The editor of this journal is very restless
Allying himself to causes and parties that
Portland Society of Natural History.
and much troubled under the restraints imhe deemed to be true and right, rather than to
To the Editor <1f the Trttt:
posed upon him by his master, Jeff. Davis.
those that commanded the popular applause
Having business at the Registry of Deeds He says: “While we are strictly restrained
and that coerced the multitudes at the hour,
: I was much disturbed to see a record of an
here from publishing, not to say forbidden to
he has seen the better public sentiment of
attachment upon the real estate of the Portpublish anything that may interest the pubhis reflecting countrymen, the true, sober seland Society of Natural History. Upon in- lic relative to -Sherman, the Yankee
papers,
cond thought of a virtuous and liberty-loving
: quiry, I learn that the society has been enthrough means of the Georgia papers, bring
people carry|him forward and upward to what
deavoring for two years past to discharge its u) news in advance of anything we have on
has been the very chief seat of conservatism
indebtedness, incurred in remodel- hand. What can be the sense of all this we
floating
and re-action. It is a most significant indicaing the buildiug now occupied by it, and bas are unable to perceive.” He might add with
tion of the change wrought In the public sensucceeded in so doing in all but a few ingreater propriety, what can be the sense of a
timent by a great revolution, that a man
stances, of which this is one. The other in- great many things that happen in Rebeldomf
faithful from the first to the principles of antidebtedness of the society is secured by mort- The outside world can’t see much Sense in the
slavery democracy should step into the seat,
rebellion itself.
gages upon its real and personal property, the
Whence so recently was promulgated the abhor- interest of which must be
from the scanThis restrained editor very much regrets
paid
rent Dred Scott decision, quite in keeping
ty annual receipts of assessments.
the absence of Hood. He thought Hood was
with the aristocratic and inhumane maxims of
The society has struggled long and well to to follow in Sherman’s rear and cut off all
the Supreme bench for the last twenty years,
sustain itself in our community, and has cer- communication, while all Georgia was to rise
—and that all the people should say amen.
tainly furnished an institution of great at- in his front. In that view of the case he
The same day the demon of slavery, exor- traction and usefulness, and one which is a could see nothing better for Sherman’s
army
cised from war-harrowed Maryland by the ge- source of pride and honor to our city.
than absolute annihilation. But now a more
nius of Universal Emancipation, fled soothThe liberality of our citizens in providing
sombre change has come over the spirit of his
ward forever, the superannuated Chief lay dy- means thus far for the maintenance of such an
dream* He complains bitterly of the policy
ing. They vanished together—let us not be- institution has certainly been well rewarded pursued. Hood plays no part in this interestlieve to a common perdition. How fitting the by the enlightening and educational iaflu- ing drama. His
army has been sent entirely
coincidence. He belonged to the old order, ence of its labors, by the growing taste for off, and was
“doing nothing most vigorously.”
wherein “black men had no rights which white
the study of nature perceptible among our This editor says there may be some military
men were bound to respect.”
A new order
yodth, by the free exhibitions of its valuable policy in all this, but there is no common
comes, wherein men are taught by torrible
collections, by the interesting and instruct- sense in it; a hard hit on the rebel authoriJudgments the self evident truth they solemn- ing public meetings, and by the publication of ties, especially by a restrained editor.
ly acknowledged in another hour of national its proceedings and journal.
is is me opinion of tins journal that Beauperil, but forgot and denied in the intervening ;
»ucu an enterprise, However, as is evident
fort is Sherman’s objective point, and that he
years ol thrift and prosperity, that all men
to all, is not self-sustaining; it must be sap
will reach it without fighting much, his ultehave an inalienable right to liberty.
Stare ported by the community in which it exists.
rior design being to unite his forces with those
UUVtlUUgOUUlU
The society, by its many long years of in- of Giant in the enterprise
against Richmond.
dominates the bench.
How shall the lu- dividual unremunerated labor, care and re- He thinks the
capital of the Confederacy is
flaxlbleold judge standing parajlzed upsponsibility, has shown Itself able and compe- the great prize our armies are striving to obon his own precedent over-rule himself ?' tent
to become a power for good among the
tain. But he will probably learn before SherHe cannot change; and when the world
many noble institutions which make oar counman finishes up his business that there are
changes and the new heavens (and the new try beloved and rsepected by the civilized na- prizes in Dixie besides
Richmond, which will
earth begin to glow aronnd him, the mercitions of the world, and has well earned the fabe sought and probably gained. Richmond is
ful destinies permit him to depart. “The vorable
wishes, the fostering care and the ma- not all of Rebeldom, whatever may be the
Guard die,—they never surrender!” So with terial aid of our
people.
opinion of the Whig editor. [Charleston
sad stern face, he wraps his mantle about biui
It is now burdened with a debt which it has looms up quite as much as Richmond
does,
and vanishes into darkness, the clank of brono means to discharge, and unless a generous
and Sherman may have his eye on that nest of
ken fetters ringing in his dying
and
the public spirit lurnisbes
ears,
timely aid to relieve it traitors and rebels.
bon-flres of liberty from every hill-top of his
from embarrassment and enable it to discharge
own Maryland
flaring before his glazing eyes. its honest liabilities, this city must suffer the
Letter from ''Down East.”
"lUng oat a slowly dying canm,
disgrace of seeing all the property of this
And ancient forma of
party strifes;
Obono, Dec. 3d, 1864.
io«m aoblor modes of life,
cherished establishment, including its elegant
,„.***«
To the Editor of the Press:
With
sweeter ma a tiers, purer laws.”
collections in all branches of science, sacriYou will not expect any news of a warlike
Judge Chase comes to the bench, his clear ficed, to satisfy the legal claim of the
Sheriff, nature, from this quarter as our
convictions braced by a strong will, that will at the hands of the
‘‘fighting mapublic auctioneer.
terial” is mostly down South. At the same
coerce the intellect of his
A comparatively small sum from the means
colleagues, bringing to the interpretation of the laws sound of onr citizens, will avert this impending dis- time you must not suppose that this is a quiet
and Christian maxims, to the constitution a
country village. For life and activity it is
aster, and place the society, where it should
not surpassed by any village of its size in the
liberal and consistent exposition, and to the be, above any
of
necessity
begging its way
history of oar country a more honorable and through the paths of science and enlightened state.
Monday evening a supper was served up by
worthy rendering, than the melancholy and education, and beyond the reach of
importu- the Masons at their
cynical resume embodied in the decision with nate creditors. Such assistance is
hall, and invitations exjustly due
which his predecessor’s fame will be fatally to the association
of gentlemen in tho various tensively given out. The hall was filled at
in early hour, when
connected. He will take, not the black cap,
walks of life, who have so
appropriate speeches
long and faithfully
with which as at a capital trial
Judge Taney devoted their time and labor to promote the were made by Father Atwell, Rev, Mr. Barpronounced the doom of thousands of his knowledge of the
itow, Rev. Mr. French, and others, after which
material laws of the unithe “eatables” were property dUcuaaed. This
countrymen to perpetual chattelhood and poverse In which we are
and to bring
placed,
litical annihilation, not even the robe of Marlodge is a large one and in a very prosperous
our people into a closer communion with
the
shall, blameless of outraging the decent senti- beauties and mysteries of
condition, having received an addition of fifnature. Their efments of his age, bat
teen members the last season.
reaching farther back, forts should not be allowed to pass
Many of the
unapprewill pat on the white ermine of the first Chief
members are in the army tathe credit of the
that
without
or
ciated,
encouragement
to
conJustice, who as a member of the first Aboli- tinued
>rder. No lodge of its size in the state has
service, which a relief from pecuniary
tion Society in company wlth Franklin memo;ent more members than the “Orono Meehanembarrassments alone can render.
rialized the first Congress to go to the utmost
c’s Lodge.”
A fund of twenty thousand dollars
should
be raised immediately for this purpose.
The Orono Citizen’s Band gave a Grand
verge of its constitutional powers to lighten
Who
will start this movement at once by a
the oppressions of their black fellow
Promenade Concert and dance at Wilson’s
genercountry- ous gift of money ? Who shall in after
years
men held in slavery in the States.
He will
rejolcs to visit the hail of the society, and at- Hall, Thursday evening. The music was
be to Abraham Lincoln, the prochdmer of tend its
meetings, leeling that their efforts highly complimented and the assembly retired
liberty to the slaves, what John Jay was to and contributions were instrumental in secur- well pleased with the entertainment.
ing to the community the honor, the pleasure
Orono is honored with the residences of
Washington, the Father of his Country.
and the
Mvvnrtv

/

put forth in the Portland Advertiser, by Mr.
Smith, with the air of an oracle, the last of
April,—only about six mouths prior to the
Presidential election.

State."

"Empire

from the

vy

a utui.

railroad bridge is being constructed
across the Hudson, at Albany, in spite of persistent opposition, and it is anticipated that the
cars will cross it early in 1865.
yin Paris the fashionable ladies hare their
poodle dogs dyed, red, blue, green, or any desired color to correspond with the oolor of their
dresses.
iy The right to subscribe for new stock in
the First National Bank at Newburyport,
sold the other day at auction, at $5.25 per
share.
gy“I tell you what, sir,” said a Yankee of
his opponent, “that man don't amount to a sum
in arithmetic; add him up, and there is nothing
to carry !”
A new

witty paper, like the London
Punch, is to be started at New York. The
Figaro

is its name, and a

European

is to be its

editor.

y A law suit has been recently terminated
in Hungary, which had engaged the courts
in that country for one hundred and eighty
years.

y Drowned in the mill-pond of Thaddeus
Bennett in Guilford, Charles, son of Wm. N.
Bennett, aged 17 years. His body was recov-

ered after

being in the

water about half an hour.

—[Whig.
yThey haveloommenoed testing

a

double-

barrelled gun called the

“Kellogg gun,” at
Hartford, which will be a terrible instrument of
warfare, as it is said to be capable of firing 400

a minute.
y The Hartford Pott asserts, on what authority we know not, that the printers’ strike
in Boston was “ordered” by the “Union”; and
said Union was run and controlled by men from
the British provinces.
yThe Augusta Farmer learns that Mr.
Charles Sawyer has disposed of his interest as
landlord of the Stanley House, to Messrs.
Wing & Williams, who will assume the management on the 10th of the present month.

shots

y Gold in Richmond is now at a premium
of 4000 per cent, or forty dollars for one, having advanced since the re-election of Lincoln
from about 2400 per cent, to its present

figure.
yThe December number of the Northern
Monthly states that the whole number of military commissions issued from the Adjutant
General’s office at Augusta, since the war commenced, is 3,657.
tylt is estimated that it requires as much to
support one vice as would suffice to bring up
two children.

SPECIAL. NOTICES.

PublioatfonB.

In American Ajmual CvcKttoeDiA, AM) BxoISTEE Of

1863.

ImPOETAST

Volume III.

& t/O.

E TEXTS OF

THE

New York: D.

YeaB

Appleton

^The present volume of this valuable work will
be found to possess an interest
surpassing, in
some respects, either of its predecessors.
Not
only does it oontain the record of the most turbulent year of our country’s history, but the
events of the year both as they affect our
foreign
and our domestio relations are so important and
unusual as to make a distinct and aocurate statement of them, in their proper connection and
bearings, peculiarly desirable. A gTeat deal of
research, much thoughtful labor and great care
in collecting and collating a varied mass of maThe
terials, are requisite for a task like this.
subjeots discussed inolude statistics of Commerce
and Agriculture, the reoord of progress in Art
and Science, and of Geographical Discovery,
the classification of literary productions, the
statistics of religious denominations, biographical sketches of distinguished persons deceased
during the year, with many others of general
interest
The articles on

public affairs sonstitute, how-

ever, the most important portion of the work.
Those relating to Confiscation, Emancipation,
official and pecuniary Indemnity, Enrolment

and Draft, Personal Liberty, Martial Law, and
the Habeas Corpus, will be found especially valuable. The articles on Army and Navy Operations present full details of the movements of
our forces, the object of those movements, and
their consequences. The eomplete typographical maps and plans of

actions,

taken from offi-

cial copies, which accompany this portion, will
be found ef great present use, and will be invaluable for future reference.
The numerous
other enterprises connected with the war, such
as the organization and
arrangement of hospitals, the manufacture of ordnance, and the improvements in naval architecture, are treated in
detail, and much valuable information upon the
organization of armies, North and South, is

given.

4i~

have had to carry.

Many important questions connected with
commercial intercourse arose during the year
1863, and are here discussed. Those relating to
Prizes and to the Liability of Great Britain for
damages done by the Alabama, are among the
most interesting.
The diplomatic correspondence bearing on these subjeots is given in foil.
The reports of elections, of political canvasses,
and sf Congressional debates, are oopious, and
are singularly free from all partizan spirit.
Of
the papers on Foreign Affairs, those relating to
Mexico, to Emancipation in Russia, and to the
Re-organization of the German Empire command attention.

arranged in alphabetical order and accompanied by a full index. The volume is in the style of the New American Cyclopaedia, and will match the volume for 1861 and
1862 of this annual. The style of the book is
handsome and substantial. It is sold only by
subscription. Dinsmore & Co., 33 School St.,
Boston, are the sole agents for New England,
as they are for Messrs. D. Appleton & Co.’s
other standard publications.
For sale in this oity by Bailey & Noyes.
are

Tales and Sketches or' Chbistian Lite, in
Different Lands and Aoes: By the authorof
“The Chroniole of the Sohonberg-Cotta Family.” 1 vol. 16mo. New York: Robert Carter & Bros., 1865.
This is a somewhat long title of a very pretty
containing stories of the early Christian

volume

The Style of the book is graceful and

martyrs.

pleasing,

and the

author has succeeded to

an

degree in the somewhat difficult task of
painting vividly the soenes and characters of a
remote age. Several dainty and tasteful illusunusual

trations adorn the volume.
For sale by H. Packard.

Interesting Statistical Pacts.

1842, Dec.—A great deal of snow this month,
and severely cold weather. At least 5 or 6 ft.
of snow fell during the month.
1843, January.—About the 1st of this month
a thaw came on, which carried off nearly all
the snow, and during the entire mouth, wheels
were used instead of runness.
A very fine,
warm, pleasant month—more like May than

January.
February 5th.—A heavy N. E. snow storm,
drifting badly—a cold, stormy month throughout.
marcn utn.—very nne day.
Market men
from Portland report all kinds of produce very

cheap—Apples 2shillings,cash; goodChenan
go Potatoes 1 shilling, in goods; Butter 10 to
12 cento; Floor $4 to $4 7-8. (How different
from the present frightfully high prices!)
Business of all kinds very dull and has been
through the winter.
March 18th.—A very heavy snow stormsnow now higher than the fences. Cold and
stormy daring the remainder of the month.
April 6th.—Fast day—A very heavy fall of
snow—at least 18 Inches. Snow now
throughout the State, certainly & feet upon a level.
April 12th and 13th.—Weather delightful—
a vapor rises from the
snow, filling the atmosphere, yet not dense. In the morning one can
walk directly over the tops of the fences (such
is the depth of snow) on the hard crust.
Warm and pleasant during the remainder of
the month—the snow gradually
disappearing.
so

If all the rices were thus commuted, it would require several worlds like this
to hold the children.
iy A letter from Madison, Ga., published in
the Augusta Chronicle, says: “If Governor
Brown tells the truth in his message, we live
under a worse tyranny than was possible in the
old Union.”
iy Wenre sorry to learn that Gov. Cony is
still confined to his room from the effects of a
severe sprain of the ankle received several weeks
since. He suffers mnoh pain and prostration,
and it is feared that the injury may prove more
permanent in its character than was at first sup-

May 1st.—A powerful rain, which carries off
the little snow remaining, causing a great
freshet, which destroyed many bridges in this
section, and mills also in some places.

all human
neoks were combined into one, that he might
A friend of ours
sever them at a single blow.

James River, was commenced last
August.
The neck of land which forms the bend is 165
yards across. The excavation is of sufficient
depth below low water mark to float the lar-

posed.—[Farmer.
iy A despotic emperor wished that

often wishes that all female lips were condensed
into a single pair, that he might kiss them all at

single effort
iy Never, within the memory of the “oldest
inhabitant,” says the Chicago Poet, has winter
commenced in the Northwest so early as in the
a

present year.
ber

Since the

frequent snow

beginning of Novemstorms have visited many lo-

calities.

lyThe Boston Courier understands that the
wholesale merchants of that city have determined not to open their stores neither on the
approaching Christmas nor New Year’s day.
Nor will they in Pertland, or the retail dealers

either, for those days come on Sundar.
(yThe Newburyport Herald says the Printers’ strike in Boston will prove a benefit to the
females wanting employment, as some of the
offices have gone in largely for female compositors.

The setting of type is

women,

and

sphere.

comes

a

properly

good

work for

within

their

^______

Awful Death of

a

Young Woman.

The Hartford Press gives an account of a
heart rending affair which occurred in that
city on Monday evening last. Mrs. Amanda
Brough, a woman about 24 years of age, was
letter to her husband, who is at
writing
present in Taunton, Mass., by the light of a
kerosene lamp. From the appearance of the
body and the room it would seem that she had
risen to go either out or across the room, and
the lamp, being loose in its socket, had fallen
out, and the contents Igniting, set Are to her
dress. She then must have sat down in a
chair endeavoring to put out the flames, but
Inhaling them fell over on the floor dead. The
body presented a sickening sight, the clothes
being entirely burnt off. Mrs. Brough leaves
one child—a boy—whose second birth day was
the day on which hit mother met her untimely end.

“Dutch Gap.”
The work

on

le fell papers

on

allowed

not

their routes.

CUSTOM
A.

BOOTS.

Now makes to measure

STREET,
good,

as

if not

the best,

Gents’ light and heavy sewed Boots cf all kinds
from the best materials.
All work done at the time appointed.
Please call and order

a

eodtf

nov23
~

HALE’S

HONEY
OP

and

TAR 1

FOR THE CUBE OF

Coughs, Colds, Infiuensa, Hoarseness, Diffleult
Breathing, and alt Affections of the Throat,
Bronchial Tuoee and Lunge, leading
to

Consumption.

This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe oi an illustriousPhysician and Chemist, who for many year, used it with the most complete success in his extensive private practice.
he had long been profnndly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Uorehonnd,
in union with the Cleansing and Healing properties
of tar extrsotedfrom the Life Principle of the forest
tree A bice Balsamea or Balm of Gilead. For years
he was baffled in his attempts to blend these great
medioinal foroes into such a unios that the original
power of eaoh would bo preserved, the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the price of
At last,
the compound be within the means of all.
after a long course of dlffloult chemical experiments
he found that by adding to these Jive other ingredients, eaoh one valuable by itself, be not only obtained the deslrod results, but greatly increased tbe
curative power of the compound. Thic baring been
thoroughly tested by practice, is now offored to the
general public as a safe, pleasant and infallible remedy.

Cuiun Downs, General Agent,
44 Cedar st., New York.
aovtdSm
DB. TEBBETTB’

the canal, projected by Gen.

and intended to cut off a bend in

gest gunboat necessary lor siege operations
higher up the river. The earth to be removed
is a dark blue elayv and hard to work. From
50 to 600 men have been
employed in the enterprise from time to time; and daring the
earlier stages of it, the workmen were
exposed to the constant shelling from the Rebel
batteries. Negroes do the work, and
appear
to be very happy in digging up the blue
clay
and mud. They save their “curioswities” as
they call the bits of iron pyrites and clay
slate, which they pick up during their work,
for the fust white hossiler or gemman that
comes along.” It is expected the work
will
soon be completed and our
gunboats pass
through, up the river.

MARINE
PORT

ENERATOR!
its modus ornuti:

Immediately beneath the scalp there are very
•mall bodies ealled Glands ;or more oommonly Roots
of tbe Bair. It is from these Glands that every hair
of the head is formed and secreted
As long as the
scalp t. tree from diesase tbese bodies also remain
and
the
hair
its
natural
healthy,
keeps
appearance
and oolor
But when humors and other diseases affect the scalp these glands become involved In the
same disesse, and the hair
gradually turns gray, dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
off, and in many eases, if not arrested, irill produee
creates

condition

the

of

healthy action,the
flands.and
hysiological Hair Regenerator has proved
perfeet
new

and

a

aucoees.
It is not a "Dye,’’ and will not stain a particle. It
will positively “Rbstoue Gray Bair” in all oases
to its original oolor. It promotes a growth of new
hair in all eases on Bald Heads when the glande or
roots of the hair are not
disorganized.—
It prevent* the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandruff, heat, humors and itching from the soalp.
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty.snd
It it
gives it a glossy and beautifol appearance.
highly pernimed, and as a dressing it has no superior. The
is
to
warranted
Regenerator’'
produce tbe
above results in all cases, if not the money to be
refunded. With it every "Gruy Head" in New England can be restored in lee* than thirty days.

completely

Price 75 cents per Bottle.
TIBBETTS BBOTHEBS,

Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,

and

N

H

Sold at wholesale and retail by W. W. Whittle,
21 Market Square, Portland, Sole Agent, and by

Druggists everywhere.

septs M eodtojaal

To the Sick.
ELIZABETH B. ADAMS,(formerly Chamberlin,)
M. D. Analytical Practitioner, 214 Congress, oorner
Pearl street. Consultation txbb to all, from 2 to 12
a.x., and 2 to 7 r. K.
A regular graduate from the Boston Female Med
ical College, with 10 yean suoeoeseful practice ea
ables her to offer hope to the sick and cepeolally to
females and children afflicted with chronio diseases.
Her remedies sre purely vegetable, chemically prepared, and the certainty with which they oure diseases ol whatever form, causes them to reoelve, at
they merit, the utmost oonlldence of the sick. Mid-

wifery

attended to

as

usual.

Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. WesleytKelley, of
Boston, (sole surviving founder ot the Analytioal system) who is in attendance at her office the second
Tueeday and Wednesday of each month.
Nov 8—dfcwflm

(CF~Kpileptic Fite can be Cared.—Dr.
Loo Know haying become eminently successful in
curing this terrible malady, invitee all similarly afSiotedf, to call or send tor circulars of references and
testimonials of numerous cates eared of from one to
twenty-four yean standing. He devotes his attention especially to diseases ol th* Cerebro-Splnal Axis,
or Nervous
System, and eolioits an investigation o
his claim to thepublio confidence.
He may be consulted at his private reeidenoe No.
141 West42d street, daily from 10 A. x. to 2 r. m
exooptSaturday and Sunday. Address all letters to
Dn. V. B. LOCKKOW, New York.
Care of P. O. Box 6116.
oct7d8m
ar CARDS and BILL HEAB8 neatly print*
atthisoffioe.
tt
BF*Ii yon areln want of any kind ofFBOTTlBS
the Daily Press Offioe.
ti

all at

Boston Stock List.
Sal* at thb Bsoxnns’ Boaxd, Deo. 7.
6.000 Amerioan Gold,.2891

1.600 .do..288*

.do.288
7.000 .do...3881
1.000 .do.288}

2* 800

6.000
1 600
6.000
2,u00

.do.._28*
.do.289
.do.289*
United State! Coupons...
.287

200

.do.287J

10,090 U S Coupon Sixes (18811.116;
1000 .do (Coupons off).109*
9,500 .do.109}
890 .do (small).1091
86.000 United States 6-20’s.109}
10 000 .do.109 j
4.000

.do....109}

1.600
1.000
1.000
7.6U0
2.000
1.000

-...do(smali). 109}
United Stales Debt Cerillioatee (Aug).... 96
do

(Sept).98

United States Ten-Forties.1(01
.do.10u
Bangor City Sixes (1876)... 97
1 Boston and Maine Ball road..13 ]
24 Western Railroad.164}

(By Stephen Brown

fc

Sons.}

Saco Water Power Company...160
1.000 Augusta City Sixes (1870). 99*
7.000 Massachusetts State Sixes (1893).116
8.000 Now Hampshire Sixes, 1876. 97}
12

MARRIED.
■.7

*

NEW

December 7.

Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boaton
Sch Geo Washington. Smart, Georgetown pgr
I
Soh Armagh. (Br) Stoddard.
Seh We.tWlnU, Harrington. EUzabetWt
^
Soh Daootah, Partridge. Boston.
Sch Gen Grant. WicsTow, Portsmouth.
Sch Phenix, Henley, Beth.
Sch Alice T, (Br) Ford. St John NB lor Boston
Sch Arne, (Br) Whipple, St John NB for Boaton.
Sch Four Brothers, (Br) Bisait, St John NB for
Best jn
Sch Maggie, (Br) McLean, St John NB for Provi-

AG
\SS£MBLY.$

USEFUL HOLIDAY PRESENT*
FOR TH8 LADIES.

FriieriikSk g!,

dence.
Sch Emma. Hadley, Eden for New York.
Sch Ellen T, Higgins. Eden for Baltimore.
Sch Amulet, Kimball. Mt Desert tor Boston.
Soh Phebe, Buukar, Mt Desert for New York.
Soh Leaping Water. Norton, Westport lor Boston.
Sch Ohio, Kelley, Bangor for Boston.
Seh Royal Yacht, Clark, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Martha Sargent, Sargont, Bangor for Boston.
Soh Uneco, Post, Bangor for Boaton.
Boh M S Boynton, Herrick, Bangor for Washington.
Soh Coccord, Perry, Bookland for Portsmouth.
Sch Searsport, Hording, Bookland for Boaton.
Sob Granville, Morton, Koekland for Lynn.

Soh Pilot, Thompson, Uockport for Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig F E Allen, Merrill, Matanaaa—Geo 8 Hunt.
Brig Wm H Parks, Fredericks, Cardenas—Isaac
Emery.
Seh 4rno, (Br) Carlisle, St John NB—T Paddock.
Sch Splendid, Johnaoo, Brooklyn NY
Parley A

In Tamer, Nor 20, Charles H Bradford and Miss
Florence Thorp, of T.
In Otlsfield. Nov 24, Wm H Tenney, of Cases, and
Miss Margaret H McClellan, of O.
In Westport, Nov 22, Hennr Totman.of
Harpewoll,
and Mbs Ruth A Moore, of W.
In Hope, Nov 12. Jos H Hutchings and Miss Julia
A Heald, both of Camden.
(n Hampden. Nov 28, Capt Chaa H
Thompson, of
Winterport. and Mrs Elizabeth B Sherman, of H.
In Chestervllle, Nov 12, Chas W Smiley .of Sidney,
and Zadia L Richardson.
In Belmont. Nov 27, Kph T AUenwood, of B, and
Miss Julia K Spring, of tfamden.

PIED.
In Westbrook, Deo 6, Mrs Dorcas Roberts, aged
84 years 7 months.
„QT*Funeral this (Thursday) forenoon, at llo'clk.
Relatives and friends are invited to a'terd
In West Falmouth, Ellen M Morrill, aged 18 years
2 months.
In Sebago, Nov 16, of diptheria, Miss Mary A
Decker, aged 84 years 6 months.
In Crawtord, Sept 28, Mrs E Lydwlck, aged 62;
26th, Angelins J Stavey. aged 18.
In Mt Vernon, Nov 5, Georgo E Leighton, aged 24
years 6 months.

In Bnxton, Oot 13, Dr David Freeman, aged 81
year* 8 months.
In Waterville, Nov 14, Mrs Lncy W, wife of Calvin Jaoobs, aged 66 years.

m

Amembly will be held at UXCAITU
KALL, on Tuesday Averting, Deo 13
Musio by
Chandler-. QnedrUle Band. TiokeU 76 etnta.
° Anthoine, W H. CoUey, H. P.
Fairfield. L Prey, E. 8. Wormwell
tW~ Clothing checked free.
Dancing to oommance at 8 o elooa.
decSdtd

band
THE undersigned

reoslving,

are

hive already

and

on

RIOH AND 8KRVIO RABLK

LADIES’

DRESS GOODS.
SH AWLS,

CLOAKINGS, & CLOAKS,

the BEST and MOST
D8EPUL^Si''?2S?,,,ded"
LT PaE»E*ir8 lor the Ladle.
** the lhor,,{,t notice the
molt
Diujnr!
nff»“rin*
meet DE81KABLB
end LATEST STYLES of
w.

Ladies’

Outside
*

Garments,

g0Od *“* Wj inetenee. A .pl.n-

POPLIH AID VALENCIA PI AIDS,
Plain Poplins, Ottoman
Cloih, Re pa,
ALPACCAS.

All

kind, of

—

Ru'sell.

ALL WOOL

Barque Hope, about 400 tons register, reoenUy
bulit at Machlas by E Longfellow A non, has been
purchased by parties in New York.
Columbia 14th nit, from the yard
ot Isaac Carlton, a barque of 400 tons, called the
She la owned by tbe builder, Capt
“Marathon
J W Drisko, who will command her, and parties in
r.

Simon

Also

House

John Cottle, Hnllowell, at Valparaiso from
Callao, was burnt to the water’s edge on tbo 22d of
October, supposed to bava been set by the crew. She
had a cargo of 1269 tona of guano on board, 1000 of
which was saved. [The J C was a floe ship of 1744
tons, rated Al, built at Bookland in 1866, and owned
by snow fc Burgess, of Thomsston.)
Barque Ellingwood, at New York irem Glace Bav

bowsprit

and cutwater.

Brig Yazoo, from Georgetown DC for Boston, before reported at Baltimore, leaky, was discharging
6th Inst, and would soon go the screw dook.
Sch Batavia, Leland, from PiotouNS for Wareham. was tailen in with 1st Inst, by Br brig George,
in a sinking condition, and the orew taken off aud

brought to Boston.
Barque St Albans, Pike, at Mauritius (Tom Calcutta, (before reported (n distress.) has ttnished discharging and gona into dock for repairs. She was

making about 14 inches water per hour.
Sch Samuel Lewis. Wood, from Ellsworth for Marblehead, put Into Door Isle 1st Inst with sails badly

Fortress Monroe.
Ar 8th, brig Allston,

Sawyer, Fortress Monroo.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar &th, brigs Ella Heed.Tuzo,
Elizabeth,
Havana;
Libby, flu New York; Fannie,
Lunt, Pensaoola.
Cld 5th, brig A Horta,Cloud, Boaton; soh Nevada,

MEW BEDFORD—Ar 6 h, icha Yankee Blade,
Coombs, Bangor; Dellance.Hobinson, Holmes' Hole
for Sieve York.

BOSTON—Ar 6tb, brig Day Spring, O’Brien, from
Cardenas; sobs Golden Eagle. Whittemore, and Gaa
Monde, Dinrmore. Mow York; Union,Pendleton,do;
Trade Wind, Corson, and Cabot. Wtthervp.oB, do;
Bo'j Franklin, Patterson. Wisoaseet.
Cld 6th, barque Monevnlck, 8raitb, New Orleans:
sobs Fanny Keating, Rioh. Fortreas Monroe; DB
Doane, Knowlton, Buoksport, to load for West

Indies
Ar 7th, brig Canima, Haskell. Rondout.
Cld 7tb. barque Frances. (new) William Kelley. 8t
John NB; brig J k H Crowley, Crowley. Philadelphia; scb Waterloo. Wyatt, Bangor.
S d 7th, barque Burnside; brigs Seims, Baroude
Csstine, and P M Tinker
Sid Bth, brig Sarah Peters.

MACB1ASP0UT—Sid 80th alt, brig Alamo.Stee e.
New Y rk.
DEER ISLE—Ar 29th alt, sch Olive Braaoh.Reed,
Calais for Boston.
Ar 1st inst, tehs Spartan, Carter, aod Morning
Star, Saddler, fm Ellsworth for Portland; Otranto,
Moore, Boston fbr Ellsworth: Loocboo, Clark, Tremontfor Boston; Wnrrenton, Cousins, Ellsworth
New York: Elizabeth, Higgins, ftn no lor Portland;
Forrester, Remiok, and Redondo, Tate, from do lor

Goods

Row Gent*. IT yon dt.Ire to make a omIuI
preient
*• y°or wire#, *o.. taka yoar ohoioe and
buys
CLOAK. 8HA A L, Handsome DKK38, or one or
two piece, of COTlON CLOTH.
Either of the above named articles can booaelly
selected aa to the want, of the ladle..

CALL AND EXAMINE.
Polits Clerk, will wait apon you.

FEUCHTWANGER A ZUNDEft,
81 MIDDLE STREET. For Block.
Near the Po.t Office.

Portland, He., Deo.

8.

dec8 3*

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have tnii day formed
THE
and style ot
nership under the

copart-

a

name

* B. L LUFKIN t CO..

And bavo taken the afore formerly occupied by John
J- Darii, M Middle slrte!, whtru they will carry on
the business of

RE4DY-914DE

CLOTHING,

_am n_

furnishing Goods,

Aa Scon as the slock of Boots and Shoes In said stem
is disposed of, wbiohis now being told nt tain atoro
at greatly reduced prices.

Mann. do.
Ar 6th seh

Clara, Ryder, Boston; Sea Gull, Moody, Laneevllle.
Cld 6th, brigs A Horta, Lei and, Boston; Koret,
Elliot, do.
At Delaware Breakwater 2d inet, brigs Lilia, from
Philadelphia for SW Pan; Lagrange, from do fur
New Orleans.
NEW YORK—Ar 5th, ship Elizabeth Hamilton,
White, lfew Orleans; seh Clara Ellen, Dexter, Boston for Philadelphia
Cld 6!h, sobs Evelyn, Crowley, Philadelphis; Sarah Gardiner, Teel, Boston.
Ar 6tb, barque Elltngwood, Ellingwood, Glace Bay
CB; brig John Freeman, Crowell, Baltimore.
Cld 6th, ship Belle Wood. Freeman. Liverpool;
Australia, To wart, Philadelphia; barque Vietorine,
Ewell, San Francisco; Ellen Stevens, liowe, Cardenas; W H Wall, Castner, Key West; brig B Young,
Boston; soh Vicksburg, Uaanell. Elizabethport.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sobs James Bliss, Hatch,
Bangor; Augusta, Getohell, Rockland.
BRISTOL—Ar 4th, soh Lizzie Raymond, Lord,
Now York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 6th, ech Nelson Welle, Allen,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 5th. achs Samuel Fish, from Boston for Fortress Monroe; Neptnne, Clark. Maehias;
Col Eddy, Coombs, Bangor; Champion, Sawyer,
Calais.
Ar 6tb, brigs Ambrose Light, Stabl, Portland lbr
Fortress Mom oe; Sea Lion. Lowe. Boston fordo;
sobs Hiawatha, Ingraham, Rockland for Philadelphia; Georgia, 8weet, Boithst lor do; Frances Coflin. Wass, Addison tor do; Wm H DeWitt. Corey,
Westport for do; Comet Hodgdon, Calais for New
Haven: Tennessee, Wooster, do tor oridgeport.
Sailed 6th, brig Canima, Marshall, trem Kondout
for Boston; sobs Wm Crawford, Higgins, foe Portland for New York; Red Jacket, Averil. from Providence for do; Magg e Bell, Gilkey, trom Fangor for
Washington; Saxon, Taplay, Boston lor Albemarle
Sound: Isabel Blake, Doane, do for Fhilsdelphia;
Ariel, Treworgy, Providenee for New York.'
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 6th. sobs A H Coin, Simpson, Georgetown DC for Boston; Franconia, Holt,
Elizabethport for do; Lyndon, Coggins, New York
for Pembroke; Gertiude. Colwell, do for Eastport;
Sardinian, Rumball, fin Lingan CB for New York;
Conneaut. 8awver, Millbridge for do: 8 F Adams
Talbott. Maehias for do; Georgia, Gilchrist, Beliast
for Philadelphia; John H French, trench, Eastport
for do.
Ar 6th, brig Isa. Thompson, St Marties for Boston;
Geo Amos, Coombs, Baogor for Now York; Alamo.
Steele, Msebias f >r do; schs A Hsmmond, Higgins,
and Wm H Mitobell, Eaton, Elizabethport lor Boston; Helene, Derrickson, from New York for Bath;
Wide World, Adams, do for do; Edward H Forbor,
Cobb, Boston tor Washington DC; Cyprus, Cole,
Addison tor Philadelphia; Mora, Kelley, and Hudson. from Calais for New York; Gov Cony, Brown,
Augusta for Providenoo; Yankee Blade, Coombs,
Bangor for New Bedford.
Belled, brig Canima, Haskell, far Bondout for Boston ; sche City Point. Mzttbewe. Mystic for Belfast;
Harriet Rogers, Handy, Newport for Gonldsboro;
Gen Marion. Purington, Bath for New York; TB
Jones, Stewart, Mnohias for do; Charleston, Metcalf, Bangor for do; C Knight, Fanning, Calais for
do; Orris Francis, Hunt, Rockland for do; Geo W
Kimball, Jr, French, do for New London: Leonesa,
Gilman, St John NB for Philadelphia; Olevia Boxton. Currier, Batb for do; Champion, Sawyer,Calais
tor Newport; Kowena, Cook, do for Providence; F
Warren, Coombs, Maehias for do; Col Eddy,Coombs
Bangor fir Newport; Glenroy, Meady, Gardiner for !

GOODS.

oonstintly on hand*

torn.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PENSACOLA—Ar 17th alt, ship Wiotteld Scott,
Rand, fhiiadelphia.
GEOBGBrOWN DC—In port 2d Inst, sob White
Foam, Howes, for Providenoo.
BALTIMORE—Ar tin, sofas Grapes hot, Snow.
Bangor; Harper, Coombs, Bath; S H Cady, Crowel,

DRESS

large assortment of

Furnishing

Boston.

Ship

a

LISE* AMD COT TO*

an—At

S. B. A. Lunin,
Sahukl r. Adams.

Portland, Deo. 7,1864.

for Sale.

Safes

'are site Salamander Safaa, for talc by
v
B. M A LUFKIN fc CO.,
Deo 7—dim
94 Middle street.

TWO

Holyoke Mutual Fixe

Ins.

Comp’y,

IN M IL KM, MAiS.
of

the condition of
the Brat day of November.
STATEMENT
the
on

Comp oy
1864, being

said

A. D

date of ita exhibit next preceding let Deo., 1864.
Amoant of Capttil Stock, S6S9 768 (9
Consisting of Note* and Statute liabilities,
9478,671 78
and oath asset as follows,vix:
Investments in
Mortgages,
*4164147
Baak Btcck,
44 920 26
Railroad Bonds and Stock,
16,26268
United States, 8 City Bonds,
37,17928
Loans on Collateral aod Notes
17 042 49
Receivable,
Real Estate,
2,600 90
Cash on hand.
7 487 48
Balanee in Agent’s bands,
268 76
8166,192 IB
8639 763 89
Amount at Risk,
811,809 008 98
Amount of Liabilities loth-r than am’t
a< nsk) vis:
Claims tor Ue-eea,
88.606 00
Dividends on expired poboiev,
894 96
There are no other liabilities unless of bills uot
rendered for expenses.
AUGUSTUS 8TORT, Prcs't.
Thomas H. Jouuaon, bec'y.
ELIPHAL9T *» KBSTER.A goat,
deo8eod8w
No 18 Exchange it., Portland.
_

TRACT ot the Statement of the Hartford Firs
ARS
Insuraroe Company, Nov Is', 1864, made to the
of the

Secretary

atste

lav.

Capital Slock,

ol Maine, in compliance with

aII

paid in, $ 1.000,000.

aa xra:

Cash and eash Items,
f6 096 48
Lotns well secured,
10 882 19
Real Estate, unincumbered'eaah value,
18 000 00
Non-re.dect t«x,
8,983 00
U. B. ana Rank Stocks, Bonds, A c. par
value81,216,460.mnikttvalno 81 348,822 60,
1.248 822 60
Total Assets,

81,466,788 17
LIABILlTtBB

:

Unadjusted loses
888,449 61
Outstanding Risks, Nov. 1st, 1864,
271.427.876 00
T. C. ALLYN, President.
Gbo. U. Coit, Secretary.
68

__

Statb o» Cobmxctiout, i
Hartford County,
)

November 80,1864.
Poreonally appear d Timo 0. Aliya, President,end
George M Coit, Secretary, of the above tun d
Hartford Fire Insurance Company, and «sv< rally
muds rath that the above statement by them subscribed ta in that'b. lief true B, ore me,
THEODORE LYMAN.
dec8dlt
Notary PabUe.
_

_

Horses W anted

CAVALRY & ARTILLERY.
from 20 to 40 Horses, suitable for
the above service. Cavalry Morses most be
from It to 1 hand* high, from 6 to 10 years old, in
good flesh, and sound. Artil ary Horses, from 16 to
16 hsnds high, and weight not lew than 1060 pounds
—same age as for Caval'j.
The above number of Horses will be bought, if offered, at

WANTED,

Bidde/ord, on Mon fay, Dec 12
Portland, on Tuesday, J ec. 18.
Lewiston, on Wednesday, Dtc. 14
Skoxheyan, on '/hursdry Dec 15.
Waterville, on Friday, Dec 16.
Canaan, on Friday Lee. 16.
%WmAil c.lors taken.

.=

Stearns, MorMiss Annie M

ADVERTISEMENTS.
R A N

Boston

1

In Roping, N H, Nov 24, by Rot Mr
rill C Osgood, of Salisbury, Mass, and
Ptllsbnry, of North Vasssdboro, Me.

PORTLAND.

Wednesday.

lost

HAIR

oomplete baldness.
To remedy this pathologieal

OP

mews.

CB, experienced heavy weather, split sails, Re; 7th
lust, was run into by a Wall street ferry boat and

PHYSIOLOGICAL

Druggists

Killer.

DISASTERS.

ante by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and all drug-

BEG

N J

Cents per Bo title.

Price 60

For

to

Sch Armagh—2600 box

ARRIVED.

pair.

horehound

Ship John S Harris—768 tons coal,
toJL Farms-: 10 crates Sheep skins, 4 B llayes

shooks.

COWELL,

76 MIDDLE

_

PICTOtJ NS

j|SAsfflKrfFa5w&!Et-

Dr.

Extract* from a Journal kept 21 years ago,
in the interior of this (Cumberland) county.

Butler,

■T"carriers or the Daily Press are

gists.

The article on the Confederate States, showing
the efforts of the insurrectionary portion of the
country to maintain the war and establish their
government, with the great financial and other
difficulties under which they have labored, excites our admiration for the energy, the perseverance, the fertility of invention, and the ardent
courage which they have displayed, and leads
us to wish that these shining qualities had been
exhibited in a better cause. Any but an American people must long since have sunk
despairing
under the mountain of difficulties which they

The contents

IMPORTS.
_

FOREIGN POETS.
Ar at Callao Oet 29, ship* R Robinson, Long, and
Living Age, Nickels, Cbinchas (and both sailed Nov
6th Ibr ork); Gardiner Colby. MoClellan, do land
sailed oth Tor 8paln): 81st, Criterion, .Stetson. San
Francisco (and sailed $d for Cbinchas); 8th. Charles
Davenport. Otis, Rio Janeiro, (and sld 11th for do.)
81d Oct 29th, ships Wm Nelson, Smith, Antwerp;
John Tucker, Ballett, Cr rk; 81st, Topgallant, Phillips, do; Nov 3, Uncle Joe, Nickels, do; Enterprise,
Dunbar Cbinchia.
At VslDaralso 2d ult. ships A M Lawrence. Taylor,
from San Francisco, dlsg; Minstrel. Bangs, unc
At Mauritius Cot 6, ship Cadlda. (Br, late City of
Bath) Oakes, for Cardiff for orders.
Passed Gibraltar 7th nit, barque Velma,Nickerson,
from Malaga lor Boston.
Sld ftn Aspinwall 13th nit, brig E Drummond,Conway, New York.
At Barbados# 14th a t, barque Mayflower, from
New York
Sld fm Port an Prince 10th nit, barque Sylph, Herrlman, for Mlragoane and Boston
At .sombrero 17th nit, barque A C Adams, Davis,
for Philadelphia few dave.
814 15th, brig Open Sea, Babbidge, Philadelphia.
Sld ftn St John NB 1st inet, ship Rutland, Ingra-

ham, Liverpool.

SPOKEN.
Nov 80- off inago*. brig W A Black. Watte, from
au 1 rinee
for-, crew sick and was making
*
for league.
Port

NE W ADVERTISEMENTS.

W. Bicker.
E. E. Savaok.

_

Dec. 7. dlw

Decalcom&aia !
the drt of

Picture, In Oil Co'orc
OB.upon Coina,Tratuferring
Glass, Marble
Wood.
or

Pictures and Materials,
For Sale.

In,traction Free.
rata. Tea Mt, tc., fc,, done to order.

Embroidery

and Fine Eeedle Work,

KliTLT

BXCCJTZD.

Mag. J. W.XMEKY,
Corner of Spring and Winter St,

dec8 4w

Oxen for Sale.
Working
svb?oriber offers for sale two pairs of extra
THE
Working Cattle,
pur took th drat Prtnn
for
chow
on-

wo/kinr cattle at tie late Cat/Je
and
Fair ofthe York County Agr cultural society. l.eM
at taoo and Blddefo d, October llth, lit* and 13ih
1861. These oatile girt te/en lee ,t*o inches
One yoke of extra matched Dovo Cattle, in goo t
condition for work. These ca tie took the sec.)- d
Prenium on fie* oattJe a the above nam d Society *
Cattle Show nd Fair.
These Oxen have been at work s ece the first of
iel on hay and 4
May, in a »tose yard,
quart« of
meal dailv. Theee ca tle girt teven feet, two inches,
and may be sat the barn ct Joseph Smith, on
Pool Bold, Bldde'ord.
JAMES M. ANDREWS
dec8dtf
urn

eh

undersigned gives his exclusive attenfaon to collecting Pensions,
Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Offioe, 821-2 Exchange

l^Tbe

St., oppoeite Postoffice, Portland.

W. 8.8AWYER.
Rtftrtncu—Hon. Saitoh Cost, Got. of Me.,
Hoh. Wm. Pitt Fsssemdbk, 8ec’y Treas’y.
oct. 13 d 6m.
^1——s———

SPECIAL

a

SKATES
TO

LET

OR

FOR

Wholesale

SALE, CHEAP!
or
Retail.

Graduate if the

“Diitwsty

BARBS,
if

M.

fob

Glasgow.Liverpool.New York.. Nov 21
-.Uverpool.New York.. Nov 22

State of the

Manta.
...Southampton.New York.. .Nov 23
St David.Uvorpool....
.Portland
Nov

LMterick..Liverpool.New York.'.'

Nov 26

a.Liverpool..... Boston.Nov

28

York.. .Nov 29
Muuheitw.. •,ItiverPool.N«w
Uvorpool.New
■

City

York. .Nov
j." ....Liverpool.New York. ..Deo
a.H¥erP®0.1.New York... Dec
Dee
York.. .Deo
Australasian.Uverpool.... .Now York... Deo

8)
3
6
10
14

17

D.,

Mikir*h," Mind,

Late Baeident

Burgeon of the “Koval Maternity
Hospital,” Edinburgh.

“<* Locust 8 ta.
S£i?ffl“T«ornVlC."nbOTl‘,,«i
V*Oaee hours, • to 11 a. X. and 2 to 4 r.
u.

ootl72m*

fEX
Evening

in tbe
The opening leoture wUl bo delivered
HALL,
NEW C IT V

Coeu Rica.New York..California
China.New York..

“
10

Deo 3

Uverpool.X

Newmans'.! “* 17

Morning Star..New York. .New Orleans..Deo 24
City of Manchest'rNew York. .Uverpool.Deo 24

miniature almanac.
Thursday,,.....Deuewker 8.
Son rises.7.18 I
High wat«r.(a ■).... 606

Sun

set*..* «.»| Length

Wood.

MortSV^a!?,*"

ssajWoSs.KL-'1—'-fir—

December 9 h.
Friday Fveninjr,
OF

for

P*SSS“££

PORTLAND SOLDIER’S HOME.!
On

Proposals

OfBce of Aggig'.nnt Qnartormaeter, U * A
I
Anguata, Me., Deo 6.1804. J
delivery of on. ,housed
—robgmtghle herd weed *111
be
thig o«.e mill
UBder*‘*uod
Monday, 19th ing »rt, at l'l o’clock M.
d t0 b® *ubjeot , > proper
inspeoilon. end
to be delivered nt the
Camp, and Hopttnl,
in tui.
v
0
may d.rect.
S' “tb) underelgned
Proposal, will be received for one half of the who e

THUS. G WUYr*L

—

*■"*

dec8tUll7ih‘P

V. 8 A.

in

Y?2:i?v»^;^
Star......New York.. New Orleans Dec

Goiden^JtnlV''"'" 2#*

Country,

In aid of tbe

Garrison.
Uve^l'..::fo Wm. Lloyd

Mortvlgn..Portland... .Liverpool.
.New York.

Course Lectures

ON THE

SAILS

—

Alto Children'* SLEDS! made of beet White
Oak Stook, ud painted la Portland; and for tale
Wholesale and retail.
AT IsANB’S,
1 „ ...
Nov 22 d4w
No. 4 Free street.

ANDREW I)eW.

XBOX

irSS”.1
filrmvni..Liverpool.Boston
..Sputhampton.New

NOTICES.

Independent

SAILING Off OCEAN STEAMSHIPS
•TlAHXn

of <Uy*..#.10

SonJK<JT-'‘rh# Guilt, the Punishment, aad the
Redemption ofthe Repnollo."
seemn Ti.kets 81.86.
Lecture to oommence at

EveningTiokets 26 o's.
o'clock.

JACOB McLKLLAN,
ISRAEL WA8HBURN, Jn.,
JOHN LYNC'*,
BENJ. KIMG8BURY, Jn.,
K. A.

Wanted.
TH0U8AHD dollars it
AL-t?,^FKWXB
“1 the town of rrarboro'
Intereel
kT1

pnynblo
Oak

era.

nnnnnll. at let National Rank
Duool on, Po»t Oflics

IimP^e *° ^

<

fPort.

tddreti,

J. GUNNISON.

) Selectmen
of
KlCUAUDLKAVrrr.l

Committee
“““t»se.

BLANCHARD.

Deo. 8-tf

Notice.
interest of Mr. Wm. B. Shaw, erases in
Arm by mutual eonsant after this dav.

THE
_

Chisago,

~

$5 REWARD

our

W. H. SHAW k CO.
Nay 80,1884 —dlw*

7

T C8T—a yonng Newfoundland Dog; dark brindlc
XJ color, with white breggt, tbroa and paw, I he

•bore reward will be paid to whoever will reiure the
dog to the oweer at Proof, Wood,, Weetbrook

(fecSdit—wit*

j, FHOSf,

~

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
New Advertisements To-Itay.
Statement of the Hartford Fire Insnranoe Co.

Copartnership Notice.
Safes for hale—8. B. A. Lufkin
Notioe—W. H. Shaw fe Co.

A Co.

Grand Assembly.
Working Oxen tor Sals.
Fire Dollars Reward.
Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Proposals lor Wood.
Independent Course of Lectures.
Useful Holiday Presents-81 Middle Street.
Decaloomsnla—Mrs. J. W. Emery.
Wanted—Fire Thousand Dollars.

I. A. R. AssociationAt the annual meeting of the Irish American Relief Association, held at their rooms in
Fox Block, on Monday evening, the following gentlemen were elected officers for the
ensuing year:
Charles McCarthy, President.

Trial of

U. S- District Court
ware

j.

Wednesday.—Robert Peel, who was bound
over to this court, by the U. S. Commissioner,
on a complaint charging him with aiding de-

The lecturer has been very industriIn searching old parchments and bringing
out matters interesting, amusing and Instructive. He was listened to for one hour and a
half with_much attention, and all seemed to be
well pleased. His allusion towards the close
of his lecture to our brave Boldiers who have
scribed.
ous

given their lives for the country produced
deep emotion in the auditors. And he very
properly asked, Who can say the age of heroism is past?
The next lecture will be given Wednesday
evening, the 14th inst., by Mr. B. S. Osbon,
Naval Reporter of N. X. Press Association.
His subject will be “Our Navy.”

Congressional Vote of Maine.
Tue official vote lor members of Congress—
including the soldiers’ vote—is as follows:
1st District—John Lynch, 15,090; L. D. M.
Sweat, 12,578; Scattering, three. Union ma-

jority, 2,518.
id District—Sidney Perham, 12,830; S. C.
Andrews, 8,344; Scattering, one. Union ma-

jority, 4,486.

3d District—J. G. Blaine, 14,055; A. P.
Gould, 9,727; Scattering, 65. Union majority,
4,328.
4Ut District—John H. Klee, 10,802; James
C. Madigan, 6,983; Scattering, 257. Union
majority, 3,819.
y** 6th District—F. A. Pike, 12,553; James
White, 8,867; Scattering, 211. Union majority, 3,086.

Eleotoral

College

of Maine.

Supplies fob Hospitals and Soldiebs.
—Since the supplies sent for a

Thanksgiving

dinner, Mr. George R. Davis has forwarded
50 bbls. vegetables to Mrs. Eaton; 50 bbls. to
the New England Soldier’s Aid
Society,'Phila
delphia; 100 bbls. to the Maine Agency,

Washington; 60 bbls. to the New York Aid
Society, and 100 bbls. to be distributed equally among the 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 28 ih, and
30th Maine Regiments. Six barrels have also been sent to the Soldiers’
Home, and two
barrels to the returned soldiers of the 12th
Maine, at the City Buildings.
There are about 200 bbls. vegetables on
hand, which will be sent to the soldiers in
front of Richmond.

Esq,

the agent for this city and vicinity, and he
will be happy to impart any information needed by those who wish to have their prope rty

Insured in

Supreme

Judioial Court

TERM—DAVIS, J.,

PRESIDING.

WEDNESDAY.-The following arraignments
took place :
Peter J. Connely, for compound larceny.—

Plea—guilty.
Josephine N. Hill, for larceny. Plea—not
guilty.
Eliza A. Jackson, for receiving and aiding
in concealing stolen property.
Plea—net
guilty.
Wm. Feruald, for larceny. Plea—guilty.
John Curran and Alfred Thompson, for
breaking and entering, with Intent to commit
larceny. Both of them pleaded guilty.
Charles Glancey, for assault, with intent to
kill. Plea—not guilty.
\
The trials will not take place until next
Tuesday, on which day the traverse jurors
come

in.

Railway Traffic.—The receipts on the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the week ending
Dec. 7th, were

Passengers.
Express freight, mails and sundries,
Freight and livestock,
Total,
Corresponding week last

Northern

$40,884
3,124

79,926
$123,934
125,873

year,

$1,939

Decrease,
Monthly.

The December
It closes the first

—

number has come to hand.

volume, much Improved,
commences with the January number. The
editor and publishers have spared no efforts
to make this
magazine worthy of general patronage, and it belongs to a public-spirited people to see that they do not labor in vain. The
present number presents a fine appearance,
volume.

A new

and Its table of contents is

E. P. Weston, Editor.
lishers.

rich and varied’
& Noyes, Pub-

Bailey

Masonic.—At the annual election in the
Ancient Landmark Lodge last
evening, the
following officers were elected:—Charles M.
Rice, Master; A. L. Fox, Senior
Warden;
William Ross, Jr., Junior
Warden; Charles

Fobes, Treasurer; Ira Berry, Secretary; Geo.
L. Swett, Senior
Deacon; Wm. H. Wiliims,
Jnnior Deacon; Marshall N.
Rich, Senior
Steward; Franklin Crawford, Junior Steward.
Recruiting.—At the Provost Marshal’s
office yesterday four substitutes and one recruit for the army were passefi and credited—
three to

Kennebunkport,

and one to Brunswick.

navy

were

sound reliable office.

Dead.—Littlejohn, who was
Tuesday night, of which

one

to

Limington,

Four recruits for the

passed and credited to Biddeford.

Officers and soldiers who have arrears of
pay and bounty due them from the Government, or are entitled to pensions, can have
them secured by W. 8. Sawyer, Esq., 82 1-2
{Exchange street, opposite the Post Office.

so

severely

we

gave an
account yesterday, died about 8 o’clock yesterday morning at the police station.
Coroner Gould called a jury of inquest.—
Some of the witnesses being abeen,tthe inquest

adjourned to this morning. No arrest has
yet been made of the perpetrators, or any conwas

cerned in the affair.

NOTICE.—Through private letters we learn
that the 80th Maine Regiment is in immediate
need of Sanitary stores.
The ladies of the Maine Camp Hospital Association will send forward without delay
any
■tores which may be furnished for this
regiment, now in the Valley of the Shenandoah.
The reputation of Dr. Burnett is a
guaranty of his manufacture. It is sufficient to say
of Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts,
that, for their
purpose,

they are

not Inferior to his celebrated

Toilet Articles.

Postponeo.—The auction sale of worsted
goods at 15 Market Square, which was to take
place yesterday, was postponed owing to the
rain, and will take place this afternoon at 2
o’clock. Bailey, auctioneer.
Mebcantile Dances.—The first party of
the third series, occurs on
Wednesday evening
next, Dec. 14th, at Lancaster Hall.
Mbs. M. G. Bbown will .be at her office 229
1-2 Congress street, this day,
Thursday 8th.

TELEGRAPH
-TO

on

is in New Orleans.
Yesterday the Electors met and ca9t their
seven ballots for Abraham Lincoln for President, and Andrew Johnson for Vice President.
Hon. J. W. Porter of Burlington, was appointed Messenger to convey the vote of the
State to Washington.

OCTOBER

a

stabbed

BY

Tuesday and organized by the
choice of Hon. John B. Brown of Portland, as
President; Joseph B. Hall, Esq.,of Portland,
Secretary; Gilman Turner ol Augusta, Messenger; and Rev. Mr. Brown of Augusta,
Chaplain.
William P. Frye, Esq., of Lewiston, was
chosen Elector to fill the vacancy created by
the absence of Hon. T. A. D. Fessenden, who j
Capitol

Portland Daily Press.

Toronto, C. W., Dec. 7.
before the court again to-day.
The evidence offered, showed that he belonged to the Confederate service, which defence
will be strongly urged by his counsel. His
case was adjourned until-to-morrow.

EVENING
SHERMAN’S

the-

PAPERS.
CAMPAIGN.

XXXVIII CONGBESS-Second Session.

Now York Market.
Haw Yoxx.Dee. 7
“*** *°° balM’ “IddllnK uplands

inf/

Fightxny

The
go-

on,

Washington, Dec. 7.
The Savannah Republican of the 1st says it
mentioued in a previous issue that a force of
Federals had landed on Broad River, and was
advancing on the railroad in the direction of
Grahamvllle. During the night the Confederates had transported an effective force to that
point, which uniting with that already on the
ground, marched forward on the 30th, undor
Gen. Smith, of the Georgia State
troops, to
meet them.
The Federal troops numbered
5,080 men with sixteen pieces of artillery.—
Smith attacked the Federals at a place called
Honey Hill, three miles from Graham ville.—
The Confederates had only 1,400 muskets and
■even pieces of artillery.
The fight lasted until dark. The Republican says they repulsed
every attack, and finally drove the Federal
right and centre, but the left stood unmoved
at the close of the action. The rebels received reinforcements, but
notwithstanding their
boasting they admit it was a drawn battle.
The Republican also says, last night, the
30th, seven or eight transports, loaded with
Federal troops, were rapidly ascending the
Broad River, which gives the assurance that
the fight will be renewed to-day.
The Republican says Wheeler managed Kilpatrick with ail ease.

committee.
Mr. Morgan presented the credentials of
Messrs. Smith and Cutler, Senators elect from
Louisiana. He did not propose that they
should be sworn in now, but when the committees were announced he should move that
the whole matter be referred to the Judiciary
committee.
On motion of Mr. Wade all the documents
on the subject were ordered to be printed.
The President presented the Senate with
copies of the laws of the Territory of Nebraska.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.

A bill was introduced to establish ocean
mail service to China.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Judiciary committee to inquire into the expediency of amending the Constitution so that
Representatives of Congress shall be apportioned among the several States which may be
included within the Union according to their
respective number of qualified electors.
A resolution was offered directing the Secretary of War to report what obstacle prevents the full and early exchange of prisoners.

Laid over.
A bill was introduced giving sailors the benefit of the naturalization act. Referred to Judiciary committee.
Resolutions were adopted instructing the
Military committee to inquire whaf legislation
is necessary to secure justice to the soldiers
who enlisted for unexpired terms, but have
been held for three years.
A resolution was offered calling for all correspondence relative to the exchange of prisoners.
Laid over.
A resolution appointing a committee of nine
to investigate frauds in the
Philadelphia Navy
Yard occasioned some debate, and was laid
over.

A resolution was adopted Instructing the
Military committee to inquire into the expediency of dispensing with bounties and raising
the soldiers’ pay.
A motion was adopted instructing the Ways
and Means committee to inquire into the expediency of fixing an ad val. tax on all sales
of merchandise of every description. Ad-

journed.

«yam

Washington.

Washington, Dec. 7.
The Union Senators held a caucus this
morning to arrange standing committees.—
They will remain nearly as they were during
last session, the vacancies being filled. Senator Sherman will beChairman of Finance committee. With a view to harmonize between
the committee of Naval Affairs and the
Navy
Department a change in the chairmanship
superceeding Senator Hale is suggested, but
this question will not be decided until the
caucus meets again, which will be to-morrow.
Hon^fath. Sargent, Commissioner of Customs, who recently made a tour of the northern border, has returned to
Washington. His
object was to give effect to the law to prevent
smuggling across the lines, and as far as possible apply a corrective to existing abuses.
Sealed proposals were opened to-day at the
Subsistence Department for flour. Bids ranged from $11 70 to $12 80 per barrel for cash,
and from twenty to twenty-five cents additional if payable in certificates.
Six of the Associate Justices of the United

States Supreme Court are now present in the
They made their annual formal call upon the President this afternoon.
The interview was brief and of a very sociable and
agreeable character.
Chief Justice Chase not having taken the
oath of office and entered upon his duties, was
not

Meetings of Eleetoral Colleges.
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 7.
The Electors in this State met to-day, and
cast the thirty-three electoral votes of the
state for Lincoln and Johnson. A messenger
was appointed to convey the vote to
Washington. The college then adjourned sU.e die.
Montpelier, Yt. Dec. 7.
The Electoral College of Vermont, met in
this place to-day,and cast their votes for Lincoln and Johnson. Hon. A. Cattlan was elected to convey the vote of the college to Wash-

Harrisburg, Dec. 7.

The Electoral College cast their vote for
Lincoln and Johnson.
Hartford, Ct., Dec. 7.
The Electoral College met to-day. Oliver
Winchester ofNew Haven,was chosen to fill
the vacancy occasioned by the death of John
Pelton. The six votes were cast for Lincoln
and Johnson. Edward P. Chiney was chosen
messenger to carry the vote to Washington.
Capture

of

Federal

a

Schooner and

Boat.

arrived here

Florida.

from the

There

twelve of them under
the leadership of an officer dressed in the uniform of the rebel Navy. The sutlers crew
was first captured, and her crew being surprised in their berths, made no resistance.—
The rebels then captured the Lizzie Freeman
in the same manner. The crews were parolled.
were

Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 6.
Capt. Forrest, of the rebel cavalry corps,
was captured to-day while
taking observations

New York, Dec. 7.
Steamship City of Washington sailed to-day
with $100,000 in specie.

Tennessee cavalry was also captured.
The rebel cavalry has possession of Mrs. A.
G. Brown’s residence and are entrenching
themselves this side.
The rebels have also
taken possession of the hill near Hyde Ferry
road, and are planting a battery upon it.—
There has been heavy firing since 4 P. 11. today. The guns of Fort Negley are shelling
the rebel force in their front to prevent them
from erecting batteries.
Anticipated Rebel Raid

on

Detroit,

Detboit, Mich., Dec. 7.
Positive information has been received that
a raid upon this
city is being organized by rebel refugees in Canada. The civil and
military

authorities are making
every preparation to
receive the raiders. Immediate measures will
be
taken
to organize and arm a miliprobably
tia regiment for local deience.
A large number of special policemen are

and other active

already enrolled,
being taken.

measures are

Safety of Federal Troops.
Louisville. Ky., Dec. 6.
The Journal learns that Cooper’s brigade of
white troops and a brigade of colored, both of
which were cut off from the main army when
Gen. Schofield retreated from Franklin, have
arrived at Clarksville.
of his Command.
New Yobk, Dec. 7.
The Times’ Washington dispatch says Gen.
Rosecrans has been relieved of the command
of the Department of Missouri. Gen. Steele
is also understood to be relieved by General
Gen.

Rosecrans Relieved

Reynolds.
Another Victory over Hood.

New Yobk, Dec. 7.
Hood attacked our forces at Murfreesboro’,
and was repulsed with the loss of six guns.

\M The Philadelphia Ledger, the most

to-day rose

high

2 43 3-4 on Mr.
Fessenden’s report, and the gold bill; subsequently it fell to 241 1 2.
Steamship Bremen having been repaired,
sails on Saturday for Southampton and Breas

as

army.
Steamer

Monterey to-morrow, takes the
regular mail to Port Royal.
S. Harding the husband of the notorious
Belle Boyd, was captured Friday last at
Martinsburg, and sent to the Old Capitol
prison.

enterprising Philadelphia publisher.
BTTwo hundred and fifty-seven acres of land
in a certain portion of West
Virginia, were
worth, two years ago, two hundred and fifty-

dollars. Two weeks ago a million and a
quarter of dollars were paid for the same land.
“Struck oil,”

the

California.

San Francisco, Dec. 2.
Heavy rains are falling again. Business is
still Interrupted. Prices of produce falling.
The stock of merchandize in warehouses,
foreign and domestic in the main, is very

large.
Keeeipts of bullion in the last ten days are
over $1,700, $00.
Currrency bills are selling for 1.10; Telegraphic transfers 4 1-2; coin bills 2 l-2a3.—
No arrivals.

Mail steamer Sacramento sailed to-day for
Panama, carrying a small number of passengers, and $765,934 in specie; of this only 160,741 is for New York, the remainder for England and Panama.

Michigan Central.129
Illinois Central sorip,.189]
Cleveland fc Toledo.110
New York Central.122
Erie...961
Hudson.11M
Reading ....186]
Michigan Southern,. 784
Cumberland, prefSrred. 47}
Canton Company. 84
United States 6't ooupons.117]

Washington to nrge the appointment of Mr.
Forney as Secretary of the Interior in the
event of Judge Usher going upon the bench;
or as Secretary of the Navy, in case Secretary
Welles should accept an embassy to France.

GLOVES,

CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.,
deo2d3t

Under-Shirts and Drawers,
In great variety, by

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,
293

Congress

Smeod—ltw

NEW

Wm.

E.

S.

Middle

Operating Room,

deolm

Men’s

Gloves,

A large assortment, at

MORTON BLOCK,

Oongreaa St.,

Photographs, Ambrotypes,
Uken ®»m tbe smallParticular attention given to Comas all kinds
Photograph* finished in oil, water oolors, and India ink, by one of the best Artists in the
^ *° *“ UUn*of

™

cSwJin-Wure;"*"410”
Piotur" ™*™*ted to give entire sntisfaotiom-^
The

By CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.
decSeodlm

public

SELEE'8

H-A-I H,

LIFE!

invited to call and examine speoi-

are

E.8. WORMELL’8,
*
8t- P°rtl">d-*®

Morten Bleok.

J. H.

FUR GOODS.
COE &

Having removed hie plaee

MecALLAR,

No. 95 Middle

TEMPLE,

Steet,

lot fanoy Furs for missel.
ju*t purchased
HAVE
Also
few ets of nice
a

of business

From 43 Union

St.,

weald reepeotfally Inform the citizen* of Portland
and vicinity that h* ha* awooUted himself with

a

MR. BENJAMIN ADAMS,

AMERICAN SABLE,
RIVER

SABLE,
FITCH,

SIBERIAN SQ UIRREL,
shall offer at bargains.
Furs exchanged, altered and repaired at short noWhich

decfidlm

STOVES, STOVES!
On Sate

or

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

FURNITURE BUSINESS!!
-at—

to Let
93

-AT-

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

whioh is to oonsist of not lees than ten leotnrei, and will probably be extended to twelve.

ETTiokets for the Coarse, $1.25. Evening
tickets, 25 oents.
»or sale at thei Bookstores, Messrs. Lowell fc Ben
tor’s. Cross man fc Co.’a, and Paine's Mono Store.
Sale of Tioketo limited to the ospaeity of the Hall.

JACOB McLELLAN,
ISRAEL WASHBURN, jr.,
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, jr.,

Formerly Occupied by

E

The oelebrated large oven P. P, Stewart Cook and
Parlor Stoves.
The N ew Carpenter MoGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,*
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor
Stores, for City and Country use.
Deo 1—d3m

A

yjN

Large

asseortment

■F* Highest prices paid for2nd-hand Furniture.
deo2derdlm

for Ladlst

"Sprague’s Patent Buokle,”

without fa: tunings, at very low prioee.

novUsodtf

CARRIAGE

AND

RUGS!
largest variety rf these goods to be
WEfound in Hew
England, and at prioea LESS
be

than

Sewing

they can now
imported.
BYRON GREENOUGH & CO.,

octu TTA 83m

CALL AND EXAMINE

kinds of work of any

AN

EXAMINATION
OF

oi buyers to my

t3T"All kind! ol Fan exchanged, altered and
paired.

WILL

Middle

St.

9m J0S1AH HEALD,
DENTIST,
Ctftgnu Stmt,

Pet 7-dtf

corttr

PORTLAND,

of

Tenple

SATISFY

PERSON

ITS

Nov 24—4wU

It. 236

chine,

re-

SHAW,
136

Ma

A.NY

FURS.

ase.

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

This
WOULD call

in

It is pronounced by the most profound experts to
be

F U RS I I

(he attention
I LAR&R hTOOK
of

now

Itmt,

MAINE.

We

SUPERIORITY.

them

Using

are

IK OUB

Ocean
Jtuhl

long sought for.

Of the beet quality manu&ctured and forsale by

Portland Match
FOBS
Portland,

Comp’y,

STREET,
Maine.

All orders In the oity, or from any port of th«
world where onr flag la respected, promptly filled.
aep28dtf

Change

of

CLOTHING,
the old stand, No. 113 Exobange street.
p. MORRELL JCO.

decld2w

REMOVAL! REMOVAL!

New

HARNESS MANUFACTORY
To the

State

Agencies.

fol wing State A gents for the relief oi aick
ounned Soldiers, will promptly and
oheertuhj furnish any Information, either personally
or by letter, and assistance to soldiers and their
Mends;

THEand

Col. Benjamin H. Hinds.
Washington, D. O.

273 F Street,

.....

Col. Robert B. Corson,
188 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Col. Frank E. Howe.
194 Broadway,.Hew York City.
Oot. 24—wtf.

tie Town of Falmoath, held
meeting
Nov 8th, they vo edto assume the expense of
Oiling the quota of said town on the last call of the
President oi the United States.
Notice is hereby
given that they wid petition the next Legislators
*
to legalise the raid sot.
Per Order,
Nov 21,
MOOPT.

AT

a

of

IBM—w3w«_Q.

Road Dr. Hcghrb’ advertisement, in another
oolnmn. In his specialty Dr. Hughes la nneqnaUtd
by any physician in this oountry.

janlwly
»

Directly opposite

BALL,

City

Menday Night,

their old Stand, where may ho
a large assortment of

HARNESSES,
SADDLES, BRIDLES,

WHIPS, VALISES, TRUNKS, HORSE BLAN-

KETS, tfC., t[C., IfC.

NEW

an

establishment, are invited to call

“no£K&e0ar,tOCk-

Hall,

Deo.

Military nd

TEAR'S

24.

26th,

Monday Night,

Civic

BALL3

Jan. 2, 1865.

Musio on Thanksgiving Night by Pssaeahcrg’i
Band. Prompting by Pro,. A. J. Looms.
Mutio for the remainder of the orurse by (/handler’s Quadrille Band.—promptin. by D. H.
Chandler.
Tickets for tbo oonrse,..%& 00
Tickets for Thanksgiving Ball,. 100
Single
"
’•
each Assembly.
76
"
"
•ChristnusBaU,.... 100
"
"
New Year’s Bill. 1*5

Gallery Tickets.
For sale by the Managers and at the door.

K6

MAH A OMRS :
Foreman E. Hodgkins, Ass’18. 8 Hanxapord,
Seo C. O. Hihdlb,
B. D. Pagb,
C. H Phillips,
B. A. Hall,
W. A. Taylor
to
commence nt 8 o’clock.
tF Dancing
uovl&eodtd
Clothing chcoked free.

J.feB. JORDAN.

Window Shades

Augusta, Me, Deo. 1st, 1881.

Cavalry and Artillery Horses
WANTED!
will

be reoeived at tbis on*# for
Proposals
<he purchase of Cavalry and Artillery Horses
for the
of
use

of

the D. 8- Government, till farther

notion.
Horse* offered for the oavalry service must be
sound in nil particulars, well broken, in full fleeh
and good condition, from 16 to 16, hands high, from
live to nine years old, and well adapted In every
wny to earalrv purpose#. Price to bo 8160.
Art! lory horses must be of dark color, sound in all
particulars, quiek aad active well broken and square
trotters in harness, in good flesh and oondition.irom
six to ten yean old, not less than 161 hands high,
and not so weigh loss than ten hundred and Shy
pounds Prloo to bo S1A0.
Farmers aad 8took reisers particularly are invited
! to offer their bones in person at this offlee, sod not
I to dispose of thorn to aealrn or third psrties.
Any number of horses from one upwards. If answering tbe above description and passing arlgid inspection, wi 1 be root ived and paid for m Government tunde.
TH08 G WHYTAL,
dlmdecS
Capt.and Asst. Qnartormaeter U. 8. A.

SKATES!

SRC ARE.

VESTS, Ac.
Purchss d

declining market and will bo manufactured to order ia the hast possible manner at so
low a figure that those about to purchase should give
hlmaoall.
novUillm

BARNUM'S

Eating House,

Academy,

At Nos. 13 and 15

-AT

and

YARMOUTH, MAINE.

Temple 8t,

Trank

rooted.

He would say that the Dining Ball has been thorand newly furnished.
He has sc
of bis brotner A. P. and wife, to
this
to
rooond
no
other
making
Eating

oughly repaired
eared
assist in

theroryiosa

House on any Railroad ia the ooustry.
Meals at ail hours as per bills oi faro.

Oonoord, H- H.

and extensive Commeroia
Now England, presents unequalled
College
tsoilitiee tor imparting to yonng men and ladies a
oomplete business education.
The Course of Instruction embraces both tlmory
and practioe.
Scholarships for fhll course, time unlimited, 886,00
Blanks for fulloonrs, (wholesale prloe)
6,60
For Circular,.Samples of Penmanship, fee., address
WORTHINGTON fe WARNER,
Aug 9—dfewOm
Principals.
most

thorough
In

SUPPERS AND COLLATIONS
Furnia’ed to Military and Firs Comparlea at short
Wedding parties and families tarnished
with every variety of Cake, Con.ectionerv.Ioe Cream,
Meats Ao.
ISAAC BARNUM,
decBdlw
Proprietor.
aotioe.

Col. Geo. Clark, Jr. &

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL,
CHEAP FOB

CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, ME.

COMMON WEALTH Of

To whom it

M_j
WEBSTER’S

UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY!
and

FINE

much

*

MASS A 0UU8 KTTS.

I
Adjutant Generals Office,
Boston, Oct. 6th, 1864.1

may

concern:

acquainted with Col. Geo. Clark.
Jr., of j>*rfoanlly
4o,ton. He hne recruited a )ar(« number 01
“*

under the authority of this common wealth,sni
conducted the business fn an honorable and satisfaotory manner.
Nxummiah Brown.
Major and Amt. Adjt. Uenl of Masaaohasetts.
men

has

SUBSTITUTES AND

ENGRAVINGS.

10,000 WORD8 and MEANINGS not fonnd la other Dictionaries.
Over thirty able American and European scholars
employed upon this revision, and thirty yean of
labor expended upon it.
Among the collaborator, arc Dr Mahn, of Berlin,
Profemore Porter, Dana, Whitney, Hsdi.v Ly.
man, Gilman, and Thatcher, Capt. Craighill, ol
Weet Point Military Academy, Judge J. C Perkin., Prof. Stile., A. L Holler. ItoqVfcO
Several table, of
great value, one of them of ally
quarto page., Explanatory and Pronouncing, ol
namea in fiction of
per.cn. and plaor., pseudokc., a. Abaddon, Acadia, Albany
nyms, kc.,Mother
Regenoy,
Cary, Mason and Dixon’, line,
Mr. Mioswber.fco.
Containing one-flfth or one-fourth more matter than
any former edition..
From new electrotype plates and the Riverside
Press.
In One Vol. ot 1840 Royal
Quarto Pages.

Dec 8—dim*

Hats it
now

CASH,

Bailey

163 Greenough
aovMdflm

SALT

&

REMOVAL!
OR. Vf

IN.

Medical

DEUNG,

Electrician,

Haa removed hie offioe from Clapp’a Blook to

174 MIDDLE

leirlj Opposite

STREET,

the Diiled States Hotel, there he

For sal* in

the

wo rat

forma ot diaeaae

m

_

i£3£ Carriage

persona who have triad

Manufactory.

dngSgaSSS&e
Manufacturer of

oarriaghes,
AND

SLE1 G H S

The latest .tylss of oarriagee and flelghi constantly on hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant p‘M tutor” sleigh, are now
on exhibition, and those
wishing to purskue are invited to oall and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatch,
novidtf

Portland and

Kennebec ft.

ft.

after

oeO&tt

UN.

By Bleotrioity
■OTwli ‘totM*QQPTerted to vigor,

Clapp’s Block,

Market 8quaro,

^gBBsnrm
a

*

active olroalaticn mala tain ed.

,gsavaas
ssksi
gg«CBf3S.ajajrt
rss
<or

AFLOAT.

saS,"Jsj&siaSi^lta;
profaa?men»truatlon, SS*1^Arne
t «>
• t troubles

ud
with young ladies, Kleotrieltvl.

Skates! Skates I

*ri-rof

WILLIAM’S A MOBSE SKATES,
Aad other celebrated Makers.

Straps.

THE LABGB8T ASSORTMENT
as

LOW PRICES, to be

Flense oall and examine before'purchasing.
Nov. 1—evdtf CHA8. DAY, Jr„ 1.4 Middle St.

or

Establishment
Address Hiram Tucker, U7 and 11# Conrt st„

Boato°_

novl6dtf

CLIFFORD,

SU00MS8OBB TO

HATCH, CLIFFORD

Produce

Commission
AMD

BUTTER,

D1AL1BB

CHEESE,

&

CO.

Merchants,
IM

EGGS,

LARD,

Hams, Beans, Dried Apples, Ate.
WO. S LIRE STREET,
POWLAND. ME.

sop,2#

4tf

HATCH & FROST,

Holiday Inducements Produce Dealers,
No. 16 Lime Street.

FITZGERALD ft RODSDOH
and
HAVE

removed to Noe. 148 and 160 Middle at
unud ere offering greet inauoementa in

m

Hoop Skirts, Corsets, Fancy Goods,

Notions,

Wholesale
At
aud
Beteil.
Also, Hoop Sklrtsand CorseU made to order at
short notier.
FITZGERALD fc HODSDON,
Dahlia Skirt and Fanoy Goods Store, 148 A160 Middie

streetnov80dlm

H.

est prioes, by

notice,and at the low

8. T.

Saco, Dee. 6,1864,-dlw

a!

FEOST

SHANNON,

JUST

novtOtf

by

BROWN’S^

Branch Office it at 38 Coegrttt Street, above
W*W P!*“* **nd m

*

CtrClJ»*»*“0^”1

i

tor tho District of HaiPe, I
hereby give
that the foltowlag Libel.and
Informs*"•“
in
mid
ris .—
Coin,
tocs
A Libel
agunst Two tmoUsafd oioa*s.-seized
by tbe Collector < flhe District of Portland and rsimonth, on the eighth day oftmtober last past at Portland in mid District.
An Information agaiast ran dim of tba em.l
TwasTT-eivns utr cnaaTg of tfa, seised by
the Collector of tb. District of Portland and Falmouth. on the mreafh day of Ootober hut past, at
Portland in .aid District
notice

An Information aga nst oaa cask of whiskky
mixed br tB» Collector of the Diatriet of Portland
and s almonth, on the nineteenth day of November
instant at Portlano In mid District,
A Libel against twbbty-fouh bags of BAOa:
OBF HUBDBSD ABD BIOHT WOOL SOCKS, OB BOSS’
a LOT OF OLD LEAD, BBAS8 ABD COFPBK, seized
By the Collector of the District of Portland and Falmontb, on the twenty-fourth day of October last
past »t Portland in mid District.
A Libel against thbbb thousand cioahb. seized
by the Collector of the Diatrietof Portland and Falmouth, on th ■ tenth day of November instant, at
Portland lu mid Diatriet.
Whioh seizures were for breeches of the lows ef
the Uolted States, as is more particularly set forth
in said Ube sand Informations; that a hearing and
trial will bs bed thereon.at Portland in said Diatriet.
on tho Second Tueedoy of December next, whera any
person, interested therein, may appear and show
cause, ii any can be shown, wherelore the same
should not be decreed forfeit and diafoeed ofaooord-

It

Dated
Portland tbia twenty nlaih day cr Nor«ber A. D 1*4

^.U^e-

dUdnovn

_

$50.00 Beward.
Home and Hew

K.t.een

the

Preble

City

buckskin
Hall last evening,
°^?.n i7st*he
Loot
JLVJi.lM f •*».<*», I Two Hundred and Twenty

Buckwheat, Gnaasn
Hof Yeast Cakis, snd

MRS. M. G.

Notice.

1

ltota
Hob- A*l,"r
Plwf»Afi,2to
kiW »■*J iod«* °'tb® Daitad States District coart
w,'“*

ioder

DANFOBTH A CLIFFORD,
gUmsstrset.

SttoTfrso1

AxllIOA,

If ainb, ao.

ba*oontsinlM^n

lot
A NICE
Fu>cn, Oatmbal,
sale

OF

of

a

(jpld, and Fifteen 8ovireign.
the above reword by tearing

wnTrecsivo
Thi
RECEIVED II ^?h.P..bie
of N*w

City Build’**,
*'

Distbiot

I POBTLAND, ME.

market price, paid for produce ol all
kinds. Consignments solicited.
Deo. 1—3m d

Boxes 1

solicited to manufacture Snap, Candle,
and other kinds of

U. S. Marshal’s

The hithert

ur

Packing

O*oeihoars from • e'slock » w to
1 ,4
from 1 to « r m., and 7to »In the
EveningOoasaitatioa nn
aorltf

public

—

in the market. The best
NONE cheaperthehotter
most skillful workmen char-

DANFOBTH &

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,

OOT8.

materials and
acterise Taeker’s

LADIES’

of SKATES, and at
found in the city.

Spring-Bed Bottoms!

FOLDING

ALL KIJVDS OF IROAT BEDSTEADS.

Skates, Gents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich Clipper Skates, Blondin Skates,

.

cwa^jSBasrfF**

UUITBD STATBB

a*d

foJJ'iJi
25J22

TEETH! TBETH! TEETH!

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

—

tha

of

(‘ulenta «*

MT" Artificial Teeth Inserted en Gold, Silver, end
Vulcanite hue. All operations warranted to give
satisfaction,
junoSOcodisfcwly'ef

AND

mis-Cbte

weakness^

iZ?nt^,iLtiZJt!bu, mad* feMa-tho deaf to hoar and

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
Mo. 8

tf*#e

whiteelifeUlng

Nov. 1st,

H.

12S3SS«

LADIES

The Morning end Evening Trains
SHESKleaving AUGUSTA at 6.80 A. M., and
t'ualiAeUl.U r. M., will be discontinued on and

October 26.

;y.Tftsrg«g^siag.

aon, oonatipation and
6v.ry oaaethatoaabe preeented; aathma, bronehi°f “*
* 9mm

^

Special Notice!

Taesdny,

^igaagagBgsiK
llTMMmplJS^ltot-weSra

,

No. 20 Pioblo Street, Portland, Xe.

Tucker’* Patent

A AHA HHD. Lisburn SALT, cargo ship
jtr /' IV/ 1 aurene, now discharging To arrive
806 bbd Bonaire Salt.
U00 «
Turks Island Salt.
DAHA h CO,
Deo. 7—8wls

Douglas’s

of

r..uy
COBfc

MoCALLAK’8,
96 Kidie afreet, Portland, Me.

dcoddlm

“GETtheLATEST." “GETtke BEST."
“GET WEBSTER."

Co.’s,

Block, Middle St.

\

Caps

W‘ntor
m

h™

Published by G. fc C.MERXAM,8pringfield,Maee.
this city by Bailey fc Noyes, Exchange
novJOdtf

VOLUNTEERS,

Furnished for any Town in the State-

Enlarged.

AT

James

Co.,

RECRUITING

_____

AT

Depot,

THE

Oommeroial College,

THE

Grand

subscriber, who formerly conducted the Eating House ia the Grand Trunk Depot, lor the
term of seven years, takes tbi. opportunity to inform his patron, and the publio generally, that he
has been so.io ted by the proprietors of the Grand
Trank Railroad and the traveling oommunity, to reopen the Grand Trunk Diaing Hull, (recently vacated by the Tryon Brothers,) to whieh he has eon-

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hall,

In

PORTLAND, MR.

I_'■uaztMpy

Central

on a

PORTLAND.

ORDERS
Boxes!
PAINTED AT HUDSON’S, Packing
Orders can be filled at short
27 URKEf

North Yarmouth

Office of Au’t Quartermaster U. 8. A,.

and

Harnesses, Saddles, Bridles, feo., made to order in
the beet ityle and at (air prices.
Persons Intending to purchase articles usually

PANTS,

Winter Term of this Institution will commence on Toetday. Deo «, 186*, under the oontinned oare of Mr. Charlee E. Hilton A. M, long
known as a thorough and popular Teacher.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sae’y.

OVER 8000

oloso with

A firud Firemej’i,

elegant

Made of the beet materials, and in the moet faithful
manner. A large addition has been made
to their former stock of

MtlOTTMw

I

and

OVERCOATS,
COATS,

ACADEMY

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION!

A Grand Christmas Ball,

Mo. 389 Congress Street,

found In sueh

Notice.

new

MORTON BLOCK,
found

Military

THEIR

•t^mffor*

At North Bridgton, Me.

Thoroughly Rented

To l>s followed (at X>anoaster Hall) by four Astembliea, on Thursday Nights.

On

But Styles, Shades
and Kinuk.
Prime l0* °r V“°r C,0U“ »* «"
tight

NO. 235

No. 4,

Thanksgiving Night, Nov.

MESSRS. J. & B. JORDAN,

t"

BALLOU,

and added new and fresh goods to the former stock,
are prepared to offer inducements to
buyers of

to call at

General State Agent*.
Nor 17—dtm

Proprietors.

THE

CO.,

58 and 60 Kiddle St. Portland Me.,

HAVB RKXOYKD

subscribers having taken the well known
stand o: the late

J.

«. Is. STOKER Ml

CLOTHS,
QTlht

SUBSTITUTE AGENTS,

Will oommence their Third Annq#i
Course of Assemblies with a

_

MATCHES

8BIDGT0N

deoSdtf

Engine Co.,

GRAND

NAmW DEPARTMENT!
io

and SCOTCH

!

Term wUl Begin Nov. 2»
Sobool is for both Hisses and Masters, without regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may bo admitted at any time in the term
For farther particulars apply to
•
J. h. Hanson,
novlMBm
871 Congress street.

A I* urge Assortment

fead know they an the thing

GERMAN,

ASSEMBLIES,

Daily SKATES,

CLOTHING

ENGLISH,

LANCASTER HALL
Every Friday Evening,

Whioh has proved itself to be the beat salted to all

140 MIDDLE 8TBEET.

F U R S 1

Machine?

THE EMPIRE!

ENGLISH MOHAIR

RAILWAY

THE BEST!

ARE YOU IN WANT OF A

of the Golden Rifle,
42 Exchange Street.

Sign

Nmli turbui,

ADAMS & TEMPLE.

a\J -S%-1 b-,and Gents, fastened with

'•■■■f
or

Committee

Hulls by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.
Mins vers--/. H. Barbarlok, J. B. Ksekleft, M.
McCarthy W. B. Stinson, G. A. Hanson. C. Griffin,
cta- Dancing to commence at 8o*clock.
a*■
Clothing checked free.
hot 26 deodtf

Stand,

where he would be harpy to reoeive the patronage
of former customer* and friends.

GET

SKATES.
—.

Lecture

BLANCHARD)

To

The Old Established

171 and 173 Middle Street.
GOME AND

Exchange St.,

FRENCH,

!

THE

we

Hoe.

a

EDUCATIONAL.
Academy

Tailor,

Exchange Street,

TT^^'otarned from Now York with Grand
*A_umoc«ment or U» BEST Good, la the market,

WU1 receive ootuignmenU Of Me'lhaadlss „ I
every deeoription. for pnblio or private sale. Bale
of Real Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks and Met
ohandise solicited.
Cask advances made, wit: »
mebtt dly
prompt sales and returns.

eonrte,

IN THE

04

Winter Term will ormmenoe Nov. 18. Board
oan be had with the Teachers at ‘Russell Hall."
to E. 8. HOTT, A. M.
Principal, or
Apply
Nov 14,1864—eodSw
Jas. datbs, Ssc’y.

Itjs confidently expected that Biajior Sxmpsox,
Philadelphia, and Rev. Chaklss G. Amis, of
Albany, N. Y., will each deliver a lecture la the

A

FROST,

Morohant

Not 21.1834.— dllawg-wtd

of

UNION

3?. 13.

THE

Douglass,

Rev. J. 8. C. Abbott, the Historian, of Conn.
Gov. John A. Andrew, of Mass.
Mias Anna E. Dickinson, of Phils.

REMOVAL!

COO D S!

iKgtd

Han removed to tbs apeoioua store u
exchange Street, tour doors bolow
Morobanfa Exobange.

1864,

Friday Evening, Deo 16th,

M. A.

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,
dec2dlw

Dee. 9,

Hon. Alex. H. Bollock, of Mass.
Geo. Wm. Curtis, of N. Y.

THIS

NEW

of*;!:

edwabd n. patten.
Commission Merchant ft Auctioneer

’Lloyd Garrison,

Cams,

******* BAILEY A CO., Auct'ra.

DOC. 6—dtd

THIS

And oontinoed thereafter by

Ort IT-lwdrodSm

preparation restores Gray Bair tv its original color, and removes all dandruff from the
head It is not a Dye, and it never stains.
For sale by

Ulajtr, .Pimento, Clove.,

8>aow’ Faklaa, 2 4ms. Ho
f/.tff*w^y’,k«tehnP,’1 do’
A*-1 do1 *>*•«*••-

A complete
^ __
made in the let, st
HINO,
m*u'
ner, in part oonsLtteg of
.i.boLou*h
Bearer
and
Pilot Oriin Coats aha gg****tt,
*
mere and Satinet Pasts.
and Cloth
Vxsts fee

fro Postponement.

boxrolobncoodo Cigar, do Chemical
“*/!’!“*• d0 Caadlm, starch. Stove

PolSh*PPdo

The Winter

Kev. Dr. K.8. Storrs, Jr., of N. Y.,
Monday Evening, Dee. 19th.
Hon. Geo. Thompson, of England,
Friday Evening, Dee. 30th.

*0
to the titter,
u?h*
e|®»f“‘
whioh with the largest
LIGHT
in the State, enables
Urn to salt the wants ot those
desiring first ola.1
years experience, and
ri?lUre6'.i.llvain******6eventbe
principal OPERA?£tb« P“‘two
y**’*
MoKENNBY'B Establishment, as (an
Artist, he is considered second to none in NewEng-

wo

IdneM0^nie^^0o<,,,,

»»ortm«,V^’
fjr,OT
nivJV’t*
g?*

at Auction.

~

Friday Evening,

On

Groceries

Ammonal.

Fridoy. D*« •. «t 10 o’clock, at offlee.
ihall
On Mil
at auction anlnvolc* of
prime Groaortoo,

Dec. loth, at 10 o’eloek a. x. at
“*®rtn>ent at Dry Goods, In part oontlatlne
blesebed sod Drown Cottons,
Damask. Diaper, Linen
Hdka.’whSl14^!! <Jr**1*,
*n<*
skirting Klsnnels, Tickings,
Denims, HtrliL^V’
•kins, HooD8w2®a’Sr!' Oasslmeres Satinets, DoeShlrts and
Drawers,

Fortluml

To be followed by

St.,

HAB

Aac-

*

IIALL,

CITY

Frederic*

taken the well known Photograph Rod ml
formerly occupied by T. R Burnham, and has
completely refited and tarnished them in the best
style, and added a

Bine

On

WORMELL,

90

at

HENRY bailey | CO.

„

Ottatk

THB

The opening lecture will be delivered In

Street, (lforfon Block.)

_

OF

BY

Morton Block.

MEN’S

Hebei Losses in the late Battles.

Louisville. Ky., Dec. 7.
The Journal’s Nashville dispatch of the 6th,
says the rebels lost at Franklin ten general officer. Among those not previously reported,
are Gens. Gevan and Quartles. Cheatham
escaped capture only by the fieetness of his
horse.
Steamers Prime Donna, Prarie State and
Manet were captured to-day by he gunboat
1
Carondelet.

*®P*

Kxohnng,

Clothing

Goods and

State of the Country \

HALLOTYPES,

ISTo.

and COLORED KID
of the best quality, just received by

DrT

AUCTION SALES.

~~

Portland Soldiers’ Home.

Successor toH. H. Wilder,

WHITE,

K. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER. 1*

OX THE

Grloves !

BLACK,

COURSE

LECTURES,

his sinoere thanks for liberal patronage
re8P®otfttlly solicits a continuance of

40,1

^k^®' “***• bf ““other Artist
in'portUn5l'n<Ud
*1

at 2 89.

Kid

has been secured for tbe occasion.
Concert to commence at 8 o'dock.
Tickets to be procured at Crocsman k Go's, Lowell
k Senter’a, and at the door.
dec6td

INDEPENDENT

AU CTIQNSALEa

CoUsJiyJ^Jjl^^jk^Uudsr

Tile 17th TJ. S. Band

IV AID

United States 6-20 ooupons.109
United States 10-40 ooupons.101]
Treasury 7 8-10ths.118
United States one yearoertlAoates. 97}
Sold closed to-night at Qalllger’a Evening Ex-

change

Engravings,

ETCiLL AND SEE,_£|

Second Board.—Stocks lower,
American Gold.
3 89
Chicago A Rook Mand..\\\\\*.\\’.77.7.7.7. .7.7.7lO0*

Maine
.John W. Forney and the Cabinet.
Philadelphia, Dec. 7.
At a large meeting of merchants, held in
this city to-day, resolutions were adopted,
presenting the name of John W. Forney, as a
candidate of Pennsylvania fora position in the
cabinet in the event of s reconstruction.
Delegations of Pennsylvanians have gone to

same™'

NiwYobx, Deo. 7.

_

CONCERT!
Id ad of the Mima Camp Hospital Associanon. will be given under the direction of Hr. Wm.
H. Dbmmett, assisted by Hisses Bate, and Usher:
Meaara. Bhaw and Morgan. Mr. Maraton will preaide at toe Plano.

for an Uadi of Frames, both M Irror and Piotnres.

returns

Meek Market.

....

from

Frame Manufactory.

Kancy Cards, Photograph Albums, Fancy and
Cord and TatttU, Knobt.tfc., to.
sfar**rMW'
He

men.

Steamer Fulton sails to-morrow under
sealed orders, with a heavy mail for Sherman’s

New England, with Reception and Exhibition
Rooms on the (iround Floor, and added to it a

to

Oils—generally quiet; Petroleum—Arm;
Freights to Liverpool—quiet.

suc-

cessful penny paper in the country, has been
sold to George W. Childs, the well-known and

serea

Gold

v

Photographic Establishment

All kinds of

sales 87 hhds Mutcorado iOc.
Naval Stores—dull; Rosin -20 0t@86 00.
Fish—steady, with moderate demand.

No.

Affairs in Tennessee.

np the largest and moat elegant

18j@20]

have the

ye-terday
blockading
fleet off Wilmington.
Intelligence reached here to-day of the capture and destruction of a sutler’s schooner,
and tug Lizzie Freemen last night, while
anchored off Warwick river, about seven miles
above Newort News, by a|party of rebels, purporting to be a portion of the crew of the
en

Haring fitted

Molasses—steady;

Tug

Fortress Monroe, Dec. 7.
The recently captured blockade runner Vix-

CONGRESS STREET.

284

ALSO-

Coflee—Arm cut quiet.

present.

Various Items.

Another member of the 10th

covado

city.

_

of our works.

Wheat—2<§8o higher; sales 13,000 bushels;Chlosgo
wring at 2 26; sUlwaokee Club 2 80; Winter Bed
Western at 2 40(0,2 421.
Corn—heavy; sales 2800 bush. Mixed Western
190.
Oats—aetive; Western 1 03ffil 04J.
Beef—in demand; sales 800 bbls; Country mess
7 00@12 0 ; n >w prime mess 20®23.
For*—higher; tales 100 bbls;.
'ard—active; sales 8i00 bbls at 2']®28],
■Batter—firmer; Ohio at 363(0.
Whiskey—irregular; sale. SlOu bbls at 1 92®194.
Sugar—firm; sales 660 hhds; For o Rico 2*r Mus-

CCTY^HaBH

NEW

A. M. McKENNENEY, Thursday Evening, Deo. 8,1864,
THE
Establishment
Photographic
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
Ooinar of Cantre, opposite Preble House.

Payne, iate commander

at Paducah,
tabled until the announcement of the Senate

entertainments

REMOVAL

State and Western 10@16c

that State.
Mr. Wade presented a remonstrance of numerous citizens of Louisiana on the Bubject.
Mr. Powell offered a resolution
requesting
the Secretary of War to communicate a
report
of the
of
the court martial in case
proceedings

ington.

Gen. Foster’, Co-operative Movement
Battle at Grahamvllle—More

128@129~flrm!

SENATE.

Washington, Dec. 7.
The Senate committee to arrange the standing committees, have put Senator Grimes at
the head of the Naval committee in place of
Senator Hale. This caused a lively debate in
the caucus, and no result was reached. Senator Sherman has been placed at the head of
the Finance committee.
The President pro tern submitted a communication from Gov. Hahn ot Louisiana, accompanied by the proceedings of the General
Assembly of Louisiana in the election of R.
King Cutler and Charles Smith, Senators from

ARTISTS.

was

Burleigh

--—

The Electoral College of this State met at
the

TOTH*

serters to escape, was discharged from custody
—no witnesses appearing against him.

William McAleney, Vice President.
1
Bernard O'Connor, Recording Secretary.
Johu J. Sheahan, Corresponding Secretary.
Hugh Dolan, Treasurer.
John H. McCue, Book Keeper.
Trustees—Bernard Daley, Jaa. McLaughNational Banks.—An event very worthy
lin, R. R. Duddy, Hugh Carney, John Bodof extended public notice, occurring the first
kin, John McKenny, John Daley.
After tha election of officers, the
following week in December, is the organization of four
resolutions were unanimously adopted:
leading Boston Banks, as National Banks unWhereas, It has pleased Almighty God to der the act of Congress. These, in addition
remove from amongst us, our late
worthy and to several so organized before, were the Freebeloved President, James McMain—
and Suffolk.—
Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with man’s, Atlantic, Tremont
his widowed mother, brother, sisteis and These changes, especially the change of the
friends, in their sad affliction, mourning with Suffolk, so long at the head of the New Engthem the loss of one endeared to us by the
land system, indicate that the National syspurity and gentleness of his nature, and uf tem will soon become
prevalent if not univerwhose energy and zeal, our Association owes
sal. Then, if Congress is wise and firm, we
much of its present prosperity.
Resolved, That in the death of our late Presi- can have a currency and banking system as
dent, this Association loses one one of its uniform and sound, as can
possibly be expectmost valuable members, his mother an affeced, under any condition of affairs likely to extionate and obedient son, and the community
ist for some years to come.
a worthy citizen.
The public sentiment, which favors the NaResolved, That these resolutions be entered
on the minutes of this meeting, and published
tional Banking system, is not
likely to be very
in the daily papers of this city, and in the Boswidely mistaken, now that it is corroborated
ton Pilot, and Irish American of New York,
by the action of the best banks in New Engand a copy be sent to the family of the deceased.
land, and it should be directed to the end of
requiring all the banks to come into this mode
Fifth Lecture of the M. L. Association.
of sustaining the Government
credit, or else
Last eveniog was stormy and the walking
they should be required absolutely to cease
bad, and yet a large audience assembled to putting forth
currency, and to call in what
hear Rt. Rev. Bishop Clark of -Rhode Island,
they have out.
jj.
lecture upon Boston two hundred years ago.
The speaker made no preliminary remarks,
Insurance.—We publish in our advertisbut at once commenced the subject he had ing column the annual exhibit of the
Holyoke
chosen for his lecture. We have not time or
Mutual Insurance Company of Salem, Mass.—
even
the
space to give
leading ideas of the lec- It is one of the best Mutual offices in the
His description of the early settlement
ture.
country and its affairs are in a prosperous
of the Massachusetts Colony was truthful and condition,—so much
so, that the assessInteresting, and the life and habits of the peo- ments for a five years policy amount to but a
ple of that settlement were very minutely and very small sum. Bliphalet Webster,
i*

humorously delineated, and these were principally taken from the enactments ol the General Court. Many of these were exceedingly
strange and unique, and the most trivial offences or habits legislated upon and penalties pre-

BY TELESMPB

presiding.

Balder.

a

Portland,

H.ose.

Dee.

8. K. ENFIELD.

6th, 1H4.

8td deed’

Musical Notice.
K.B ROBISON, of Bostoa. et tbe urgent

sells! tattoos of the pqb’io and hietomany Mends
MR.
his
in this city has returned to Portland
resume

Tuning
profession of Teaching and
Having an experience otorer
v

r$Z?u£.lZ2e%!

at

hi.

the Piano Forte.

!

rmideaoe^Rpring

~

POETRY.
Written fer the Frets,

Me, Mother,

Kiss

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go, mm reduced
Carrying the Canadian and United States Kails.

Ere I Die.

passengers booked

All day long, the guns had tbundamd
O'er Spottuylv&nla’i goiT 6**A
All day long, our eomradee bled,

Londonderry and Liverpool.

yield.
closing,

dreadful day
comrade fell beside me,
With hie dim eye os me gazing,
As bs sank upon my knee.
Faintly whispering, with a sigh,
“Kiss me, mother, ere I die!”
waa

Ai the

The

Then

we

heard him

“Klee me,
Then his

mother,

^gfcSpR.Aiton,
ki',erp?01

tongue

we

“Kiss

"the

me, mother,

ere

deos

0. C. EATON, Agent.

and Penobscot River.

Fall and Winter Arrangement. 1864.
_j_

THE NEW, STAUNCH AND COHMOD1QU8

STEAMER LAD1

Will oommenceher Fall and WinArrangement on MONDAY
RHBMRmORNING, ootober 17th leaving
Bangrr every Monday and ihvrsaay Morning aid
o’clock.
Returning, will leave Railroad Wharf,foot of
State (Geet, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday

at all

then,” said

replied Jones, “that ia what I

A lady once declaring tiiat she could not
understand how gentlemen coaid smoke, “It
absolutely shortens their lives,” said she.
“I don’t know that,” replied a gentleman.—
‘There’smy father, who smokes every blessed

day, and he Is now seventy years old.”
“Weil, was the reply, “If he had
smoked he might have been eighty.”
—v

"i

never

Evening,

at

lOo’olock,

for

or aa

far

ther nonce:
Leave Saco River for Portland, as 6.80 and 9.10
A. M., and 8.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
1.00 and 6.30 P.M.
The 2.00 P. M. train ont and the 9.40 A. M. train

into Portland, will be Height trains with passenger
attacked.
Stages connect at

bits

Gorham for West Gorham,
StandiBh, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seb&go,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Dlmington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Raton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney Ragle, South Limington, Limington, Limeriok, Newfield, Parsonsheld,and Ossipee.
At Saccarappa, tor South Windham, Xast Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
'Tuesdays,

as

Thursday and Saturdays.

DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
dtf
Portland, Oct 81,1864.

WINTER

Portiand and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS

Lewiston and Montreal,

on and after Monday, Nov. 7,1861,
ran daily, (Sundays exoeptnotice, as follows:
DP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, conneoting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P, M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A.M.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exoeedtng S60 in value, and that personal, unless notice Is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every S6U0 additional value.
C. J. BttYDGRs, Managing Director.

■■■

her sMIf.”

-3V7—j—————•——New England Screw Steamship Co

INDORSEMENT
—OF—

J aques’ Famous Raven’s-Wicg
GENTLEMEN’S

SEMI-WEEKLY
-m

Undertlgned, after lair tiial ol “Jaowt’
THEMumowe
haven’t- Wing Blacking,” most
a

eordiatly reoommend it to the public as being the
beat production oi tbe kind ever told by us. and,
in our estimation, fiUiy equal to the imported black,
ing made by Day fc Martin.
WHOLESALE GBOCEKS.
Silas Pierce fc Co.
Emmons, Danfbrth and
Wa*on, Pierce fc Co.
8cudder,
E. T. Farrington,
I. W. Munroe fc Co.
lot Leri Bartlett fc CoJConaut fcfcanborn,
Wm. Stearns fc Oo.
Car>er, Mann at Co,
G. F. fc B. Hurd fc Jo. G. B, Xalbbt fc Co.
WHOLESALE DHUGGISTS.
Weeks fc Potter,
0. C. ilenshaw.
J. A, fc W. Bird,
Banker fc Carpenter,
Jehu Wilson Jr. fc Co.
Geo. 0. Goodwin fc Co.
M. 8, Burr fc Co.
Carter, Bust fc Co.
8H0E AND LEATHEB DKALBB*.
A. W CJepp fc Co.
John F. Pray fc Son,

CHESAPEAKE, Capt WillaaD, and
SgLlEarPOTOMAC, Capt. Shkrwood, wm.

run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,overy WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at *P. M., and leave Pier
9 North filver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and 8ATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are flttvd up w'th fine accommodations lor passengers, making this the meet speedy,
safe and oomfortable route lor travellers between

New York and Maine, Passage *8.00, including
Fare and State Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St. John.
Shippers arerequected to send the'r freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M.on the day that
they
leave Portland.
For freight or paiiage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown** Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO„ No. it West Street,
New York.
Deo. 6, 1862.
dtf

Good Hew* for the Unfortunate

J. P. Pbinney,
Brooks fc Meeuea.
Foster, Peabody fc Co.

in

L#MO

Used < xctaeively by the Tremont Honse, Keren
Hon-e, Parxer House, American Horn and Geo.
Hotel.

PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1864.

MB] Passenger trains leavs Depet (Back
^ESeCon) of the Company in Portland lor
nr^iiswiuk, Bath, Augusta,Skowhegan, and allother
stations on the line, 1.16 P. M., daily, (Sundays exoepted,) and on Saturdays only a train tor Brunswick, Bath and Augusta, leaves at 8.16 P. M.
The 110 P. M. train Horn Portland conneots at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad tor
Bangor, Ac., arriving same evening.
t rains Horn Skowhegan,
Augusta and Bath are
dne 1. Portland daily at 2 P. M, and on Mondays
train Horn Augusta and Bath is dne at 8.20

F reight trains leave Portland daily at T A. M, and
ie due at 8 P.M.
Stags CoxxxoTiosa.
At Bath Stages for Rockland and Thomaston conneat with trains
At Augusts Stages for Beirut connect with each
train.
At Skowhegan Stages for Norridgewock, Anson,
Solon and Madison oonneet with trains.
EDWIN NOYE8,Superintendent.
Wov 84,1864.
noriS-tf

SOUGHT VO*

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Its superior qualities over any other blacking in
the world are a.durable, briiiian t polish, uuequaied
splendor ,and produced with great ease, and its
guaranteed properties for softening and preserving
tlifl leather,
Various sizes ’’Liquid’’ and ’-Parte,” sold by the
dozen, gross, bbl, or hhd, and handsomely put up
for tbe retail trzde.

Cherokee

CHEROKEE

GEORGE JAGUES & CO,

Proprietors,

AS* and 184 Statu Street, Bo.t.w,
nov23isdlm

__

Greatest Wonder of the

Age.

Hair Restored to its Original Color,

^

M.
Kktdkmimo—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M., and
arrive In Portland at 8.30 A. X. Leave Bancor at
7.30 A. M
and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
Both these trains conneot at Portland with Mins for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning w due in Portland at 1 PM.
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily for most of the towns N orth and East of this

FenTLSJ»D45A£JjreRTMiOnTB
W'NTEE

ARRANGEMENTS,
Oommenoing Nov. 7th, 1864.
LOJBBKar! Passenger trains wiU leave the StaiBCESHKtion, foot of Canal street daily, (Sun-

HAIR

REGENERATOR!
Will surely reetore gray liair to Its
original color
where a thorough trial it given it.

ruwi imm
Will surely remove gcpny,
Dinirn, and
all hiunoii ofthe soalp.

om<

PERKIIAJ Hil lilSHUTflll

AoU upon the secretions of the scarf skin
of the
scalp,giving lift to the roots of the hair and preventJng it from falling off.

liMim

Is the most perfect Hair Benewer In

us.

BARKS Aim LBAVBS.

BOOTS,
CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greet Indian Diuetio
cures all diseases of the
Urinary Organs, such as Inoontinenoe of the Urine, InfUmotion ofthe Kidneys
Stone in the Bladder, 8trietare, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially reoonunesded in th.se
oases of Fluor Albut, (or WMt,s in Females.
It is prepared in a highly ooncentraied form, ti e
dose only being from one to two teaspoontnls three
times per day.
It is dinrotic and alterative In Its action; parking
oleinsing tue blood, eansing it to Sow in all Its
original parity and vigor; thus eemoving from tho
system all pernicious cause s which hare induced disand

CHEROKEE INJECTION is intended a< an clly
astlriWf to the CHEROKEE REMEDY, and
should be used In conjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Albut or Whites,
Its eff.c s are healing, soothing and demulcent; re-

moving all scalding, heat, chordee and pain, instead
oTthe burning and almostunendu:atle fain that is
experienced with nearly all the eAeop quack twicetiont.

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the two medicines at
the same time—all impropor discharger are removed
and the weakened
organs are speedily restored to
full vigor and strength.
For fujl particulars get a
pamphlet Irons any ding
store in the country, or write us and we will mall
to
Dee
any address, a lull treatise.

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, S3 per bottle,

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, S3 per bottle,or
three bottles for SB.
Sent by Express to any address on receipt of the

Ru»t

Sold by druggists everywhere.
DR. W. R. M ERWIN ft Cw.,
PBOFBIBTOB*.

yto is'

Davis at the old stand, who isanthorlwd
10
Jrst all nutters of the Irm.
novtsdlm
DRAKE A

THU «UI

DAV18.

INDIAN

DAVUf
F.H.Clotjbs,

noyladlm

_G.

H, Cloyes,

SKINNER’S PULMONALE!

immediately relieve Coughs
Hoarseness Lossotvolcr
Bronchitis, Lassitude, Thirst,

and every symptom o. the first
stag's oi Pulmonary Coi-eamp

UColds.
trou.

They are white,

in lorn

»nd “ stiltnble foi
?LNwSr*!
S* J1®®* to the cradle at a patbre# *•*" !«•»<!
tan
Jt
tax' thl ^^n<i 111 who oyer

byupDrainilata
Cheufi"^

Instant relief by their use. Sole
rlfl1!*"
Prepared by E.U. Ski NX**,
street, toeton. U. H HA Y, oor
i|5SV
stres, suppeying agents.
sepST^dALoaBm

Fr.,’,1,

ScTlsei

POBTLAIIP, Dec.
To the Senate and House of Representatives gy

of Maine.
undersigned,

State

petitioners, humbly r«.
TUB
qnsBt that tbev may be incorporated and madi
to
bs
Politic,
called
the Yarmouth Paper
J,”’dy
of pEi,niL’ fnd loosled at Yarmouth, in the CounVj
tor the purpose of manufectnrlny
n.ni^*il*Jiind• 1,1 things
pertaining to such man
Ufacdorin? t0
I!g
bu*iDe»And ae in duty bound will
ever niav

dioCdirr
deeaeoddw

yonr

CHARLES D. BBOWN,
und othere.

_

delicious artd’eoffcrvt
any time by the Bb)

THIS

kit,

Tripe. Tripe. Tripe

on

application

to the

mo-

22?3&T

h.
"

OOMPODRD

A
two dwelling bouses
LX thereon, situated on the westerly side of Emery
near tne head of Sprue Btreet, containing
iver 11,000 squsre feet.
Terms and price reasonable. Enquire of
JOHN G. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Dec 7—Iwd 2weod.
•treat

FOR SALE.
CUFF COTTAGE, containing

over

20

rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the

finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa,taring place and summer boarders. For
lartlcuiars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf

Apothecary Shop

for Sale.
unders'gncd wishing to ehmn his place
of residence, will sell his Bhop, Fnrniia-o,
Stock, Ac 1 he .took is new ana complete in all its

rHK

iepartments. Tbs stand is cne ol the bestin Portend, twin a suited te Family and Country Traie.—
Apply at 145 Congress htieet.
cet94

A TWO story House and Lot, situated oa Po tlandstreet, with Stable and otheroutbulldings.
Also two adjoining lots containing about eight
thousand square ftet. Enquire of N. STEVENS,
No.47 Portland street.
June9 dtf

FROM

ROOTS, BARR ARD LRAVEB.

v*

most

Btnbbon

case.

To those who have trlfltd with their
constitution
they think themselves beyond the reseh of
medictl aid, we wouldsay.
Detpair not! the CHER.
OKKE CUBE will restore
you to health and vigor,
audufieraU quack doctors hive failed.
until

For lbll partionUrs
get a circular bom any Drug
store in the country, or write
the Proprietors, who
rCe
*? ‘“y one desiring the tame a foil
weatiae in pamphlet form.

treat?111!

Priee, #2

per

bottle,

three bottles
forwarded by express to all par,, of th. for W and
worW
80
by a11 re-pectable
druggist, everywb«e.
DRl W* *
MERW1N fc CO
or

..
**

ftb« eodfcwly

PROPBIBTOB8,
No, 69 Liberty
8t„ New York,

N°"C3 JJricewh?^^
?hargyed ?nd“ eTe’ to

or Assistant Burgeons in the U.
g CCorps now being organized at Washington, ars invi ed to forward their applications,
tettim-nials
and evidence of service, to the Surgeon General’
wllhout delay.
J. K. BARNES,
dec2cdlwthcu2aw3w
burgeon General.

gtons

now

Price 91. Bend a stamp for Dr. B. Goodale’s New
Pamphleton Catarrh—Its perfect mode of treatment
and rapid care.
Dr. B. GOODALE’S Office and Depot, 75 Bleeker
street, one door west ot Broadway, New York.
NORTON A Co., Sole Agents. 11. H. HAY, Agent

janeS-dly

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

Proprietors,
Fox Block, 821-2

James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHABLE8 DEN MS, Vice President,
W. H. H. MOOBE, 2d Vice Preeident.
and Orxx Poucots

JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
Mo. 1S6 Tore street, head of Long Wharf,
r OUTLAND, MS.
»
JnneS—wSwAeod(aJan29

respeatfolly invited to
facilities for executing In
Attention is

largain.
Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
laboock's, Federal Street, or of ASA HAN80N,
oot6 dtf

Billiard Table for Sale.
A
FIRST rats Billiard Table, with marble bedi
tV. also two sets ivory balls and a set of points, ana
, verythlng pertaining te a well furnished table.
Till be sold on liberal terms. Apply to
WH. J. MCDONALD.
No. 125 Federal Street, under U. fl. Hotel.
•epl31 dtf

SPECIAL NOTICE.
4 NT one may obtain infrrmatlon in regard te
3L friends supposed to be in Hospitals at or near
Vashinston, by addressing
Agent Ind. Belie* Dipt.,
V. 8. Chriitian Com., Washington, D. C.
Any inquiries regarding friends at or near City

'oint. Ta. may be addressed
H C. Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
U. 8. Chriitian Com., City Point, Pa.
Prompt answers will be civen te all inquiries diTHOM. H. HAY MB,
1 eeted as above.
Chairman Amy Com., P. F. U. C. A.

! BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

Our Establishment is furnished with all the ap-

proTod
MODERN

Vmssss:

** mm

Portland Board of References:
John B. Bbown fc Son, Hebsey, Fletcher * Co.
H. J. Libby hr Co.
John Lynch fc Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Atioehbt lor this Company, is bow prepared
to issue Policies on Insniable Property at onrrsnt
rates.

*y

tct

xi.

7

we

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS,
161 Middle at.,
-f|ffr

POKTLAND.

CVHEDERICK
R

admitted as a
«©N.
movir lawtw

N. DOW baa been
partner to the Arm of J. DOW k

Nov is, 1864.

Book, and Fancy Types
Will bear favorable oomparieoa with any establish*
montln the oity.

KW~Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W.
Jane 3,1864.—dtf.

HUNGER,Agent.

Business and Professional
tof

PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

every

Cards,

variety, ityle and cost,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Company.
fTlHlS Company will issne Policies to be free alter
A the payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at rates ms low as
any
other
fifcmpany The issue of Free Policies render*
it at leas equal if not superior to the participation

Bill-Heads Ruled and Cut in the Neatcat Manner.

Compan es.

Office No. 102 Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pre*.
EDWARD SHAW, Stcy.
Feb. 16—dfcwtf

BR.

GOLDINO,

Physician

and

Surgeon,

London, ha* opened an Offiee at No. 128
Cumberland Street, near Wilmot street, where
he can be oonsuited daily, from 9 to 12 noon, and
from 2 to 6 r. M, and 7 to 10 o’clock, upon all diseases of the hitman system.
f
Those laboring under any disease will do well to
oonsalt Dr. G, as his practical experience and long
Curriculum in College, make him fully competent
togive a correct decision, and prescribe snitably.
*SF“ConBultatiom Fee *2.00.
Inveterate and other oases whioh the Dr. oannot
cure, he will act strictly honest, informing the patient that he can do nothing to restore health—he
will not take money when he cannot do the sick
goon.
Those who are in the first stages of Consumption
should give the Dr. a Ml, who no doubt will be of
special good to them.
Offiee Hour*—9 to 12; 2 to K, 7 to 10.
Office 123 Cumberland Street, near IPilmot.
Oct 22-dtf

FROM

BLANKS AND BANK CSKCK8,'
Of every description executed in the best style.
Railroad, and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fldeUty.
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts ot LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, of short notiee.

tauu, Reperti, aid til kiidi of FnpMeti,
Fatap In superior style.

Bronzed

nov

nan *

SICILIAN

Labels,

'i

•

,,

‘Weddino- Cards,

LARGE
Hand-bills,

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

Program-

mes, Circulars,
•

veffeiaoie

And plain printing of every description. Also,
Buie and Pigwre work, executed neatly, and on
terms that oannot thll to satisfy.

HAIR RENEWER.

The beat Preparation for the Hair.

THE DAILY PRESS

Cr.

BROWN’S

PHRENOLOGICAL

CHART,

Wbdia, September l, iseg.
Yon have a strong eonstitntlon, lsrge brain end
vitality enough to sustain it. You are organised tor
health, and loug life, having descended from a substantial, healthy, vigorous and long lived stock in
k

many iespeotsyon have the organisation of y our
lather, your ntelieot ©spec ally. There is not saose
than one person in ten thousand of either sex sc
strongly incl nel to reason lopoally. You are willing to stand by logical lacts and to follow out the
plan or purpose to its legitimate conclusion. Judging
of its merits or demerit, accordingly.
Yon appreciate Philosophy, and inch persona as
have a philosophical torn of mind.
You relish wit, and readily perceive ths ridionlous;
and 11 yon cannot carry the argument by direct logic yon use the “HedncUo ad Absurdum/’ and show
the uusoundnest ot the opposite proposition by dis-

closing lis

weakness.

Yon are capable o'mating great discoveries; yon
have the power of invention. Yon could not follow in the footsteps ol others, although with yonr
large imi.aUon yon an oapable ot acapUng yourself
to tbe forms and neages of society. Yon are not inclined to adopt o her peoples’thoughts.
You have large Ideality and Conatruetivenese,
which g-ves imagination and originality; yon are
■ever better satisfied than when poring over some
new problem, or following out tome (hint bint into
its legi imate and logical results. You are fond of
tbe beautiful and tbe new, and are inclined to make
combinations of wo; ds, ideas and things, and not
essily puxalsd with complications. Yon have a faculty for unravelling onuses. Your Spirituality la
large, whioh elevates your mind into the unseen and
unknown. You promise yourself only so mtob hncpiaess or suceets as you really work out; tor the ret!
you trust to Providence.
Your love of ap< rotation isso luge that you wish
the good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
you want all to give you a hearty and generous reaction.
You oannot bear u frown; u smile is sunshine to
your soul, while u Brawn 1s, to you, • blight, a storm
and u sorrow.
You have stioug social feelings—are oapable of
loving is u friend, wile and mother; and if properly
mated, socially, would feel at home in tbe domestic
circle.
In character and disposition ) ou arc pre-eminently womanly. In your intelleot and tendency to reason and plans you are decidedly masoulino—when
amonglnte leotual men, you wish you were a
;
when your like Balls back into the domestic channel,
y u are contented as a woman; but have ever felt a
detire for more intellectual elbow roam.
You have a good memory of loots and principles
but the strength of your Intellest lies in the reasoning deoartment; and veur reasoning power comes
from Casnulity, Ideality. Cocstroctivenise, Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mfrthfulness.

(Tom the most celebrated makers.
—

stant

use

one

We have in

con-

of BOX'S LARGE CYLINDER

PRESSES, capable of throwing off 8600 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best
Sale ot LibAi and Timberter the Benefit
ol Normal Schools.

Oiiioi,
Bangor September 13,1864.
LkVD

Aot entitled

I

}

"An Act lor the
pursuance of the
IK establishment
of Normal Schools,” approved
and the Incther
Mtroh

report of Council
2>, 1868,
made August 15th, 1864: the Land Agent trill ober
tor sale at public auction, at the Land Office in Bangor, on Tuesday, M»rch 14,18t>5, at 12 o’clock noon,
all the right, title and interest whieh the State has,
being one undivided half, owned In e mmon with
proprietors of townships numbered Sixteen, B.nge
Eleven, (W K 11) and bixteen, Range Tw.1yb.(UR
12) West irom the Ball line of the S ate in th
Cunty of Aroostook, «t a minimum nriee of thirty
cents.perasre for either or both tracts. Terms Cash.
ISAAC B. CLARK,
Land Agent.
SeptlO—lawtd

Copartnership Notice.
have this day

a

name

WHITTEMORB,
store formerly
occupied by Hen y Fling, No. 91 Commercial street
where they Intend doing a Commission and Wholesale business in Teas, Tobacco, W. I. Goode. Groceries and Provision*.
HBNRY FLING,
STEPHEN WH1ITEMOR*
Portland, July 8,1884.
dtf

Iron

ASSOCIATION,’

in whieh the expensee are controlled by
eeted Executive Committee.

a

Machine Job Presses; Haggles’ superior Card Pres;
Adams’ and Union large Band Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the machinery necessary for a well

appointed offioe.
The Dally Press Job Office Is believed to be as well
fhrnlsbed

disinter

as

any similar establishment in the State.

Those sending order from the country may rely
receiving prompt attention.

CHEROKEE

on

We will do all kinds of

promptly, and

as

oheap

as

printing as

well and

as

any other establishment

All orders for Job Printing must be directed te
the Daily Press Job Office, Ho. 81} Exchange street,
Portland, He.
Thu Job Office is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PHUTTEK, and is himself an experienced praottoal workman, and employs only well-skilled meobanlos in
this department of his work.

The Portland

Daily Press,

The largest daily paper east of Boston, and having
t larger circulation than all the other dallies in the
sity oombined, it published at the Offioe in Fox
Block, EE l-» Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday exeeptod, at 88,00 per annum.

_dawly
Administrator’s Sale.
license from the

Jedge Probate
for the County ol Cumberland, I shall sell at
PURSUANT
at tbe
the
to

of

Pnblic sale,
premiat* °n Thursday,
99th
A. M., all the
day of Deoembsr next, at
J6o'ricek,
which
Interest
Frederick
and
title
8.
right,
Towle,
late o) Falmouth, in the Conrty of Cumberland, daceased, had at the time ot hH death In and te about
dw.
Ilia*
22 lores or Imd and a
home, barn, and
shoe-ahon thereon, situate In said kalmoith, on the

frww&ta
smsMBfes##
Knight.
subject

The earns being
Robert
to a mortgage given to Alexander C. Knight to recars the payment ol a debt amounting to about #975,00.
DANIEL MERRILL, Admliietratcr.

w3w.

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

rbc largest paper in Hew England,
eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
tews by mall aid telegraph,
Important reading
***• M«fket Reports, do., of the
Daily Press, at the following prioes, vfc:—

llmgle copy,

sms

year,

Invariably

luadva.ee....88.00
X. A. FOSTER A Co., Pnorxiwrons.

Portland June 1, 1864.

dtf

COE’S'

PILLS

DYSPEPSIA CURE
sn rr wiu

injure him,

gin in a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled in the same instantaneous way, ky the nse oi

AT

o”

OOFS DYSPEPSIA CUBE!
Fever and Ague, Siclc-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach,Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pain*
in Stomach or Bowel*, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where the core is osed
It removes the disease oy t amoving the oanse ual
like Alooholio Bitters whioh sover up your bad feel
inn for a few momenta by their
exhilarating elfcetj
Beware ofsuob remedies or bovertges, but in liuii
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functious to their normal eondltlon, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in
perfect barmany, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physelogioal laws. That suoh will be the «fof
net
—

GOES DYSPEPSIA

No.

5

Temple

CURE,

immediately

and instantaneously, we pledge our
of honor—our reputation asI'hsrmaeeutilts—our favorable acquaintance witl*the people *.»
proprietors or the World-renowned
vouch
Balaam," if it is used according to oar directions,
whioh may be found with each bottle.
We add below aoms lestimonials from oar neighbors and townsmen, to whioh we ask your careful
word

as men

ROOMS,
TESTIMONIALS.

Street.

JYom the Pastor V the Methodist X. Church, Maiitou, Coun.
I have ued Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in my fimliy,
andean willingly testily to lie value as a medicine.
Hjousy
^
GiDMAnp, Vastor M. E. Charch.
Madison, Conn., June 80th, 18M.

he
he ooneolted privately, and with
the utmost oonltdenoe by the afflicted, at nil
WHERE
and from
ean

daily,

8 A. w. to 9 r. u.
Dr. H. addressee thorn who aro suffering under the
amietiun of private disease, whether arising from
impure oonneetion or the terrible viee of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that partioular branch of
the medioal profession, ho feels warranted in Guarantkkino a Cdbi is all Casis, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs oi disease from the system, and
making a
perleotand PKRMANKU'f CURB.
He would call the attention of ,tbe afflicted to the
fact of his longstanding and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and snohours

A Votes from home through our CUy Paport.
Mew Haven, Conn June IS, ISO*.
Messrs. Editors.—Allow me, through
your col*
omna, to acknowledge my gratitude lor the benefit 1
have received (horn the use of Goe s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although I was a greet sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first duso gave instant relief, undone onme has
enabled ms to eat anything I please, without pain.
I have now stopped using the medicine, as I no
Fauna, i r...
longer need it.

~

ot##,

11

CAUTIOH TO THE PUBLIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person moat know
that remedies handed out tor general nso should
have their efficacy estabii.bed by well tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physician, who.e prerar.tory stuuies fits him lor all the

are

Mr. Coe:—The bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure j oa
me has backed up
your statement concerning
I have only need half a bottle, and can eat pino
apple short cake or anything el.e, without trouble.
It acts like a charm. The relief It affords I* lusteataneous.
Jamb A. Lgw&jby.
New Haven, June 18,1864.

gave

ft.

Those who know my eonstitutionF what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Core has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is very
seldom I now have to nse the medicine.
It relieved
me in an instant when I was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its nse.
Amu E. Baoaon.
_

Mew Haven, Jane M, 186*.

Ia ortant te Travelers.
While lournoying on the cart, my stomach be.
°*using severe pain In my
bred. **?*>;
Had it been on the water it would hive
been ailed sea-sickness. A lady
sitting by me,
knowing my oonaition, reached out abottie saying,
"take a swallow." I did so. and in less than Sve

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who hare committed aa •* cess of any kind,
whether it be tbe solitary rice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaoed confidence in maturer years.
SB AX FOB AS ASTlDOTB IS 8BASOS.
The Palos and Aehea, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
tbe Barometer to tbe whole system.
Do not wait or tbe consummation that is sore to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for j.o«s of beauty
and Complexion.

minutes my trouble

day puses but

ire are

oonsalted by

one

KIDDLE AGED MEN.

after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first does of the
sickness at stomach was gone- its effect
wae instantaneous. In an hoar 1 eat my dinner with
as good a relish as ever
hungry man partook, (as 1
was well oleared ont or food.) and followed by a
teaspoonful of cure, f have not suffered a particle
Of Inoonvenienee sinoe I took the remedy.
Its actios was so wonderfol and so Immediate,
that I oould hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and I desire to publicly m»k° known these
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves of
Its am. Like bread, it thosid find a plaee in every
one’s house, end I believe thst no one should go
nwuy from home without a bottle of It in his pool «t,
or whore It could he quickly made available.
GKO. L. DRAKE.
Truly yours.
medicine my

* perfect cure in inch
cases, tnd a
lull and healthy restoration of tbe urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot personally oonsult the Dr.,

soby writing

in

a

plain

manner s

description

Elec lie Medical Infirmary,

CELEBRATED

TO THE LADIES.
particularly tnrttm allLadlesiwho

Water 1

DE HUGHES

SSjfStfiff

strong,—removlur all

Ranged

for

Co.—Otnllmun—i desire

f."1

There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening ihe system In a
manner the patient cannot aooonnt for. Un examinIng urinary deposits a ropy sediment wiU often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the odor will be of a thin
wi kith hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
SfE®"!?"0?' ‘here are many men who die of this
ilffloalty, ignorant of the cause, which ia thy

do

The medicine wae

/OK)'•

or more young man with tbe above diseue, some of
whom are aa weak and emaciated as though they
bad the consumption, and by their friends snppoe d
to have It. All suchoa-es yield to the proper aud
Daly correct ecus* of treatment, and In a short Urns
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

sf their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.
DB. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. I. Tample St., [comer of Middle] Portland.
HT Send Stamp tor circular.

ended.

Hew Haven, Jane 28th. 1864
Messrs. C. G. Clark fc
make known the almost instantaneous effect- of
dyspepsia fare," in oaaes of choleramorbus.
[ had been lor twenty four hours purging at the
itomach and bowels, every flit ecu minutes. I went
Into your drag store to procure come brandy, as 1
b®®“ told *h** ** was n good
remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness at
once attracted the attention ol the clerk In
charge,
and he asked me at once “what is the matterf" 1
replied: “I have been fortwentry-fonr hoars vomit.
Ing and purging, and lam unable to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my atom,
aeh completely prostrates me." lie produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, -take a large
swallow of that; It Is mow 11 o'cloak; taken another
to

You-g men troubled with smiislons In sleep, s
complaint gen rally the re.nlt of a bad habit in
youth, tr. ated scientifically, and a perfect care warranted or no charge made.
a

was

"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cura” and from the eOfeot it had
upon the Stomach, and what i have learned of it
since, 1 thina it must by an excellent remedy lor
Boa-sickness and Dyspepsia.
UBS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, Jane 30th, 133a.

BOW HAST THOUSASDS CAS TBSTIFT TO
TBISBT VSBAPPT MXPBBIBSCK.

Hardly

Madison, Conn.. June 80,186*.
the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dys1 am prepared to say that
be without It and advise all who
afflioted with Dyspepsia to try it.
PHILAXSUI Lewis.

From

pepsia Cure in my family,
Inever intend to

duties he must fluidtl; ye theoouairy is flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purport in z to both e
best in the world, wniob are not only uaelest, bnt always injurious. The unfortunate should be Tabtic
ulah in selecting his physician, ai It la a lamentable
yet incoatrovortable fact, that many syphilitic
are made miaerahlewlth rained constitutions
patien'a
by malt eatment from inexporienoed phys clans in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best sypbilographcrs, that the study end management of these complaints should engross toe
whole time of those who would he competent and
•uooesaful in their treatment and onre. The Inexperienced general pi aoUtioner, having neither oppogtuuiD nor time to make himaeli acquainted with
their pnhology, commonly pursues one system of
treatment, in magt oases making an indiscriminate
use of that aa rt,i anted and dangerous weapon, Heronry,

MBS. M. G. BBOWjN’S

Oat ef the

Twenty-fine.

n«re“*TW>’Jltlr nthjsei.

Mr Con—Sir —Having been troubled with the
*°*® e*Kht or twelve
months. 1 have
Dyspwsia
modicine“' which have dene
« V£>d*°*r
ns no
good. I saw your advertisement of a mertiuf*PeP“ia. I have tried it, aud
The 3rst 16 drape (it.e
1 to°k, raUevid me in one
minute.
Karafokww
have taken it three or four
times, hut have had no
“*”“*“* feeling in my stomach sinoe taking the
hst u drops;
although before, I could not
a
aaAl, and sometimes no more than three or tour
**
, aonthfalls without
distressing me.
y WOODRUFF.
w

mw*1*°f

fal

Respectlully,_3.

Hew Haven, June 11th 1864
Mb. Con—Decor Mr.-—The bottle «f

as

_

TSSntfw®

NO DIPHTHERIA

ofob-

i

inu££r‘

Kitn.rtIT,tJ^,d ut*'
■■“rresing^fie'Tnsn^
fwot’tood’nndSsm^l1lSr **• m**ol,e-»ntU t
t waa about

like taking twe doses

d*y’

ytWn* ** »>>• My
So least inJuTou. »the iMbfc. and may to &en j Swid^eMtftbSTre^
•se wasan exireme
OBo, having guttered fr>ra*v»a
the country with full directions
partrof
"T*®1*
gad hv using
cured,
j
inreVmi v.°n»i°011 »d,r
DE. HUGUE8.
*»
,y addre s'ng
5paos if twj

was

Can oome where it is ased; be wise, and educate yea
children ta bathe their tyee dally with "Poor Bichard’sEye Water.”

■w

was m mu

1

Tempts Street, ooraer at Middle, Portland.

Mo. 5

ai 00
2*

N. B.—Ladies

dWfSfewly

It Is entirely vegetable and
contain*
fljl olassM ot disease that havetheir

as

opiate*

attention.

their house.

noy!7 1864

no

HM

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Quicker and Safer than the Beet Phyeieian in
the Land. IT"Let the wise always keep a Box la

Price per Bottle, *1.
HTThe above celebrated Medicines are ta bo had
ofall Druggist*.
Office In Portland 229 Congress street, two doors
tbovo the new City Building.

state meat

powerful bnt harmless, and whilst
n single teaspoonful will at onoe relieve the
dysie*tic sufferer, the whole bottle would not
materially

They onre Green Sickness (Chlorosis).
They onre Nervous and Spinal Aflbctions, pains in
the back and lower parts of the body. Heaviness,
Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation oi the Heart
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Slek Headaehe, Giddiness, etc., eto. In n word, by removing the Irregularity, they remove the esaae, and with it AU th*
•Acts that spring from it.
Composed or simple vegetable extracts, they eontain nothing deleterious to any oonstititlon, however delidSte—their (Unction being to substitute
strength for weakness, which, when properly need,
they never (hil to do.
All letters seeking information or advioe will be
promptly, freely and dlaoreetly answered.

san

and
Wall known for renewing the scalp,
P increasing
itrangtbenlng the hair.

our

medicine Is

struation.

CAB BB BOUBB

to

Mrs. M. G. Brown’s “Scalp Renovator.”

w'l forfeit to you the price

wo

•7tc«>j

Discovery

large.
small..

Tno

BB. J. B. HUGHE

ia

Price per Bettte,
"
••
*•

““fofowtpoo". Mtd

SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WSAKNE88.

It,

the use •«
the food din-

and

a*

U,M>? correctyoar shewing tliat

febtkodfceowlv

uaaxpectsd at-

use

meal, (as often

Kr^°s.ord^^,%*trt),M s:

Ho. 69 Liberty-at., Hew Tork.

A.dvio©!

*“<• humor. •I!"
one shcu I<1
it provss the prevention ofEvery
disease.

Instantaneously.

7on,by hearty eating,
cure after each

55“
tha

SOLE PBOPBIETOBS,

—

Bye

di“r's9 **•fo1-

Dr. W. H. M KB WIN * Co..

Cure qf Catarrh qf Ten Yean' Standing.
I, Mb. William Doubxllt. corner of Dexter
and D streets, South Bo ton. do certify that my
daughter has been suffering ITtm Catanb for the
past ten yean. She lost the sens of smell, and bad
no pasease ihrough her nostrils
during that time
Every remedy was retorted to, without receiving
any relief. Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me aphysf
oal Discovery advertised. I concluded to try It. After doing so. I must acknowledge my gratitude to
God forTnoliningmetothi* great remedy for that
dteadftil disease—Catarih. I believe my daughter
never would have been cured had I not fonnd this
medicine. It mnat have been sent of God to tbe
people to rid them of the horrible dlsetses that take
hold of them. My daughter’s Catarrh is eutiiely
broken up, her sense ot smell has returned, the passage to her head la clear. 1 cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Disoovery to all who suflbr from
Catarrh.

Richard’s

Cure the Wont of Yoa,

least-wisj
the Dootor has ordered the beartyplainest
secondly for fear the dial reus it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as
hearty a meal as you wish.

Fall directions aooompany each box.
Price 81 per box, or six boxes for 86.
Beat by mall, free of postage, on reoeipt of prior
Sold by all reepeotable Druggists.

had baffled the skiii oi the most eminent physloians.
Consequently I went to Mrs. M. G. Brown's office
and obtained her Metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th Inst. I applied it at four o’olock in
the afternoon. The result was that’ Neuralgia sabsided—almost immediately I felt relief. I
wall
without any poultices, ss before, and at the time of
giving this oertifioatt, *be 21st Inst.. 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and recommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

Poor

statement,

on^mmV
whi“£

Thsy care or obvintethose numerous diseases tba
spring from irregularity, by removing the rregular
ltyItself.
They care Suppressed,Excessive aad Pain (til Men-

Certificate of Mi*. J. P. Litch, oi Charlestown.—
March 18.1864.
This te to oartify that aloe months ago 1 was attacked with Neuralgia la thi most violent form.—
8everal physicians were tpplied to, who did all they
oouid to relieve me but to no purpose. Every patent medicine and remedy that oouid bo found were
applied without effect My ilsoe was poulticed and
bandaged In order to find relief. Sinoe tb# Neuralgia attack d me X lost twenty -seven pounds of fieth.
In this state a friend of mine recommended me to
try Mrs. M. G Brown’s Metaphysleal Discovery, as
it had cursd a ITiend of his or very bid e. es, which

Metaphysical

Positively

oar

not In s veer—not In a month—nor
in a weak—hot
you shall see its beneficial influence »t
dlatelv, and the day you take It. To you
Wred for yean upon Urabain Bread and
plain diet
who dare not eufuny thing the

Fer the removal of Obstruotloas, and the Insnnne
of Regularity is the Recurrence of the
Monthly Periods.

the directions onthebottlei. And thertsul' is, that
the fearing of both ears is perfectly restored, to
that I can hearaa well as any man. The great trouble
ih my head is entirely gone. My bead feels perfectly easy and at rest. My throat, wbloh was to diseased, is entirely cured; and I have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollars for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mrs. M. G
Brown’s Metaphysioal Discovery.

City, County or State.

pledge our reputation upon

when weeny it will

CERTAIN AND SAFE,

—

or

"COES DYSPEPSIA CURE”
end we

Believe Ton

month sinoe I obtained Mrs. Brown’s

Ia all cases of looal, sudden,
tacks of disease, a box of the

person*.

refusing it* subjects a particle of aourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, end oftentimes complete prostration. To meet the terrible ravages of this worst of
all diseases, we have prepared

HEALTH PRESEBVKB,

a source ol constant trouble tome.
I tried every remedy that oonld bs thought of.—
I went to auriats; but as they waited to use instruments, I would hare no hingtodo with them

Sound

more

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, anti General
Debility
of the whole System,

FEMALE KEGULATOK,

been so deaf that I eoald not bear conversation or
public speaking of any kind. I eonld not bear the
chureh bells ling, while I was titling in the church.
I hare also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that 1 was obliged to
give up
singing in church, fori had lost my voioe. 1 bad
great trouble in it head—terrible noises almost to
felt numb and stupid, and was
orazlnsss. My h

We execute all orders In the shortestpossible time

for

“d

“nergT
th£w

SUGAR COATED.

Remarkable Cure of Deafness of Twenty
Years Standing.
June Uth, 18ft.
I, Joint A. Nnwooxn, of Quinoy, do eeniiy that
I hare boon entirely deal'in my left ear for twenty
years, and for the past six years my right ear has

and in the neatest and best manner.

In the

formed
undersigned
oenartand style of FLING A
under the
THEnership
and have taken the

“MAINE WAR CLAIM

book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Past

It baa well

,.,®ourf|.ei
f"unK'
eufferftom it*
than firom all®*leaud7emale,
other ailment, combined. It
mysges,
robe the whole system el ite
and
vigor
glees
weariness and total
onoe
Indisposition to
rtrone and active; renders the stomaoh
powerless to
the
digest
food, and has tor its attendan; s,
hnth
*>‘d0'd

“i “hTu-sugu*t^»Vf°

Catarrh—Scrqfula.

according

°-1*the *ure fbrernnner of death

Pnt_the ,<;0?P^io° of a miserable life.

because
irsly
iood, and

I, Mrs William Ellery, ef 76 Central Avenue,
Chelsea, do certify that I have been a great auArer
all my life from Catarrh and Serofula of tie worst
kind. At the tg of two years, the disease began tj
sesame a violent form.
All my life it has kept me
in bondage. I have had hundreds of uloerated
throats; 1 would have seven in a winter. I had great
pain and dizziness in my head, with many other ai
meats. Last winter the Scrofula broke oat under
my chin and run to inch an extent, that 1 thought
my life would run out, as no doctor ooaid oare me.
One told me it would take three years to stop the
running. I oann 11 11 the suffering endured in body
and mind. Host providentially I was advised to go
and see Mrs. M. G. Brown. I did so. In the beguiling of May last, I obtained her Metaphysical Discovery, and need it fhitnally. The happy and glorious results are, that I am delivered fromall mv diseases.
My Catarrh is gone, my dizziness and headache are gone. I feel as free from Bcrofhla and its
e Acts as any being in the world.
In two weeks after I began fo use the Mediei ne the running sore under my chin hadoeaaed; in least' anamoa hi found
myself a cured woman It is now nearly six months
sinoe. and 1 hat e had no return ofdisease. My throat,
whl h always troubled me with uloeratione, is entirely cured. Every exposure used to give me cold:
now I do not take cold at all.
I feel stronger ana
bet er than at any period ol my life. I had wind
on my stomach; that is all gone.
I can feel the Discovery searobing through my system. My circulation was always bad; now It is good. I am getting
much heavier and stronger I am sixty-lve years
eld. I want all the world to know of my great deliverance from Catarrh and Serofula, and also from
the grave where I expected soon to go.
Mrs. WILLIAM ELLEBT, 76, Central Avenue,
Chelsea, where I can be seen.

and used it

Balaam."

No. 68 Liberty-st.,New York.

READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CERTIFICATES.

one

Prepared by the Proprietor* qf“ Coe’s Cough

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

to unborn generations.
There are many who do not believe in Phrmotogt
because tbey are not abstruse thinkers. Phr nolog*
it begotten, barn, and sustained by immutable laws.

Metaphysioal Discovery,

stomach and bowels.

DB. W. B. MEBWIH A Co.,

In giving the above extracts from my Phrerological Chart, I do so having u two fold objeot in view.
First, Because I do not wish to be elaeaed with
Quacks or Humbugs, who have experimented on tbe
suds ling mass's till tbe blood of those slain by
Quackery, ponring Mediciue down I be throat, and
Instruments, would Boat all the navies in tbe world
Secondly, I wish to appear before tbe world in my
trus oolora, for If rightly understood, 1 may be enabled through m Metaphysical Disoovary to save
ihousands of valuable 11 ,ee from aa untimely grave,
and prevent di-ease from being left as an inheritance

About

OF TH»

ed to be one oi tbe greatest medieal discoveries el
the age.
One bottle will onre General Debility.
A few doses onre Hysterioe in fomalee.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the mnnllnes
and fall rigor of youtb.
A. few doses restore the appetite.
Three bottles ears the worst oase of Impotenoy.
A few dotes onre the low-spirited.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses
bring the rose to tbe cheek.
This medicine restores to manly rigor pud robs
health the poor, debilitated, worn-down, and de
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated
youth, the overtasked men
of business, the viotim of nervous
depression, th
adivldual suffering from general
debility, or from
weakness of a sings organ, will all and immediate
aad permanent relief by the use of this oii.i.
or Essence of Life.
Price S3 per bottle, or three bottles tbr
86, and
forwarded by Express, on reoeipt of
money, to any
address.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

slept

Printing Office has one of Soper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—

Disease*

kingdom, being u
entirely new and abstract method of onre, Irrespective of all the old and worn-ont systems.
This medicine has been tested by the moat eminent medical men of the day, and by them prononno-

Neuralgia.

1 TWrdMortgage

Philip M. Stubbs, ) of A. R.R.Co.
IKeodtd

Colored

Notes ef Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists if Donees, etc., eto., qf every variety and eoet,
famished at short notice.

SAID

iMliNxe.

and

For Apothecaries, Herehants, and Fancy Dealers
get np In the best stylo of the art.

Notice.
To the Bondholders under the third Morigsege o>
the Androecogain Railroad Company, dated December 11,1866.
Bondholders are hereby reminded that by
theproylsions of the Revised Statutes, Chap. 61,
See. 66, it is made their duty to present all their dishonored bonds or ooupons under said mortgage to
the subscribers who vretfie trustees holding the
same, at least thirty d-ys before the right of redemptlon will expire; and that said mortgage, notwithstanding the entry which has been made, will
not be toreoiosed by reason of the
non-paymost of
any bond tor oo*pons not *o presented. If they are
filed with either one of ns, belore the 14th of January next, it willbeinseason.
Lewiston, November 14,1864.

Hit Ointment thould be uted
Prepared by c. O. CHAMBERLIN, Portland.
Price 25 Cmkts.
For sale by Druggists gener, lly.
novlBeodlm
a

MACHINERY,

And our collection of

IB, 0(BAND'S UVER PILLS, FIR
the war Is that of the
| T1HKY eradicate all humors from tbe blood, and

M.

Indigestion!

AMD ALL

MOST DBLIOATS.

go

MRS.

and

Dyspepsia

ooirrAinixu bothiro nutritious to tbb

Of New York, Office 118 Broadway.

The Cheapest Agency
collecting all classes of olaias arising

Remedy for the Piles!

unrivalled

Every description of

novTidhra

The Great

oar

TEE BEST STYLE OF TEE AST,

INTERNATIONAL

Wood for Sale.
BOUT eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
d. at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

To Let.

A

PRESS,

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

OOUR Offices, single or in suites, over Stores Nos.
r 162 and 164 Kubango Street, opposite the Interlational Boose. Apply on tbe premises to
A. L. SHOWN.
Jy4 dtl_

toad of Berlin Wbarf.

An
BnfAlling cure for 8pormatorrhea, Semina.
weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all disease*
Polution; suoh as Less of Memory,
noT4 by,6lf
Lassitude, Pain, in the Back, Dimhees of
V«om Premmn,. 0ld
age. Weak Nervei> Diffica:ty
Wakefulness, Eruptions
or the Fuse, Pale
Countenanoe, Insanity, Consumptfam,aadali the direful complaints caused
by departing bom the path ot n.tu- e
This medicine isusimple
vegetable eRtruct.and
one on which we can rely, a. it hu
been nsea in onr
practice for many yoa- s, and, with thousands
treated
it bus not lhlied m a
sivglc in. ante. it. ouraUve
powers have been sufficient to gain victo
y t Ter tbe

m»numbl,orar*bv'm3n *012!

Pay of Prisoner*.

Por
de treble lot of land, with

BOLi

1

°rd‘"
0tno#;Sr..A11
P'^PU^^dT,
no\28iw
C. W. BELKNAP.

T“fo.3?ir,nVn^

For Sale.
A SQUARE block of land, of about 78,000 asres
iX of wood land, on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interoeeded by two
lonsiderable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, snob as
line and spruce In large quantities, and maple,
lirch, beech, tamarao and bass word to any amount.
H. X. MACH1N, Portland.
Enquire of
ftb26 eodtf
Portlahd, Feb. 1864. *r

MEDICINE.

A CardA. Davis A Cloyes Brothers having purchased thstock and taken the stand
formerly ooeupied bj
Drake A Davis, would
respectfully solicit the p.t
romgeofboth firms at the old stand, where wi
•hall b« known
by tko firm name oi Davis f Cloyes
Brother*.
A

half a bottle left and wonld not take a
thousand dollars for it if I oonld not prooure more.
DrGoodalebas Barely discovered the true cause o
Catarrh, and an unlhUlng remedy to sore it.
Yours truly,
John L. Bull.
New London, Conn., June 9,1863.
have

CALORIC POWER

||

Cherokee Curel

Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale’s Catarrh Bem-

edy yon sent mo has cored me of the Catarrh of to*
years standing. I gave a few doses of it to three of
I
my neighbors, and they say it has oared them

THE DAILY

A On

DissolutlonTmrco|mr|Ilen|)fpa
A.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

for Sale.

No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

^SSsSSSTSi

Leave Portsmouth for Portland) at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and loave passengers at way
stations.
Freight Mins leave Portland and Boston daily.
FBANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4, 1864.
oo81 edtf

pries.

eons

Weeks 8c Potter, Carter

or

three boCles for *6.

iff1
eOjiOD,

8.46 A. K. and 2.80

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. H. and 2.30

or

Algo

Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P.

r

ease,

PBBVVZA N

TRUSTEE S:
Dav'd Lane,
James Bryee,
Wm. Sturgis, Jr.,
H. E.Bogert,
A.
A. Low,
HsnryColt,
W. C. Fickeragill,
Wm. I Dodge,
L-wis Curtis,
Dennis Perkins,
Chas. H Bussell,
Jos. Gaiilard Jr.,
Lowell Holbrook,
J. Henry Burgy,
P. A. Hargous.
Cornelius Gunnell.
B. W. Waston,
C. A. Hand,
Watts Sherman,
Boy al Pbolps,
Caleb B&rotow,
E. E. Morgan,
A P. r illot,
B. J. Howland,
Benj Babcock,
Leroy M. Willey,
Daniel S. Miller,
Fletcher Westray,
S.T.Niooll,
B. B Minturn, Jr.,
Josbua J. Henry,
G. W. Burnham,
Beo. G. Hobson,
Fred. Cbaunoey.

Trains leaf* Portland, Grand Trank
and Auburn, at
igHP5SM8Station, for*• Lewiston
*r

for

OOHPOTOD now

[From the Commeroial Advertiser. New York.l
Bay, Nose, and Periodic Catarrh.—Dr. E. Goodale's Catarrh Bemedy, and mode ot treatment, not
only affords the greatest relief in every variety of
Catarrh, but it extingeishea the disease forever, In
all its types and stages. Every one speaks well of it.
[From John L. Beebee, New London, Ct.J
orton t Go.
Mtttrt.

Mwgsn

day
xiwpied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at

INJECTION.

ease

GEOROE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

’’

-AHD-■Cy.

It penetrates

for Portland.
Jane 2,1863

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. M. H Moore,
Thos. Tiles ion,

C.U. XOS8E, Supt.
Waterviile, November, 1868.
declt

Remedy,

II ,690,210

mode of treatment ever afforded auon
or gave such universal satisfaction.
the very seat of this terrible disand exterminates it, root and branob, forever.
no

mediate relief,
Swer
to

HAMILTON BBUCE, Vice President.

For

Orriona

Remedy

-FO*-

Pimm rBOM Pub* Thiuiu
Extract*

frioe fe.oo.

By Fowx.an

TOOK centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of phyX Bicians and surgeons. No medical work eontaint a prescription that will eradicate It. NotbL g
save Dr. Goodale’s ttemedy will break It up, radically destroying the principle of the disease, and
preelnding the possibility of relapse.
No form of Catarrh oan withstand its searching

The World’* Orest

Metaphysical DiscoTery!!! rjIHE Rejuvenating Elixir it the result o! modern
discoveries in tbe regetsbls

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL
RESTORED.

<16,968,880

Company

Kidneys,.Constipation,Gravel,Piles,

EXTRACTS FROM

earnings remaining wjth tbu
Company on 1st Jan., 1864,
<6,168,670
By order of the Board,
W. TO WNSEND JONES, Secretary.

Insurance

of tbs

OB, ESSENCE OF LIFE.

Paralysis, with all ana every disease whioh infrttt
the human body, cured efifeotually by

Vo Violent Syringing of the Mead!

Net

Fire

OVVM1ATMIMT IS

Diseases

(Hill

—

Scrofula. Ccnaamption, Bronchial
▲Station?. Throat DifBcultie*, Diseaeed Ev*i, Low
Ofthe Hair, Dyspepsia. Enlargement of the Diver,

It Cores C a tarrh and averts consumption.

8.680,0

^Applications forwarded

REMEDY,

pin

COE’S II

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

NATION !

THE

DR. WKIQHT’S

Discharges from the Ear, Catarrh,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism, asthma.

It C ores Catarrh ia all its types and stages

and

FOK

Elixir

Hoisesin the Bead,

It Core* Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh

Total amonnt of Assets)
S9 266,466 82
interest on the outstanding certifiwill be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal representatives, on and after
Tuesday,
the 2d of February next.
After reserving Three and One half Million Dollars
of profits, the outstanding certificates of the issue of
1862 will be redeemed and psid to the holders thereof, or their legal leprerentativea, on and utter Tuesday, the Seoond of February next, from which date
all Interes' thereon will cease. The certificates to be
produced at the time of payment, and oaneeLed.
A Dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of the Company, for the year
ending 31st December, labS, for which oer.ificates
will be issued, on and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.
The profits of the Company, ascertained lrom the 1st of Ju'y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1863, for which Certificates were issued, amount to
<14.SM.888
Adciionai from 1st Jan., 1868, to 1st

procured by

Elixir!

Mrs. M. G. BROWN’S

SU per cent,
cates of profits

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

DEAFNESS,

Tne Acme of Perfection!

The Company has the following assets, via:
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Bank and otherStocks,
<8,493,631 80
Loans secured by Stocks and othervise,
1,460,700 00
Beal Estate and Bonds and Mortgagee
198.700 00
Dividends on Stocks. Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans, sundry Notes, re-insurance
and other claims due the Company,
estimated at
104,984 61
Premium Notes and Bills, Receivable
8.378,676 68
Ca>h In Bank,
744,818 88

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

DISCOVERED AT LAST.

made nse pi Mr. Gee. Jaque't Havens’
W ing Blacking, and find It to he of excellent quality,
and remarkably free from crooking,and very ei manent. I consider it to be an improvement on the
celebrated Day fc Martin's Blacking.
CHA8. T. JACKSON, M. D
State A Mayer to Massachusetts,
Geologist and Consulting Chemist.

AW> MOD*

WM. E. WARREN, President.

line.

I hare

pemias

nov7

oni^a

LINE.

The irlesdtd and fast Steamships

-A-

■■■■■■■ uatil turtber notloe,

Hr ess Boot Blacking.

Gray

BAILEY, Superintendent.

Portland, N ov. 7,1864.

follows:
Leave

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
P.
M
at7
o'clock
,and India Wharf Boston,
Friday,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
at
6
o’oiock P. M.
Friday,
Faro in Clbin...M.00.
usual.
Freight taken as
The Company are not responsible Her baggage to
any amount exceeding (60 in value, and t oat personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every S6t0 additional value.
dtf
Feb. is, IMS
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

uuui mu her

H.

CATARRH

Total amount of Marine Premiums,
•10,006,00117
No policies have been issued upon Life
Bisks; nor upon Fire Bisks disconnected wish Marine Bisks.
Premiums marked off from 1st Jan.,
1863, to 81st December, 1888,
<7,697,666 66
Losses paid during the same period,
8,b06 661 04
Returns of Premiums tad Expenses,
1,083,967 48

Total profits for 21} years,
Certificates previuus to 1862 have
been redeemed by cash,

HI

DR. R. GOODALE S

TITHE Trustees, In conformity to the Charter of the
JL Company, submit the following statement ot
on the 81st December, 1868:
Premiums received ou Marine Blake,
f. om 1st January, 18:8, to 81st December, 1868.
$8 214,898 98
Premiams on Policies not marked off
JSt January, 1868,
1,708,603 94

The

nctamni-cri

Will, until further notloe, run as

^■pnv.

ARRANGEMENT.

SScSKstrains will
suj

Company,

January, 1864,

the

iee will permit, conneotiug with the Eastern, Bosta Maine aud Portland, Saco f Portsmout Railroads. from Boston and Way Stations, leaving Boston at 8 o’clock P. M.
The Boat will touch at Rockland. Camden, Belfitst, Bu:k>port, Wu, ter port and Hampden, both
ways. Passengers ticketed through to and from
Boston, Lowell, Lawience, Salem and Lynn.
For more extended information, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; the local agents at the various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. S. A P
Eastern and B. A M. Railroads; Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang & Delano, Boston, or
CBAS. SPEAR, General Agent.
Ootober 17.—dtf-

City,

RAILWAY,

Of Canada.

on

Eor«st

TRUNK

GRAND

every

—“Pat, do you love your country ?”
•‘Yes, yer honor.”
“What’s the best thing about Ireland Pat?”
“The whiskey, yer honor.”
“Ah, I see, Pat, with all her faults, you love

Young’s

Bangor,

ragusstaw] On and after November 1st, 1861,
^■Strains will leave as follows, until fur-

—

jMm>

Co. C, ffid He. Begt.

Brown.

it

LAACr,

Built expressly lor this route,
CAPT. WILLIAM It. ROIX,

—Jones and Brown were talking lately of a
young clergyman whose preaching they had
heard that day. The sermon was like a certain man mentioned tn a certain biography,
“very poor and very pious.”
“What do you think of him?” inquired
Brown.
“I think,” said Jones, “he did much better

ant fc Kdmands,
1. M. Bice fc Co.
John Schayer,

dtf

Ported

f till, full oft ye*ll hear the sigh,
“Kiss ns, mother, ere I die.”

BOSTON

make her

r. m.

And from out the bloody carnage,
Peace and Union shall arise!

ago.”
“Why,he didn’t preach

YORK ^CUMBERLAND KAIL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

laettrip iortheseasou,
Monday, Deo B.
The steamer Nbw teoLAK!) will eonttnne one
tripper week, leaving every Thursday, at B o’clock

aeeepts

“True,”

NOTICE.

The steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,

JtrfStarfcuimt-wlll

sigh,

two years

(UP STUBS.)

W. D. 'LITTLK, Agent.
Passagee lor California, by the Old Line Mail
iteamers and Panama Railroad, may be secured by
larly application at this olhce.
mayaudfc wtf

<ltl

STEAMBOAT

Jtmm.

Let the eye of feitb look upward,
Pierce the portals of the tomb.
Those young martyrs have not perished ;
tbs sacrifice!
God

C.H.
Portland Nov. 28,1864.

!

Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange St.,

I die!”

H.

all the great leading routes to ChicaAgent
go, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
lalena, Oskosh, St Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
(ulney, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
to., etc., and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket»
rom Portland to ail the principal oities and towns in
he loyal States and Canadas, at the loweet rates of
l are, and all need ml information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage to
| troeure their tiokete at the

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

Mothers—who have given your sons
To die in all their youthftU bloom,

mean.”

go.

International Steamship Company.
SPECIAL

Mutual Insurance

|

MEDICAL.

OATARH

its affairs

fer

[S

MEDICAL.

NEW YOKE, Jakuakt M, 1864.

LITTLE

W D

Steamship Dabascos

Portland,

could speak.

seemed to hear him

travelers

TO THS

:

To be succeeded by
on the 17th December.
18m.
Nov.

high.”

The Death-angels Ice-cold seal
Wes pressing hard on brow and cheek.
Moments passed.—Hie work was done.
Life for his country he had given!
Cold in death hit body lay.
His soul was with his God in Heaven.
Yet

10

For freight or passage apply to
HUGH * ANDBEW ALLAN,
5 0. r. K. B Paasenger Depot.

I die!”

no more

lor

BkTUBDAY.Ahe

on

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

boyish fece grew pale,

And his

from this port

to

aoftly sigh,

ere

rites i

West, North Weetand South West.

steamship Mobaviaf Oapt.
will bsU

All In vain, I strove to »tsy
The crimson tide that Cut was rushing
Where the ball had cut its sway.
8UU from 'noath my finger* gushing
Faster came his life-blood Sowing,
And he elowly laid, “Good-bye.
on

to

INSURANCE.
9PFIOE OF THE
ATLANTIC

Return Tickets granted at Beduoed Bates-

A

Jeaui calls ms.—I am going,
To join the ransomed onee

qhpobtajvt

—TO—

■re the atubborn foe would

1

IRA n,BOADS. » .1

STEAMBOATS.

<

wnsex.
no*.

-s

i

A

desiring

may oonsult one of their

lady of experience

s;hi

in oonstant attendjaal dfcw .y

D«Htistrr.

, pHE undersigned here associated themselves for
A the practice of Dentistry, and will oontinue tha
I Idles lately
occupied by Drs. Bacon fc Breslin, No.
1 7 Free street.
Klbbidob Bacox,
Hbxwt K ns ball.
coHOeodtw
Portland, Oet U, UN.

1

■oaths.

rhere

The dose waa a
teaapoonfol.
Ellnw 8 Allbk.

bT Drn ****** *“ city and eonatry, every.

Pries 91.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mall, from sit her dealers or aouremers
oouswmer.,
1 iromptly attended to.
C. O. CLARK A CO.
WMetnU Drnygiett, Hew Haven, Conn.,

Proprietor*.

